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ABSTRACT

This stu<]y looks at the role of mentodng within refbrm efïorts to create closer

university-school partnerships. I document a process of consultation using fbcus gl'oups

with collaborating teachers who have acted as mentors in a teacher education prograrn. The

goal of the consultation is to review basic assumptions underlying a teacher education

program, to define the role of the collaborating ûeacher within the parameters of the basic

assumptions, and to determine how the teachers feel that they rnay be best suppofted in their

endeavours.

The results of this study plovide teacher educators with an example of a consultative

process in the development of a school-university partnership as well as contdbute to the

knowledge base of the role of the collaborating teacher as teacher educator. Collaborating

teachers describe the role of schools in society and how teacher candidates should be

educated to fulfill that role. Roles of collaborating teachers as well as the f'aculty of

education are defined. Participants aglee that collaborating teachers should be better

suppofted, and they suggest how this could be achieved. Finally, the advantages and

disadvantages of mentoring a teacher candidate are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Schools and faculties of education are being called upon to redefine their roles

and to restructure their organisations so they can work together more collaboratively.

Field experiences for presewice teachers are being extended, and collaborating teachers

are assumin g greater responsibilities as teacher educators and mentors to teacher

candidates. The present study is an attempt to look more closely at the role of mentoring

within efforts to redefine university-school partnerships in teacher education.

Background

Hargreaves Q992) and Fullan (in Beatty and Shaw, 1994) talk about

"'roculturing,' as the need to change the culture of teaching So that it is morc

collaborative, so that there is a twin focus on now pedagogy and on new profèssional

collegiality" (Fullan, in Beatty & Shaw, p. 6). This reculturing involves, among other

things, the establishment of school-university partnerships. The focus of knowledge is

moving from the university to a new discourse community that includes teachers, teacher

candidates, and professors. This involves a shift of power from the university to the

school and a shared vision of the role of schooling.
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In the United States, repofts by such entities as the Holmes Group (1990) and the

Camegie Forum on Education and Economy (1986) have recommended that universities

and schools work collaboratively to design and deliver teacher education programs. They

are placing much stock in what has been termed Professional Development Schools

(PDSs). It is believed that these kind of collaborations will ensure strollg new teachers

prepared to work with tornorrow's children and implement educationai refbtm of a system

that has become dated and restrictive.

In Canada, there are 49 post-secondary institutions that have teacher education

programs. Although programs vary widely, they all ofTer'(a) acaclemic preparation, (b)

professional preparation, and (c) teaching practica. Several provinces are irnplementing

changes; there is a general inclease in the number of years of post-secondary education

required for certification, a phasing out of single-degree integrated BEd programs, and

the requirement of longer practica (Teacher Education, Certifîcation and Evaluation

Committee, 1998)

These trends seen in Canada and the United States are relevant to the pl'esent

situation in Manitoba. The release of the Shapiro Report (1996) has rcsulted in the

Minister of Education mandating faculties of education across the province to implernent

certain recommendations designed to improve present teacher education programs. One

of these recommendations is the expansion of Bachelor of Education proglams in

Manitoba fiom 120 to 150 credit hours, with half of the additional creclits to be
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accomplished through practicum work. In other words, the Bachelor of Education has

now become a two-year post-baccalaureate degree with the equivalent of one year

reserved fbr field experiences

With the expansion of the field experionce component as a colnlnon trend across

North America, collaborating teachers become much rnore signifìoant players in

presewice teacher education programs as they are being called upon to assume a greater

responsibility as mentors to presolvice teachers. Research to date has looked at the role of

mentors in two contexts; either in short-term fìelcl placernents cluring preservice eduoation

or during the first year of teaching. Generally, the rcsearch paints a ble¿rk picture of the

mentoring. Roles and responsibilities a1'o not clear (Applegate & Lasley, 1982,1984;

Bownran, 1979;Cole & Sorrill, 1992:Enans, 1983;GrifÏn et a1', 1983;Grirnrnett &

RatzlafT, 1986;Hoy and Woolf'olk, 1989;Wideen , Mayer-Smith, & Moort, 1998),

collaborating teachers are under-prepared (Grimmett & Ratzlafï, 1986, Kilgore, and

Kozisek, 1988), there is little control of the selection of collaborating teachers (Cochran-

Srnith, I99L; Cohen, Mclaughlin, & Talbert,1993 Goodman, 1985; Huling-Austin,

1990), and there is rninimal concem fbr supervision, accountability, and evaluation

(Carter & Anders, 1996; Cole & Sorill, 1992;GoodIad,1.994). Furthetmot'e, reseatth on

montoring has tended to isolate it fiom the cornplex act of learning to teach by being

restricted to program descrÌptions, definitions of mentoring, and general discussions of

mentors roles' and rcspottsibilities.
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Within the context of educational lefbrm and, more specifìcally, reform that

espoltsos closer links between universities and schools, the mentoring role of the

collaborating teacher an<l faculty advisor must be reconceptualised . Recommendations

include mentors revisirg their role fì'om one of formal supervision to one of scaffblding

teaclrer candidates in the process of learning to teach (Knowles & Cole, 1996; Wicleen,

Mayer-Srnith, and Moon, 1998) with increased positive t'appolt between mentors and

teacher candidates (Beynon, 1991; Chamberlin & Vallance, 1997; Guyton & Mclntyre;

MacKinnon, 1989). It is suggested that collaborating teachers take an active role rn

teacher education progt'ams (Applegate & Lasley, 1982) and moclel inquiry approaches to

teaching (Dempsey, 1994) with teacher candidates seeing themselves as part of the

ilquiries and, therefbre, generators of new knowledge about teaching (Lytle & Cochran-

Srnith, 1990) . The idea is that teacher candidates, collaborating teaohers, and fäculty

advisors would form discourse comrnunities which would enact best practice.s based on a

prof'essional knowledge base, contdbute to that knowledge ba.se through inquily and

research, and disbeminate newly created knowledge (Lytle & Cochran-Srnith, 1990;

Skau, 1990; Goodlad, 1994; Richardson, 1997).

Revised ideas about teacher education suggest the development of more

collaborative paftnerships through cliscourse communities. This notion of disoourse

community is resonant with a social constructivist theory (Fosnot, 1996a). Social

constructivist theory suggests knowledge is created as we participate in discourse
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communities (Clark, 1990; Lef'evre, 1987). The way we give meaning to our world

depends on the discourse communities to which we belong and the rights we have within

those discourse communities. The discourse comrnunity decides what will be counted as

truth, who will have the right to speak, when they will speak, and whete they will speak.

A discourse community authorises certain people to speak and silences others. It is,

therefore, both inclusionary and exclusionary. It valiclates certain truths and disrnisses

others tht do not follow the discourse conventions. Knowledge is cre ated in discourse

communities ancl language is the mediating device (Clark, 1990). Knowleclge is not

waiting to be discovered in an outside world nor is it born out of an intemal

apprehension. It is the construction of a particular discourse community. As a rcsult, only

those who are part of the community are part of the knowledge-rnaking. In the case of

teacher education, the new discourse community includes the teacher candidates, the

collaborating teachels, and the f'aculty advisors as roughly equal partnors (Richardson,

1991; Fosnot, 1996).

Power is present in all discourse (Foucault, 1980, cited in Usher & Edwatds,

1994), and the rules of the discourse comlnunity are determined by those who retain that

power. When resistance is voiced, often by rnarginalised groups, this is expressed in

terms of a vying fbr power within the discourse community. No discourse community is

without resistance or groups vying for power. Consequently, all discourse is political.

Traditional positivist (Wideen, Mayer-Smith, & Moon, 1998) teacher education progralns
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place the locus of power with the university. However, by creating new contexts that

cultivate closer relationships alnong all partners in teacher edtlcation programs including

the collaborating teacher, the faculty advisor, and the teacher candiclate, and by

underlining the crucial lole of socialising prospective teachers into the prof'ession,

educational refonn is attempting to create new discourse colnmunities. For these

communities to create new truths, new knowledge, there must be a redistribtltion of

powst'. This presumes a paradigrn shifl in how we view teaohet'education (V/irleen,

Mayer-Smith, & Moott, 1998).

Change in the way teachers afe educated means breaking new gfound, turning

over old traditions, and crcating new ways of thinking. The cardinal rule which is irnplicit

in successfirl change is "the fact that local implementation by everyday teachers,

principals, parents, and students is the only way that change happens" (Fulian & Miles,

1992, p, 7 52).In other words, mechanisms must be put in place to ensure equitable

discoume communities are created between fäculties and schools if renewal is to be

successful.

According to Goodlad (1994), successfïl partnerships are syrnbiotic and depend

on fbur conditions. First, there must be distinctive difTerences between the two parties; if

the two palties are voly similar, there is very little to sharc. Secondly, each of the two

parties must have something to ofïer that will fÏlfill a need for its p¿rrtnel'. Third, all

parties must invest equally in the relationship for it to be suocessfÏl. And fìnaily, there
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must be contoxtual rewards powerful onough to encourage the parties' continued eflbrt

when the relationship becomes strained. These conditions should be respected when

seeking out now PartnershiPs

The university and the school must agree on an agenda for their partnership. It

should include the role of the university in educating teacher educators, the role of the

school in educating the nations' young people, and the importance of constructive

collaboration between the university and the schools in achieving a symbiotic relationship

in the teacher education enterpdse (Goodlad, 1990). This agenda sets the stage fbr a

working relationship between the two parties. All the paftners have to f'eel that their needs

are being met and have equal investment in the outcome.

Schools and universities must discuss underlying assumptions in order to avoid

conflict when creating school-university paftnerships (Beynon, 1990; Duquette & Cook,

1994; Grossman, 1994). Conflict can occuf when the agenda of one partner takes

precedence ovsr the agenda of the other. In order to create collaborative partnerships, the

power should be shared equally as equally as possible among all members of the

discourse community. The traditional paradigm in teacher education has vested the

university with the power and authority to determine the underlying assumptions. This

must change in a paradigm that is looking at the possibility of refbrm. 'When stakeholders

can agree on underlying assumptions, it is more difïicult for the university's agenda to

supersede that of the schools (Clark, et a1., 1996; Duffy,1994; Srnith, 1996). Based on
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these underlying assumptions, roles and responsibilities for all the stakeholders can be

negotiated.

When schools and universities sit at the same table to <Jiscuss teacher education

programs, a new discourse community is formecl. The university must acknowledge the

importance of the schools in the generation of new knowledge, and the sohools must take

a lnore active role than they have in the past. This requires that the members of the

discourse community adapt to a now culture. Research rnust look at mechanisms which

facilitate the creation of new discourse communities, and more specifìcally, how voices,

such as those of collaborating teachers, that have been traditionally silenced can be made

to be heard. The new discourse community must have a shared vision of teacher

development in school-university partner.ships. Once they have established a shared

vision, they rnay begin to look at clarifying roles and responsibilities and at detennining

how teacher educators can best support each other in their work with teacher candirlates

Statement of the Problem.

Ref'orrn in teacher education programs is calling on mentors to accopt greater

responsibilities as teacher educators. However, research in mentodng has shown that

roles and responsibilities are not well-defined and that mentors t'eceive little support.

Theref'ore, mentoring has become a haphazard, f'a11-as-it-may enterprise with little

coorclination and collaboration among the stakeholclers. If faculties and sohool.s intend to
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work in partnership, they must agree on the underlying assumptions of their teacher

education program. Schools and faculties must share a vision regarding the role of

schools in today's society and how teachers can be best prepaled to fÏlfïl this role. Once

this vision has been created, attention can be turned to the responsibilities of teacher

educators ancl how they can be supported in their role as montofs

Pu,rpo,re o.f the Study

The purpose of this study is to look more closely at the role of mentodng within

reform effbrts to create closer university-school partnerships. I document a process of

consultation with collaborating teachors who have acted as rnentors in a teacher edtlcation

program. The goal of the consultation is to review basic assumptions underlying a teacher

eclucation program, to define the role of the collaborating teacher within the parameters

of the basic assumptions, and to determine how the teachers f'eel that they rnay be best

supported in their endeavours. The results of this study will provide teacher educators

with an example of a consultative process in the development of a school-university

partnership as well as contribute to tho knowledge base of the role of the collaborating

teacher as teachet' educator

Research Qu.estions

The fbllowing questions were generated in order to address the purpose of the
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study:

1. 
'What 

are collaborating teachers' perceptions of the role of schools in our society?

2. What do collaborating teachers believe are the underlying principles that should guide

a teacher education program?

3. According to collaborating teachers, how can teacher candidates best be educated to

contribute to the role of schools in today's society?

4. V/hat do coliaborating teachors see as their role as mentors in the preservice fìeld

experiences of teacher candidates?

5. How do collaborating teachers f'eel they can best be prepared ancl supportecl in their

role as teacher educators?

Context o.f the Study

This study was carried out in the context of the on-site program we ofI'er at our

faculty of education in my own institution. Since 1995, the Faculté d'éducation at Collège

universitaire de Saint-Boniface (CUSB) has ofI'ered an on-site program whereby fìnal

year undergraduate education students have the opportunity to spen<l seven months in the

fìeld with a collaborating teacher. This seven-rnonth block is in addition to three weeks of

fìeld experience teacher candidates receive prlor to their fînal year. Stuclents who choose

the on-site program are placed in their field expeliences fì'om the end of August until the

end of March. Once a week the students meet at faculty to participate in seminars on
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topics related to teaching and learning theory and to share their field experiences with

their peers.

One of the goals of the program is to socialise teachers gradually into the teaching

profession by making a more cohesive link between theory and practice than is usually

offered by traditional preservice education models. Placing the students in an extended

field experience gives them the opportunity to assume a wide variety of responsibilities of

a practicing teacher. Furthermore, participating in the faculty seminars with their cohort

group and their faculty advisor establishes a community of leamers whose major goal is

to create links between theory and practice.

Teacher candidates are placed in either French immersion or French first-

language schools. French immersion schools in Manitoba offer language instruction in

French to non-French-speaking children. Generally, the children who attend French

immersion schools are English-speaking. Most of the children start the program ln

kindergarten and begin their English instruction in grade one for approximately one hour

a day. The instruction in French remains at about 75Vo unul graduation. All subjects are

taught in French using a communicative-experiential approach. Approximately 6.3Vo

(Canadian Parents for French, 2000) of Canadian students are enrolled in French

immersion programs from kindergarten to grade twelve. The percentage is higher in

Manitoba where approximately 18,000, or 9.27o of the total student population, is

enrolled in French immersion programs. French schools, on the other hand, are designed
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fbr children whose fîrst language is French. Their curricula arc also underpinnecl by a

communicative-experiential approach. Approxirnately 5,400 children are registered in

French schools which replesents approximately 3Vo of the school population in Manitoba

The government of Manitoba has mandated that the CUSB be responsible for the

preseruice education of all teachers destined to teach in French immelsion or in French

first-language schools. This responsibility is reflected in the mission stâtement of the

CUSB which states that the CUSB promotes the knowledge of French and of the Franco-

Ma¡itoban culture as well as dialogue between cultures (Collège ttniversitaire de Saint-

Bonifäce, 7999, p.9). The Ftench language survives in a context of subtractive

bilingualisrn in Manitoba (Ewart, 2000a; Lambert, 7972), and enormous investments are

made to promoto and ensure its existence. A mandate by the provincial government to

provide presewice education for teachers of French immersion ancl French-as-first

language programs attests to this commitment. This manclate means that the Faculty of

Education at CUSB is responsible fbr the prcservice education of teachers who will teach

appr.oximately 15.57o of the province's children, all of whorn learn in Flench. As a result,

our fãculty sorves a very specific population'

Both the French first-language schools ancl the Frcnch immersiotl schools l-rave

certain commonalties. For example, the language of teaching and learning is French,

parents choose to send their children to these programs, paronts are typically actively

involved in their children's education, and in most cases, the children are bussecl to
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school. There are also sorne distinctions. One of the main issues that separates the two

programs has to do with culture. In Frcnch fìrst-language schools, the child is ¿sked to

participate actively in the consü'nction of his or her cultural identity, whereâs, in French

immersion schools, the child learns to appreciate and value the Franco-Manitoban

culture. A second important distinction is that, generally speaking, French first-language

children have the suppolt of the Franco-Manitoban culture in their homes, whereas

Frcnch immersion children live that culture only in a school environment.

The commonalties shared by the two school populations creates an eclucational

community that is relatively small, insular, and well-known to each other. This petrnits

f'aculty advisors to choose the placement of each teacher candidate individually according

to his or her prefèrences (desired grade level, accessibility of the school, French

immersion or Flench first-language program, fämiliarity with collabolating teacher), their

needs (teaching styles, pelsonalities, specifìc areas of strengths and weaknesses), and

interests (desire to work with a teacher renowned fbr hel expeftise in a patticular strategy

or discipline fbr example).

The criteria fbr the choice of schools are as follows: the pret'erences of the

participating teacher candidates, the experience and rnentorship qualities of tl-re

collaborating teachers, the possibility of placing at least two students at the school, a

representation from both French first-language and French immersion schools, and the

prof'essional development goals of the school. Further criteria for the immersion schools
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aro that pref'ot'ence be given to those schools that are best able provicle a French

ambiance. Unless there are extenuating circumstances, students are placed in the same

setting for their entirc field experienco so they may develop a relationship with the same

collaborating teacher and students. It is the belief of out'f'aculty that refining a teaching

style and unclerstanding learners is cleveloped over titne, and, fbr beginning teachers, this

process is f'acilitated when they can practice their teaching with the same grotrp of

children under the guidance of the same collaborating teacher fbr the entire practicum

experience. Furthermore, the French first-language and French immersion community

within which we work is relatively homogenous. Therefbre, arguing that a variety of

placements, as Goodlad (1994) does, would give teacher candidates a taste of a divelse

population is moot. The collaborating teachers receive no remuneration and no rclease

time

The large majority of students who apply to our faculty of education are plirnadly

f'emale. Approxirnately 407o of them are gladuates of French irnmersion public school

programs and the other 600/o have graduated fì'orn Ft'ench first-language public schools

either in Manitoba or Quebec. Most of the students have a liberal arts degree and

complete a two-year post-Bachelor of Education degree. As of the year 200I-2002, aIl

graduates in Manitoba will be required to obtain a liberal arts clegree bef'ole they can

obtain a Bachelor of Eclucation. Our faculty graduates approximately forty students

annually.
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Prior to the academic year 200I-2002, teacher candidates had two choices fbr the

final year of their Bachelor of Education. One route followed a mole traditional faculty-

field experience-fãculty-fìeld experience sequence and the other loute was the on-site

plogram described above. One of the critelia used to select teacher candidates fbr the on-

site program is the results of the test of linguistic competency in French. Other criteda

that arc used to determine acceptance into the on-site progl'am are the students' GPAs,

their commiünent to participate on a filll-tirne basis, completion of all courses excluding

those of their fînal year (i.e., they should not be carrying an extra course during their final

year), and a consultation with their ref'erences to cletermine whether they are able to work

in collaboration with others and are autonomous learners. Having stated the oriteria

necossaly for selection to the on-site program, past experience has shown that the vast

rnajority of stuclents who apply are accepted. The participants fol this stucly all worked

with teachel candidates who hacl chosen the on-site program ovor the tra<Iitional program.

Since the on-site progfam has been ofÏered (1995), approximately eighteen

students have participated annually. There have been 1.5 full-tirne education prof'essors

assigned to this gl'oup. These professors are responsible fol the fbllowing: fì'equent visits

in the partnership schools to meot with the teacher candidates, either individually or in

gfoups; liaison with the collaborating teachers and adrninistfatofs; f'requent

communication with the teacher candidates using either traditional or electronic journals;

readings, weekly serninars, and assignments which address a variety of issues related to
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teaching anrl learning. In addition to establisliing the theoretical component of the

prof'essional program, the prof'essors are responsible fbr co-ordinating the program,

placing the teacher candidates with their collaborating teachors, assudng liaison with the

schools, providing prof'essional developrnent f'or the teacher candidates and the

collaborating teachers, and studying the efI'ectiveness of the prograrl

My interest in this study grows fì'om my involvement as the prof'essor responsible

for tlre on-site program on a fïll-tirne basis fì'om 1996 to 2002. My experien<;e ha.s

convinced me of the viability and the clesirability of this apploach to preservioe teacher

education. Furthermorc, the results of five interuiews conductecl with first-year teachers

who graduated fiom the on-site program suggested it was successfirl in socialising the

teachers into the teaching plot'ession (Ewart, 2000) and that many of the problerns

perceived by beginning teachers (Veenman, 1984) were resolved through participation in

the program. Although the on-site program has many strengths, conversations I had with

participating collaborating teachers pointed to a degree of unceltainty and anxiety with

regards to their role ancl responsibilities in supporting the learning of the teacher

candidate in their classrooms. In order to relieve this tension, I ofïered a tirll-day sosslon

for collaborating teachers and the teacher candidates. The purpose of the meeting was to

outline the faculty's basic assumptions underlying the on-sito pl'ogram, explain the

organisation of the program, and outline the roles ancl responsibilities of the palticipants

in the program (i.e. teacher candidate, fãculty advisor, school prin<;ipal, ancl collaborating
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teacher) accentuating their position as teacher educators responsible fbr supporting the

learning-to-teach process of inexperienced teachers. Bvaluations of the preparation

sessions indicated that they wore appreciated by the participants, but ongoing discussions

during the years revealed that there was still a great amount of unceftainty fbr

collaborating teachers with respect to their role as mentors. This arnbiguity about the role

of collaborating teachers was reiterated in the review of the literature.

My original intention was to implement a program which would better prsparo

collaborating teachers for their role as teacher educators. However, as I read the

literaturc, it became evident that a reconceptualisation of the role of mentorc required that

all the participants collaborate in the definition of that ro1e. In other words, the

collaborating teachers, the faculty advisor, and the teacher candidate must be part of the

discussion to determine the role of the mentor and how best mentors can be supported as

teacher educators. Subsumed in the discussion of the role of mentor is an articulation of

the trnderlying assumptions of the teacher education program. My eflbrts to date had been

restricted to sharing the factrlty's vision of a teacher education program and the faculty's

description of the role of e¿ch of the participants. This view was excluding the voices of

both the teacher candidates and the collaborating teachers

As a result, I felt it was important to provide a foturn that would permit

collaborating teachers to share their point of view with regards to how teacher candidates

could be supported in their learning. It is essential that both collaborating teachers and
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fãculty advisors share a common vision of teachel education and participate equally in

the defìnition of the roles and responsibilities. I see this as a beginning of a redistribution

of power so essentiai in the creation of discourse communities whete inclusion is the

cornerstono of collaboration.

Relevance of the Stu.þ

This study is reievant to the educational community for sevelal reasons

Mentoring has taken on an expanded role in the call for educational tefbrrn acl'oss North

America ancl yet, the review of the literature shows that roles are ambiguous ancl i11-

defined, collaborating teachers are Llnprepared, there is iittle control over placements, and

little concem for accountability and supelvision. Most of the research has been done in

the context of short-terrn field experiences or as induction programs f'or first-year

teachers. V/ith the call fbr refbnn in ecluoation and the <lesire to create tea<;het'eclucation

programs based on social constructivist theory, it is incurnbent that the role of the mentor

must be reconceptuaiised with respect to the rcsûïctlldng and expansion of fiel<i

experiences. To accommodate this expansion, mentors must move away fì'om fbrmal

evaluation to supporting the teacher candidates in a learning process. This stucly attempts

to document the beginning of a university-school collaboration which looks specifìcally

at the role of mentors in a extended preservice field experience and the resoul'cos that can

be put in place to f'acilitate that role.
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Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework for this study is based on social constructivist

episternology. According to social constructivist theory, learning and language are

products of social collaboration. As individuals interact in discourse communities,

knowledge is created. The knowledge created is dependent on culture, context, and

history of the knowers. Discourse communities use language to collaborate in rnaking

sense of their world. The role of discourse community is crucial in this view of learning

as it is in the process of collabolation within the group of knowers that learning takes

place. In order for a discourse community to function efïectively, it is imperative that all

members of the group have a voice in the conversation. In other words, power is shared

and decisions arc negotiated (see Vadeboncoeur, 1997).

This view of leaming has immense implications for teacher education programs.

It redefines where knowledge lies. Knowledge does not reside exclusively in the domain

of the university, nor is it found solely in the student teacher's practicum. Rather,

knowledge is fburid in the transaction of both theoretical and practical expetiences. This

means that teacher education programs must construct dynamic links between practice

and theory. Johnson and Skau (1992) ref-erred to the relationship between theory and

practice as a dialectic. The goal of their on-site teacher education program at the

University of Calgary was to create a closer relationship between theory and practice

In the Alternative Program at the University of Calgary an attempt is rnade to
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promote a diff'erent relationship between theoly and practice - a dialectic one. In

this design, theory and practice are seen to be insepalable; practice is seen as

theory in action, and theories are modifiecl and changed according to what occlus

in the practical world of the classroom. (p. 67)

In order to create this dialectic between theory and practice, teacher education progl'ams

rnust create discourse communities which ensure that universities and schools are able to

wort together to provide opportr"rnities for collaboration so that ieaming can take place

and knowledge can be created.

De.finitions

Cooperating teach.erl: classroom teacher who acts as a mento[ to a teacher candidate

Associate teach.er: classroom teacher who acts as a mentor to a teacher candidate.

Collaborating teacher: classroom teacher who acts as a mentor to a teacher candidate. I

have used this term to reflect a new paradigrn in education based on collaboration rather

than cooperation. Collaboration suggests learning by working together in partnership to

create new knowledge whereas cooperating suggests working together to achieve

individual goals.

Student teacher: student enrolled in a teacher education program who is working in his or

her field experience.

lIn the review ol the literature, terminology vis-àr-vis cooperating teacher, assooiate tear:her, student

teacher, and universtiy supervisor was takçn from the studies cited.
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Teacher candiclate: student enrolled in a teacher education progl'am who is working in

his or her field experience. I have used this term to reflect the notion that the teacher

candidate is a valued member of the discourse community able to contdbute to the

prof'essional knowledge base of teaching.

Universitry supervisor: pol'son associated with the f'aculty of education lesponsible fbr'

teacher candidates during their field experience.

Facultry advisor: person associatecl with the fäculty of eclucation responsible for teacher

candidates during their field experience. I have used this tetm to avoid the notion of a

supervisory role and, instead, to unclerline the firnction as "advisor" during the field

experience. In the presont study, all fâculty advisors are full-tirne prof'essors at the

faculty.

Mentor: a term used to describe both the faculty advisor as well as the oollaborating

teacher both of whom are respollsible to help guicle the teacher candidate through the

process of learning to teach. In some stuclies, this terrn ref'ers to a designated teacher

leader responsible for overseeing a cohort of teachel candidates. In other instances it

presumes a relation of mentor-protégé. I do not use the term "mentor" in eithel of these

contexts. I bomow my notion of mentodng frorn Feiman-Nemser ancl Beasely (IL)L)l)

They ref'er to mentodng as "assisted perfbnnance" whereby an expedenced teaoher helps

a less expedenced teacher develop his or her practice. Their interpretation is basecl

largely on sociocultural theory and specifically on the work of Vygotsky (1962). For the
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purposes of the present study, rientors will ref'er to the collaborating teachers who wolk

with teacher candidates

Scope o.f the Study

This study is based on the assumption that all teaching is based on a learning

theory and a vision of the role of schools in today's society. In order to wolk in

partnerships, the various stakeholders must share a comlnon vision. It is assumed that by

consulting the collaborating teachers who have acted as tnentors, they will be prepared to

share their vision and the leaming theory that supports it.

This study grows out of a context-specifìc situation. As with qualitative studies,

issues of transf'erability are dependent on the richness of the description. It is rny hope

that the description descrjbed in this study will pennit readers to lcsonate with the

conclusions I have dtawn.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introcluction.

Historically, teacher education has included some fbrm of mentodng whereby

experienced teacher educators suppofi pteservice teachers in their prof'essional

development. In tra<Jitional programs, teacher candiclates wore instructed in the theory of

teaching at the university and were then assigned to collaborating teachel.s for a sedes of

practical expeliences in which candidates were to apply the faculty-centrod theory to fìeld

settings. The collaborating teacher in these traditional programs was respollsible for

modelling good teaching practices and evaluating the extent to which the teacher

canclijate was successfïlin leflecting these practices. Periodically the university

superuisor visited the fìeld setting to evaluate the teacher canclidate's progress. Although

the fieftl experience was highly appleciated by the teacher candidate as the most valuable

element of his or her preservice pl'ogfam (Appleberry, I97 6), criticisrn abounded

regarding the weak iink between educational theory and fìelcl-setting expedenoes.

Today, refbrm in teacher education is calling fbr the redesign of preservice

teacher education progralns. Field experiences are being lengthened and universities and
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schools are being asked to work collaboratively to provide <;loser links between theory

and practice in the hope of rnaking progressive changes in the education systern. This

restructuring of teacher education programs requires fundamental changes in the way

universities and schools work together'. Underlying assumptions must be reviewed and

renewed. Power must be reorganised so that it is mot'e equally distr:ibuted. More

specifically, collaborating teachers ancl university supervisors must redefine their roles so

that teacher candidates and preselvice teacher educators can wotk collaboratively to

move beyond statu,s quo practrces in classroom and learning communities

Re.form in Educatiott

Underlying assumptions guide the kinds of teaching practices that are valued ancl

the experiences of teacher candidates: "...teacher preparation is not an irleologioally

neutral process: it is guided, even if subconsciously, by political and ideological

commitment" (Boydell, 1986, p. 119). Wideen, Mayer-Srnith, ancl Moon (1998) propose

three general traditions that reflect leaming to teach: (1) positivist tradition, (2)

progressive tradition, and (3) social critique.

The most colnrnon fbrm of teacher education programs ar.e basecl on the

"positivist tradition" (p. 133) in which the university provicles the theory, the schools

provide the practical experiences, and the preselice teachers are responsible for

integrating the theory into their field experience.
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The second tradition is exemplified by pockets of tenewal within the positivist

tradition. In this case, individual teacher educators without institutional-based sanctiolls

implernent innovative ideas within the context of a traditional progl'am. Wideen and his

colleagues (1998) refer to this type ofquasi-traditional program as a "plogressive

tradition" (p. 133). There is a certain amount of tension in this tradition a.s innovative

efforts try to flourish within the context of the competing agenda of traditional programs.

And finally, a third tradition is concerned with broader issues in education such as

multiculturalism, gender, and systemic refbrrn. This tladition is t'ef'erled to as "social

critique" (Wideen et al., p. ß$. Educators in this third tradition question the basic

assumptions upoll which traditional teacher education programs are based and push f'or

ref'orm ancl renewal in teachel education. Wideen and his colleagues conclude that

learning to teach must be grounded "within a theory that is radically clifl'erent fì'orn that

which has traditionally undelpinned research and programs in teacher education" (p

161).ln other words, the traditional model of teacher education that places the

responsibility f'of transf-orming theory into practice on the stuclent does little to stlppol't

educational reform as it relates both to socially sensitive issues and to new beliefìs about

teaching and lealning.

Levine (1996) described traditional assumptions about teacher education and then

contrasted them with changing assumptions. One of the assumptions that has changed is

the relationship among the faculty, schools, research, and knowledge. Reoently, the
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sout'ce of knowledge about teaching has been seen to be f'ound in both the a<;aclemy as

well as in the educational community. As a result, the goal of teacher education programs

has been to educate preseruice teachers to use knowledge in practice. Teaohing has been

viewed as an intellectual practice rather than a craft or an art. The preparation of teachers

has been seen as the joint responsibility of the university and the fiel<l.

In response to the call fbr changìng relations among the faculty, schools, research,

ancl knowledge, educational reform has placed great stock in what is termecl "prof'e.ssional

developrnent schools" (Carnegie Forum on Education and Economy, 1986; Holmes

Group, 1990). This movement is driven by the notion that universities and schools need

to work collaboratively to design and deliver teacher preparation programs. The intention

is that both groups benefit prof'essionally fì'om such a collaboration ancl that the

prof'essional development in which the teachers engage will result in educational refonn

The role of mentodng in these university/school collaborative settings is very difÏ'erent

fiom the role of montodng in traditional settings. With field experiences being lengthened

and universities and schools being asked to work collaboratively, mentorship is becorning

more insüumental in the success of teacher presewice programs.

Renewed intercst and importance placed on the role of montors has led to many

investigations that study how the learning-to-teach pt'ocoss is afI'ected by the interventiott

of mentols, particularly in regard to the fìeld experience component. Howevet', as

suggested in the ensuing review, findings on the subject of mentoúng rcveal thete are
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many problems associated with preservice mentoring programs.

Research. on Mentoring

Poorly Defined Roles

A rnajor problern with the field experÌence is that the roles of the cooperating

teacher and the university supervisol are poorly defined and the expectations arc

ambiguotrs, divorse, and often in conflict (Applegate & Lasley, 1982,1984; Bowtnan,

1919; Cole & Somill, 1992;Enans, 1983; Griffitt et al., 1983; Grimrnett & Ratzlafï,

1986). Hoy and Woolfolk (1989) conclucle from their extensive lesealch in Canada and

the United States that "clear and difTerentiated supervision loles are conspicnously absent

leading in some cases to duplication of filnction, in others to omission" (p. 41). Griflin et

al. (1983) observed that the universities and the schools rarely agreed on or even

artioulated policies and practices to guide preservice teacher education. Applegate and

Lasley (1982) identified six related problerns. The most signifìcant was that there seemecl

to be a lack of clear goals ancl objectives fbr the student teaching experience. And yet,

both the university supelvisor and the cooperating teacher have been seen to play

irnpoftant roles in supporting teacher candidates, especially in regard to coopelating

teachers giving f'eedback (Becher & Ade, 1982), cooperating teaohers as coaches

(Friebus, 1977), and university supervisors as coaches (Zimpher, de Voss & Nott, 1980)

In a review of 97 studies on learning to teach publishecl since 1990, Wideen and
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his colleagues (1998) found thar"25 of these studies looked specifìcally at the stuclent

teaching experience. The main theme ernerging fi'om research on the practicttm was that

teacher educators and teacher candidates held different expoctations. Teacher eclucators

saw the field experience as an opportunity fbl candidates to apply the theory learned at

the fäculty and to reflect on their teaching experience. In contrast, the teacher candirlates

viewed the fìeld experience as a chance to leam classroom management and survival

techniques and to gain experience. Both groups f'elt unfïlfilled with regarcl to the

practicum leaming. Cooperating teachers faced personal dilemrnas when dissonance

related to personal beliefs and values occurrcd. These dilemmas seom rootod in the

discrepancy that exists between what the cooperating teacher anticipates and what

eventually plays out in the classroom (Applegate, 1985). Such tensions lead to broa<l

diversity in the quality of field expedences.

Not only are expectations for the fìeld experience diverse, cooperating teachers

have many concerns about entedng into a school-university partnership. They are

preoccupied with the quality of teaching provicled by the student teacher, classtoom

management, interpersonal relations, their ability to coach, their ability to evaluate, the

extra work loacl, the fear of being evaluated by the f'aculty advisor, and the need f'or tirne

to share and plan (Beauchesne, et a1., 1998; Boutin & Carnaraire, 1998; Duquette, 1998;

Duquette & Cook, 1994;Lepage, 1997),It is of utmost importance, then, that all partners

meet to discuss their needs and defìne theil respective roles.
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Hoy and Woolfolk (1989) reiterated the irnpoltance of identifying the roles of

fäculty advisors and coopelating teachels. They wrote, "Neither cooperating teachers nor

university supervisors are selected carefïlly: typically neither is eduoated fbl the role of

superuisor; and the two roles are often ambiguous, confirsed, and in conflict" (p. 113)

When the roles are poorly identified, it is diflicult to work collaboratively to solve

problems. Faculty aclvisors and cooperating teachers should be aware of the importance

of their roles in the field expedence and strive to buikl collaborative relationships both

with students and with each other.

Lack o.f Preparation for Collaborating Teachers

A second problern with the fìelcl experience is that, in most cases, cooperating

teachers receive no training f'or their role as teacher eclucatot's. Gtimmett and Ratzlafï

(1986) conclucled that teachers generally are unprcparecl for the task of student teaching

superuision. Kilgore and Kozisek (1988) concluded that the role of the mentor was not

fulfìllled when montors were denied training, recognition, or rewards. First year teachers

in their study even questionecl the need for a mentor given the weak support tl-rey

plovided. Huling-Austin and Mutphy (1987), Duquette (1993) and Cole and Sorrill

(1992) rccommended that because the role of the cooperating teachers is so extensive,

they should receive training in how to provide assistance to teacher candidates.

Further research indicates that when cooperating teacher.s do not receive training,

the content of the feedback then given to teachel candidates tends to promote a tladitional
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rnodel of learning to teach based on the transfer of propositional knowledge. Guyton and

Mclntyre (1990) found that feedback sessions between cooperating teachers and teacher

candidates were dominated by the cooperating teacher and most of the talk levolved

around classroom management, teaching techniques, and pupil charactedstics. Little talk

to stimulate higher level reflective thinking occurred. Hoy and Woolfblk (1989) came to

the same conclusion. In their review of the literature, they found that there was very little

discussion of moral and political issues (Goodman, 1983, 1985; GrifTin et a1., 1983;

Zeichner & Liston, 1985). Sirnilarly, Goodman (1985), in her case study of seminar

experiences for preservice teachels, confìr'med that the discussions tended to pol'potllato

existing current practices and beliefs, regardless of attempts to help students become

more reflective.

Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann (1987) also decried the ernphasis on learning

survival skills in the field experience. They believe that it fbcuses the teacher candidate in

the wrong direction. Although it is imperative f'or teacher candidates to resolve issues

related to classroom managelnent and instructional techniques before they can address

moral and political questions, it would seem that learning sulival skills must occur in the

contoxt of a richer intellectual collaboration. "CurLent proposals to involve experienced

teachers more fully in the education of novices will rniscarry unless policymakers

appreciate what is re quired in telms of preparation and support" (p . 212) . Feiman-Nemser

and Buchmann (1987) believe that classroom teachels must m¿Lke the transition to teachel
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educator if they aro to become eff'ective mentors

Glickrnan and Bey (1990) concluded that when cooperating teachers received

superuisory training, the quality of early fìeld experiences was positively afI'ected. Killian

and Mclntyre (1986) found that teachers who had received supervisory training had more

interactions with their field experience students and were rnole likely to ofI'et f'eedback

conceming perfbrrnance than teachers who h¿cl not received such training. Thies-

SprÌnthall (1984, 1986) fbund that teachers who receivecl training as mentors commentecl

that they were more efïective teachers as a result of their training and more aware of their

understanding of teaching and supervision. She f'ound that student teachers saw trained

mentors as being helpful and a positive resourco.

Boydell (1986) concluded in her review of the literature on teaching practice

superuision that supervisors of student teachers should participato in a training program

She saw a "collaborative inquiry-based approach involving superuisot's, students, and

teachers, and a shifï towards diagnostic evaluatioll" (p. I24) as the most prornising model.

The training program should be determined by the basic assumptions espoused in the

teacher education program. Where these assumptions are non-existent, Boydell believes

that the very act of setting up a supervisor training program will invite teacher educators

to backtrack and reflect on a theoretical base fbr their teacher education pÍogl'am, thereby

establishing basic assumptions
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R ando m, T e ac h.e r C ancli clate P I a c e m,ent,s

A third problern with the fìeld experience component of teacher preparation

programs is that f'aculties have little control over the placements of their teacher

candidates. This flies in the face of Huling-Austin's (1990) review of the literature on

induction programs in which she reportecl that the most consistent finding across studios

was the impoftance of the cooperating teacher. Good pla<.:ements, according to Beoher

and Ade (1982), resulted in positive prof'essional growth and desiled teaching behaviours.

Cole and Sonill (T992) recommended that the selection process fbr cooperating teachers

should be more transparent, guidelines should be established, and participation should be

voluntary.

Goodman (1985) challenged the assumption that sirnply extending fìelcl

experiences improves the quality of teacher education progl'ams and suggested that

pref'erred placements are essential to the succoss of the field experience. He state<l:

"Much of what these students learned depended upon the type of people fthe oooperating

teachers.l were and the types of situations in which they [the teacher oandiclates] wele

placed" (p. 1a6). Other studies (Feirnan-Nemser, Parker, &.Zeichner,1993; Goodman,

1985; MacKinnon, 1989) have shown that mentors promote conventional notms and

practices thus limiting refbrm. Few mentor teachers practiced the kind of learner-<;entred

teaching advocated by retbrmers (Cochran-Srnith, 1991;Cohen, Mclaughlin, & Talbert,

1993; Feiman-Nemser & Padcer, 1990). Feiman-Nemser and Parker (1990) promote
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learnel-centre d approach by under'lining the role of the novice's unclerstanding of subject

matter when learning to teach and how this knowledge interacts with knowledge of

students, pedagogy, contexts, and curdculurn. They supportecl the notion of centring

conversations about teaching in content-specific situations. MacKinnon (1989) statecl

"Evet'y efïort should be rnade to place stu<lent teachels in situations where they will be

encouraged to expedment with new techniques and to explore difïerent ways of

approaching problerns which arise in class" (p. 17).

Minim al Conc ern .for S up enti sion,

A f'ourth problern in the field experience is that there is little concern fbr

superuision, accountability, and evaluation in teacher education programs. Carter and

Anders (1996) rcported that supervision of early field experiences is imegular at best,

palticular'ly by fäculty advisors. They cited the fäct that on-site teacher education

programs wole very labour intensive ancl fãculty must be plovided with tirne to engage in

extensive discussions with teacher candidates. Furthetrnore, this kind of work shoukl not

be dismissed as lþss important then on-campus coursework, seruice, or research. Morris

and Monis (1980) r'eported that the relationships with supervisors accoullts f'or one of the

main sources of strcss fbr prcservice teachers. Other stuclies (Cole & Sorrill, 1992;

Goodlad, 1994) recommend recognition and support for associate teachers. Glickrnan ancl

Bey (1990) concluded that research in preservice supervision has been sporadic, with

many areas still uncovered. Where research has been more conclusive, Gliokrnan and Bey
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made the fbllowing recommendations:

Research has shown the need to provide supelvision training to both university

supelisors and cooperating teachers; to carefirlly select cooperating teachers

according to their potential influence as role models and their previotts

supewisory experience; to attend to supervisory styles and match these with the

self-concept and conceptual level of the student teacher; and to clearly delineate

responsibilities and expectations among university supervisors, coopel'atlng

teachers and student teachers. The need to develop a t'ewarcl strltoture of resources

and tirne allocations that leflects a higher university priority on superuision of

student teachers has been clearly demonstrated. (p. 561)

Sum.m.ary

The research in mentoring in preservice field expedences suggests there are many

areas that require more clirection. These include poorly defined roles ancl clivetse

expectations; lack of preparation fbr cooperating teachers fbr their role as teaoher

educators; little control over the selection of cooperating teachers; and minimal conceÍn

fbr supervision, accountability, and evaluation. The research in mentoring is of particular

impoftance at this point in time when restructuring of teacher eclucation programs ls

calling fbr closer links between universities and schools and extended field expellences.

This is going to require signifïcant changes in the way we concluct pre-service teacher

education plograms and the roles and responsibilities of montors.
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A Reconceptualisation o.f the Roles o.f' Mentoring

Facu.lty Advisor

Knowles and Cole (1996) reconceptualise of the roles of field experience

supelision and evaluation. In their view, the university profèssor's role should be

redefìned from one of rnaking f'ormal evaluations to supervising the process of stuclent

teaching. They concluded that university supervisors of the future should place less

emphasis on evaluation. They stress the irnportance of nufturing collaborative

relationships with both coopelating teachers and preservice teachers that aim at

enhancing instructional practice. Some authors, (Bowman, I9l9;Emans, 1983;

Goodman, 1985) suggest that university prof'essors should fbous their attention

specifically on cooperating teachers and let cooperating teachers assume the

responsibility fbr the immediate and clirect supewision of stuclent teachers.

Wideen et al. (1998) also made a call f'or the reconceptr"ralisation of the lole of

university supervisors. They contended that

a rich and important area of the research involves the prof'essoriat itself. A clearcr

understanding of the perceptions of all univelsity prof'essors who serue clireotly or

indirectly as teacher educators, their background, and their images of power must

be regarded as valuable and fiurdamental ateas fbr investigation within the

learning-to-teach ecosystem. (p. 170)

In othel words, research must addrcss the sharing of power within the cliscourse
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community. Traditional teacher education programs place the lion's share of the power in

the hands of the university. Restructuring should include a redistribution of power so it

leflects a more equitable balance.

To sum, the lole of the fäcuity advisor should change fì'om one of conducting

evaluations to one of nuftut'ing efTective relationships basecl on the development of

practice. This rneans that teacher educators should fbcus more closely on what beginning

teachers alreacly know and believe about teaching. This shift fì'om evaluating specific

lessons to assessing the needs of teacher candidates dudng the leaming process means

that the f'aculty advisor must spend sufTioient tirne with the students in the fielcl

expedence. Theory can then be cliscussed according to specific experiences. Faculty

advisors must work in the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1962) of each

teacher candidate and not assume that all learners pl'ogress at the same speed and have the

same needs. Furthennore, creating a nurturing environment grounds theoly witliin

practical experience, leacling ideally to insight into how theory infbrrns instluction. The

faculty advisor acts as a scaflbld to fäcilitate and support the learning at hand

Collaborating Teacher

Reconceptualisation of the role of mentoring is not limited to the university

superuisor. Much has been written about the role of the collaborating teacher. Negotiating

a role and developing a collaborative working relationship with cooperating teachers is

key to a successf'ul field experience (Knowles & Cole, 1996). One of the main elements
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in developing a working relationship is communication (Beynon, 1991; Guyton &

Mclntyre, 1990). Communication is enhanced when cooperating teachers are sensitive to

the needs of teacher candidates. As a result, teacher educators should be aware of the

stages teacher candidates pass through in their pedagogical developrnent. Moir (1999)

suggested that first year teachors face a selies of phases that she identified as follows:

anticipation phase, survival phase, disillusionment phase, rejuvenation, and reflection.

Corcoran and Andrew (1988) fbund that most students enrolled in a final-year internship

progressed in a predictable pattern through five arcas of conoern: immersion, adjustment,

expansion, analysis, and autonorny. It is not until student teachers reach autonomy and

staft fbcusing on their pupils that they rnay begin to contemplate theil personal theory of

knowing. Teacher educators who are aware of these stages are better able to sllpport

teacher candidates by wotking in their zone of proximal clevelopment (see Vygotsky)

In their review of the literature, Glickrnan and Bey (1990) identifiecl the neecl to

establish a helping relationship between the cooperating teacher and the student teacher

and to improve the supervisory skilis of the cooperating teacher in data oollection,

obselation, and conf'erence-conducting. Training had a positive irnpact on supervisory

skills, encouraged cooperating teachers to accept studont teachers, ancl rnade oooperating

teachers f'eel more comfortable as supervisors. Fut'thermore, cooperating teaohers with

training tended to f'avour more interaction between the cooperating teacher ancl the

student teacher durÌng conf'erences and wero, conseqllently, less dominant during the
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discussions. Morc interaction led to more oooperative relationships

McMann's (1996) study undellined the importanoe of enhancing the peer

coaching techniques of the cooperating teacher. Findings fì'orn his research ernphasised

the need not only for setting aside tirne to meet but also for rnodeliing collabor¿itive skills

and creating collabolative dispositions. Examples of behaviour that contribute to a

positive professional relationship were studied, and a protocol fbr giving fèeclb¿ck and

asking questions was explored. The ernphasis was on crcating a relationship of

collegiality recognising, more particularly, that the student teacher had much to off'er in

the meaning-rnaking process.

The importanoe of rappolt has been reiterated by several authors. MacKinnon

(1989) reportecl that student teachers who had the opportunity to tly out ideas and skills

that they had learned at university were those who tended to work in partnership with

their cooperating teachers. Chamberlin and Vallance (1991) conducted a study using 68

undergraduate prcservice students in three Edmonton schools, school stafï, ancl university

faculty as participants. They interpreted preseruice teachers' jout'nals and conducted

interviews with student teachers, schools staff and prof'essors in or<Jer to disouss the

collaborative natlue of the project, the interaotions, and the ref-leotion that took place. The

rapport among student teachers and prof'essol's was identified as a very impoftant aspect

in nurturing reflection on teaching. Charnber'lin ancl Vallance (1991) wrote

Students who perceived their relationships with prof'essors to be open and
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encouraging of exploration of divergent ideas leported they were lnore likely to

use class time to go beyond learning concepts, and to use ooncepts for analysis

and evaluation of school experiences. (p. 154)

'With 
respect to the relationship botween the student teachet's and the oooperating

teachers, Chamberlin and Vallance (1991) wrote, "'When students and teachers developed

a wat'ln relationship, more open shadng of questions about teaching took place" (p. 154)

Duquette (1993) also underlined the importance of a good relationship between

the cooperating teacher and the student teacher and of the necessity to define roles

clearly. She macle a recomlnendation that called fol the training of oooperating teachers

that clearly clefined their role and expectations. Jacknicke and Samiroclen (1991)

discussed the nature of support offered by cooperating teachers that is conducive to

prof'essional growth and the development of reflective practioners, exalnining the kincls

of relationships found between cooperating teachers and teacher candidates. In fotrr of the

five cases studied, the relationships were of a hierarchical superior-subordinate nature.

Hierarchical superior-subordinate relationships tended to reinf'orce the one-way flow of

infbrmation from the experienced teacher to the novice. In one case, there was a montor-

protégé, relationship. Mentor-protégé relationships tend to see teaching as problern-

solving in which the two partners engage in reflective conversations to make sense of the

situation at hand. Jacknicke and Samiroden recommendecl that an internship pl'ogram

should be centred on the notion of collegial relationships among the participants if the
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goal is to promote reflective practice.

To sum, research suggests that developing a collaborating relationship between

the teacher candidate and the collaborating teacher is key to successfïl teacher education.

Expertise in peer coaching, knowledge of the needs of teacher candidates, ability to

communicate, and a desire to create collegial relationships are elemsnts that can

contribute to collaborative working relations

Role of Inquiry

Dempsey (1994) highlighted the value of collaborativp school-based approaches

to the fîeld experience advocating a movoment away from the present dominant paradigrn

of teacher education as training and moving toward an inquiry model in which all the

partners - student, cooperating teacher, and fäculty advisor - are involved in reflective

practice. Learning to teach is rooted in personal experience and practice (Gunstone,

Slattery, Baird, & Northfield,1993; Knowles & Cole, 1996; Loughran & Russell, 1997;

Skau, 1990 ). The reflective practitioner gathers information based on his or her

experience and uSes this information to inform further action. Subsequently, the

practitioner reflects and analyses the pedagogical action. It is this reflection that enables

the teacher candidate to formulate a personal theory which in tum affects the character of

instruction (Fenstermacher, 1994). Dernpsey (1994) thus underscorcs the impoftance of

interpersonal relationships and constructive dialogue as being essential elements fbt'

engaging in reflective practice.
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Journal writing can be a tool to encourage reflective practice. However, a number

of studies suggest that this is the case only if student teachers are trained in how to use

the journal as a tool for reflection (Holborn, 1988; Keating, Diaz-Gleenberg, Baldwin, &

Thousand, 1998). The faculty advisor and the cooperating teacher must help teacher

candidates not only identify crjtical incidents, but also make connections between critical

incidents and their underlying assumptions of how children learn. Wodlinger (1990)

stl'ossod the role of what he called a rnetaguide, a mentor - the cooperating teacher or

faculty advisor - whose role it is "to question, probe, and, if needs be, confront" (p. 130)

preservice teachers in order to enhance reflection on classroorn bahaviors and enable

them to derive meaning from the learning context. Equipping the student teacher with the

theoretical knowledge, personal practical knowledge (Clarke, 1991; Skau, 1990), ancl the

ability to reflect on his or her teaching and to aclapt it to the context of the leamers in the

classroom validates the student teacher as an important member of the discourse

community.

Richardson-Koehler (1988) drew three conclusions concerning barriers to

efI'ective student teaching supervision. First, the cooperating teachers in her study taught

student teachers that learning to teach depends on trial and error and not on rigorous

analysis of teaching and collegiality. Second, the cooperating teachers dicl not engage in

reflective thinking with regard either to their own teaching or that of their student

teachers, resulting in poor feedback. And third, university superuisors were limited in
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terms of time constraints preventing them fiom building the trust and rapport that are

essential to participating in collaborative, reflective f'eedback. Richardson-Koehler

suggested possible solutions to these problems which included: developing reflective

habits in the student teachers, providing training fbr coopelative teachers both iu analysis

and supervision techniques, and giving consideration to the supervision of student

teaching within a larger context for school improvement. In this instance, student teachels

would be clustered in schools in which reflective teaching and critical analysis of

teaching were strong. If these schools did not exist, the university supervisoL's role would

be to help school districts and principals create the "context, skills, ancl incentives

necessary for such schools to exist" (p. 33).

Certain rcsearchers call for programs that prepare teacher educators fbr their roles

and rcsponsibilities as supervisors of pre-seruice teacher candidates. One way to promote

the growth of collegial relationships would be to involve collaborative teachers in an

intensive preparation such as that suggested by Thies-Sprinthall (1986). The preparation

would be designed to assist participating supervising teachers to develop an

understanding of mentoring rather than supervising. This type of preparation inevitably

leads to the question of assumptions underlying the teacher education program (Boydell,

1986; Grossman, 1994). These assumptions will determine the role of the supervisors, the

sources of knowledge, and the kinds of research questiolls to be explored.

From their study, Applegate and Lasley (1982) concluded that rnembers of the
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pro-servico teaching riad all perceived the need fbr the cooperating teacher to play a

more active role in the professional socialisation of teacher candidates. Feiman-Nemser

(1996) suggested that if we want teacher candidates to learn new ways of thinking and

acting, we must place them with cooperating teachers who are already practising the

kinds of refbrm we want to soo or establishing contexts in which cooperating teachers and

teacher candidates can work together. And once the teacher candidates have graduated

from the preservice teaching program, the community should stay connected to those new

teachers to ease the transition into the teaching prof'ession (Goodlad, 1994)

Lytle and Cochran-Smith (1990) decried the absence of teachers' voices in the

literature about research on teacher education. They presented a fbur-part working

typology of teacher research that included journals, essays, oral inquiry processes, and

classroom studies. In their view, in order to legitimize teacher reseatch, teachers must be

a part of the research community, As a result, Lytle and Cochran-Smith argue fbr closer

relationships between universities and schools. Both teachers and reseatchers benefit

from these kinds of collaborations. Lytle and Cochran-Smith (1990) wrote

As teachers begin to participate in the generation of knowledge about teaching,

learning, and schooling, they become more critical of both university-based

research and standard school practices. School-university partnerships supporting

teacher research provide for university teacher educators' access to new

perspectives about students' leaming as well as the intellectual lives of teachers.
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(p. 101)

Richardson (1996) also snpported the idea of collaborations between teachets ancl teacher

educators. She suggested that practical inquiry should be promoted in teacher education

programs. Richardson included reflective practice, clinical analysis, and action research

as examples of plactical inquiry. Howevet, she rnade a distinction between fblrnal

research and practical inquiry suggesting that, although practical inquiry rnay provide

significant change in individual teachers or programs, it does not necessariiy constitute

formal rcsearch. According to Richardson, formal research contributes to the knowledge

and understanding of teacher education for the lalgel community of scholals and

educatorc. Richardson concluded that practical inquiry rnay be turned into fonnal

research and publication and that, regardless of the intent, it i.s a valid enterprise to be

encouraged in teacher education programs.

Summ.ary

A reconceptualisation of the roles of Íientors is essential if effbrts to bring about

refbnn in education are to be realized. Mentors must move away fì'orn fbnnal supenision

to supporting the teacher candidate in the process of learning to teach. Support can be

provided when teacher educators work within the zone of pt'oximal developrnent of

teaoher candidates. Issues of rapport are essential to collaboration and comtnunication.

The cooperating teachers must become involved in decision-rnaking and must take a

more active role in teacher education. Teacher candidates should see teacher eclucators as
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modols of practical inquiry and, whenever possible, be paft of the inquiry. We must help

students see themsolves as generators of new knowledge about teaching. They should be

part of the discourse community that is creating new knowledge so they can continue

their learning after they have left the teacher education program

P rofe s sional D ev elopment S ch,o ols ( P D S s )

To review the role of mentors in isolation is limited in its utility because the

rnentorship is extricated from the complex context of teaching. To fully appreciate a

reconceptualised role of mentorship within a new paradigm of teacher education,

mentoring is best understood embedded in the principles underlying new refbrm in

education, that is, Professional Development Schools (PDSs).

Stallings and Kowlaski (1990) explained the birth of prof'essional development

schools in light of the failures of laboratory schools to stay connected with mainstream

school life and the failure of portal schools, "regular schools in a disctict selected as a

point of entry for promising new curdcula and practices" (p.254), to implernent their

ideas, failures exacerbated by the lack of research to suppolt the existence of such

schools. According to Stallings and Kowlaski two major reports instigated the

reconcoptualisation of teacher education toward a model of university-school

partnerships. These reports were the Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy

(1986) and the Holmes Group report (1986).
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Arends and Witnitsky (1996) also describe the history of the development of

PDSs in terms of eflbrts fbr educational reform. They attribute their birth to the f'ailure of

extendecl field experiences to produce intended results. As suggested earlier, extended

field experiences were believed to be irnportant in grounding novice teachers in the

reality of teaching. In many cases, this meant that beginners were socialised in non-

exernplary teaching practices (Cochran-Smith, 1991; Cohen, Mclaughlin, & Talbert,

1993; Feiman-Nemser & Parker, 1990). In cases where teacher candidates were placed

with master teachers, they were dispersed across a wide range of classrooms and schools

rnaking it very difficult to provide close links between the university's prograrn and the

school experience.

As a reform, PDSs wefe focommended to provide sites of exemplary practice.

t-
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Furthermoro, teacher candidates would be grouped in PDS sites in order to maximise

university resources. Arends and Witnitsky (1996) saw the function of PDSs as threefold:

"to serve as field placement site for teacher candidates, to promote the prof'essional

development of experienced teachers, and to advance the knowledge base on teaching

and learning by supporting reflection, inquiry, and research" (p. 543)

In Educational Renewal (1994) John Goodlad gave his vision of what constitutes

a good school and a good teacher education program. This vision was based on a study of

a sampling of American teacher education programs, a perusal of reports advocating

reform from Dewey to 1994, and documents describing existing teacher education
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programs in colleges and universities. According to Goodlad, the research showed that

the fbundations of Arnedca's entire schooi system werc being lefi to hazard ancl acci<lent.

There was no university that stood out because of its teacher education pl'ogram. There

were only loose connections, if any at all, between univelsities and schools, and there was

no mission for a teacher education program which espoused the irnportance of schools in

creating a democratic society

In response to the results of the investigation, Goodlad suggested a prototype for'

schools and teacher education progl'ams, a "centef of peclagogy" (p. 19). This centre

would bdng together three essential ingledients of teacher education: "general, liberal

education; the study of educational practices; and the guided exercise of the art, science

and skill of teaching" (Goodiad,1994, p. 2). Goodlad suggested that these criteria were

best met when there was proportional representation fì'om the Faculties of Arts ancl

Sciences, the schools and state departments of eclucation, and the Faculty of Education. In

order for a centrc of pedagogy to be efI'ective, certain conditions wele to be met. Goodlad

surnmarised these conditions in the form of nineteen interrelated postulates.

Levine (1996) compared PDSs to teaching hospitals fbl rnedicine. PDSs are

meant to be the clinical settings for student teaching, internship, and praoticum

experiences and, as such, are expectod to be rnodel institutions. Levine (1996) outlined

four principles that guide the process of design and implernentation of PDSs :

a Acceptance of a constructivist view of leaming spanning adults and
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students in schools

a A commitment to building collaborative, collegial work environments fbr

adults and students in schools

a A commitment to inquiry as a central componont of iealning for teachers

and students in schools

a A commiünent to university/school collaboration in educating teachet's

and in improving student learning (p. 635).

Levine explained that what distinguished these principles is that they applied to

both teachers and students. In other words, there was not a set of principles suitable to

children's learning and another suitable fbr the learning of adults. Teachers and students

would constrllct their knowledge in community (see also Fosnot, 1996b). Assessment

procedures would be performance-based and teaching strategies woulcl be commensurate

with constructivist theory. There would be many opportunities fbr teacher interaction, and

research fìndings would be incorporated into school praotice. Finally, the curdculum for

new teacher learning would support the kinds of learning that needed to occur. The

principles outlined by Levine are based on a social consttuctivist epistemology

It seems now that the question is whether of not PDSs have lived up to their

expectations for f'acilitating educational reform. Certain studies point to the successes of

pDSs with regards to the efTectiveness of teacher candidates, the prof'ession¿rl

development of coopel'ating teachers, and the desire of teacher candiclates to teach in
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inner city schools (Stallings, Bossung, & Martin, 1990). Others suggest that while PDSs

may be more costly in terms of time, expenses for travel, resources, and increased

pressuro on stafï, these costs were offset by the benefits incltrding: (1) a sense of

empowerment overall for the cooperating teacheru and (2) an opportllnity fbr prof'essional

development (Duquette & Cook, 1994;Grossman, I994;Lythcott & Schwartz, 1994;

Miller & Silvernail, 1994).It also seems that PDSs provide positive mentoring

experiences. These benefits include prof'essional satisf'action fbr the collaborating

teachers in helping others, increased awareness of personal knowledge, increased self'-

esteem, and oppor"tunities for learning in collaboration with others (Grossman, 1994;

Snyder, 1994; Waren-Little, 1990)

Yerian and Grossman (1997) compared traditional models of teacher education to

PDS models. They found that the PDS graduates wsre better prepared fbr rniddle-school

teaching in terms of their perceived knowledge of early adolescent pupils and working

with students with disabilities. Srnith (1996) rcpofted that teacher candidates were

committed to collaboration as a result of working in a PDS setting. He suggested that

poers, cooperating teachers, and university professors provide "scaffolding" (Vytgotsky,

1962) to support the development of preservice teachers

Stallings , Bossung, & Martin (1990) described conditions necessaty fbr

successful PDS

The school environment must be safe and supportive. The school must have a
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principal and faculty cornmitted to their own growth and to preparing new

prof'essionals fol the field. The college fäculty must be willing to collaborate with

the school teachers in developillg rlow apparatus to teaching methods classes and

ploviding student teacher seminars at the school site. (p. 364).

Dnquette and Cook (1994) also emphasized the importance of: support fi'om the sohool

administration, cornrnunication between partners, the lelationship between student

teachers and cooperating æachers, and the need fbr appropriate financing.

There were other studies that wele less favourable to the collaborative efïorts in

PDSs. Cook and McClean (1995) conductecl their study in a Canaclian high sr:hool in

which a university fäculty member taught two units of history in a host olassroom. The

university fäculty member and the host high school teacher agreed that the paftnership

resulted in fiesh perspectives. However, there were disnrptions as a result of the new

partnership. These disruptions included an extra porson on the school staff, rearlanging of

topics to be covered, and evaluation to be used in the history course. The univer:sity

f'aculty member had difliculty with time constraints trying to satisfy expectations of both

the university and the high school. The authols of the study concluded that the future of

PDSs will depend on the ability of all the stakeholders to adapt to new work oultures.

Fufthermore, all pafticipants must equip themselves with the necessary skills,

relationships, and rewards in order to make the goals of PDSs a reality

Grossman (1994) and Metcalf'-Tumer and Fischetti (1996) reportecl that the PDS
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teachers felt overwhelmed by their involvement. In the Grossman case study, teacheß

were confronted by a dual agenda: a PDS initiative as well as a lnovo towards otttcome-

based learning. Grossman also warned about the importance of discussing underlying

assumptions about teacher, learning, and schooling. She stated:

Frank discussion of underlying assumptions about teaching, learning, and

schooling needs to occur within the context of a professional development center.

'When partnors with differing underlying assumptions enter a collaborative

relationship, they may tend to avoid these discussions and the conflict that might

ensue. (p.71)

In a 1994 study, Duffy reported that cooperating teachers f-elt disempowered because

their goals were superseded by the university's agenda. He suggested that university-

school partnerships first start with egalitarian collaborations. In other words, teachers and

professors work as partners on authentic problems. The notion of a PDS then can grow

out of these collaborations. "In our eagerness to implernent refbrm, we may be rnissing

the point. The point of reform is not to croate professional development schools: it is to

replace old attitudes and concepts with now oltes" (p. 600). Smith (1996) agreed with

Duffy and pointed out that PDSs do not omerge simply by being designated as PDSs, but

rather they are schools committed to innovation and collaboration. Clark et al. (1996)

suggested that this sentiment was based in a reality whereby most often it is the university

that instigates the PDSs and directs them.
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Cook and McClean (1995) report on a Canadian expedence in a PDS. Although

participants, university f'aculty, and cooperating teachers enjoyed ceftain benefìts with

their involvoment, the researchers underlined the importance of clarifying roles,

relationships and reward systems in order to realise fully the mandate of PDSs. Duquette

and Cook (1994) observe that there must be a shared vision of teacher deveiopment in

school-university partnerships

Castle and Hunter (1997) noted that teachers who participate in PDSs hold a very

narrow view of the purpose of PDSs, and, although they reaped benefits fì'orn their'

involvement, they reported that their classroom teaching did not undetgo change.

Regardless of these rather inconclusive results of PDS collaboratiotts, the investigatols

held f'aith in their ability to bring about educational rcfbrm. They argued that the

jì

i outcomes of PDSs come in phases and that, in their case, another phase was yot to come.

'Wideen et al. (1998) concluded their review of the literatue on field experiences by

stating that PDS studies appeared mostly concerned with describing collaborative efÏorts

rather than with examining their effects on beginning teachers

Summary

It appears that the succoss of PDSs is still open fbr debate. Some studies point to

their successes while others describe collaborating teachers f'eeling disernpowered with a

university agenda superseding their personal and prof'essional goals. It does appear,

however, that initial findings suppolt their continued existence as a way to link
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universities and schools and facilitate refbrm in eclucation. As a result, when one looks at

the role of montors, it is impoltant to do so in the context of the prlnciples espoused in

PDSs. These principles include à oonstftictivist view of learning, a commiûxent to

collaborative work environments, and a commitment to inquiry. Collaborative

relationships between universities and schools are possible only when the two gt'oups

agroe on underlying assumptions and are ready to share authorÌty ancl negotiate roles and

responsibilities.

Th.e N e e d .for Re,s eurc h

Researchers must investigate the efTects of a variety of induction programs and

better document the contexts in which these programs operate (Huliug-Austin, 1990). In

the context of school-university collaborations based on the principles espctusecl in PDSs,

it is of utmost impoftance to look at the roles of the coopel'ating teacher, the faculty

rnembor, and the teacher candidate and how theil professional development can be

supported.

Feirnan-Nernser (1996) reported that the research on mentoring has tencled to

focus on program descriptions, survey-based evaluations, definitions of mentotittg, and

general discussions of mentors' roles and responsibiiities. These studies examined only

one aspect of mentoring and were extracted fì'orn the cornplex phenomena of leaming to

teach. More specifîcaily, these studies often disregarcled the role of the teacher oandidate
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in the learning-to-teach process. This is understandable considering that most teacher

education programs are based on a positivist tradition. However, t'ecent thinking has

moved the source of knowledge about learning to teach from experts in the academy to

the community of learners that practice the profession of teaching. Not only is the teacher

candidate an important source of knowledge, research in teaching must look at how the

novice interacts as part of the community which practices teaching.

Future research must examine "how mgntors leam to work with novices in

productive ways, what structures and resources enable that work, and how mentoring fits

into broader frameworks of professional developmont and accountability" (Feiman-

Nomser, 1996). Reform in education is calling for mentors and university faculty

members to work collaboratively, to review traditional assumptions, and to redefine their

roles in order to make progressive changes that will rnove schools beyond the plesent and

into a brighter future.

The purpose of this study is to review basic assumptions of a teacher education

program from the point of view of collaborating teachers who have been involved as

mentors in a on-site teacher education program. Based on these assumptions,

collaborating teachers define their roles and suggest ways that they may be supported in

working with teacher candidates and fäculty advisors. This study is the first in a series in

which I intend to question each member of the teacher preparation triad, that is the

collaborating teacher, the teacher candidate, and the f'aculty advisor, in order to better
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

Pu.rpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of mentoring within refbrm

efïorts to create closer trnivefsity-school partnerships. A process of consultation was

documented in the form of fbcus groups with collaborating teachers who actecl as mentol's

in a teacher education program. The goal of the consultation was to review basic

assumptions underlying a teacher education program, to cleflne the role of the

collaborating teacher within the parameters of the basic assumptions, and to detennine

how teachels believe that they may be best supported in tlieil encleavours. The results of

this study provides teacher educators with a consultative process rnodel to enhance the

development of school-university partnerships as well as contdbute to the knowledge

base of the role ofìthe collabolating teacher as mentor in a pleservice teacher education

pfogram

Meth.od

The primary purpose of the study was to elicit, fiorn the point of view of

collaborating teachers, basic assumptions underlying a teachel education program and to
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determine how collaborating teachers can best be supported as teacher edlloators. A

qualitative approach to research was chosen fbr this study as it allowed the researcher to

examine knowledge in the social and historical context in which it was createcl (Lincoln,

IggZ).Within this genelal apploach, focus groups were used as the principle means of

data collection. Focus groups were particularly well-suited to informing the questions for

the study because the participants had first-hand expetiences as collaborating teachers in

an on-site teacher education pl'ogram. One of the great strengths of fbcus grotlps is the

compar.isons that participants make among each other's expeliences and opinions

(Mor.ga1 & Krueger, 1993). This exchange of opinion provides valuable insigl-rts into

complex lesearch questions. It is the intet'actions among the participants who have been

mentors in the on-site program that provide a rjch data source. Other methocls, suc;h as

individual interviews or participant observation do not provide the participallts with the

opportulity to dialogue ancl, therefore, to expand and clarify their understanding' For the

p¡l.poses of this study fbcus gt'oups provided the data to answer the following research

quostlons.

Research Questions

1. What are collaborating teachers' perceptions of the roie of schools in our society?

2. What clo collaborating teachers believe are the underlying principles which shoulcl

guide a teacher education Program?
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3. According to collaborating teachers, how can teacher candidates best be educated to

contribute to the role of schools in today's society?

4. What do collaborating teachers soo as their role as mentors in the preselvice fìe1d

experiences of teacher candidates?

5. How do collaborating teachers feel they can best be preparecl and supported in their

role as teacher educatorc?

Participant,s

The population for this study was the 77 collaborating teachers who patticipated

in the on-site prograln either in French fìr'st language or French immelsion settings. The

nalnes of the participants were known to me because they werc all collaborating teachers

in the on-site program ofïered at our Faculty of Education. At the tirne of their

participation in the on-site program, 42 of these teachers taught at the elementary level

(five-to twelve-year-old children) and 35 taught at the secondary level (13-to 18-year'-old

young adults). All of the elementary collaborating teachers worked on a filll-time ba.sis

with teacher candidates. The secondary year teachers tended to work with teacher

candidates on a half-time basis. In other words, at the secondary level one teacher

candidate was usually assigned to two collaborating teachers.

All the coilaborating toachers in the population had over fìve years of teaching

experience except one who had only two yoars experience and another who was excluded
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fì'om the stlrdy as she had only one year of teaching experience when she participated as a

collaborating teachel. Of the 77 possible pafticipants , 67 acterl as a collaborating teacher

in the on-site program once, six acted as a collaborating teacher twice, three had acted as

a collaborating teticher three times, and one had acted as a collaborating teaoher f'our'

tirnes. Of the 77 possible participants, 21 were men and 56 were women; 30 worked in

Frcnch first language schools and 47 wolked in French immersion schools. I had worke<J

with27 of the 77 collaborating teachers, mostly at the elementaly level. Three of my

colleagues had worked with the rcrnaining collaborating teachers.

A total of 17 collaborating teachers agreed to participate in my study. Twelve of

thern taught at the elementary level and fìve taught at the senior level. Four of the

participants were male ancl 12 werc f'emale. Eight of the participants worked in French-

fìrst-language schools and nine workecl in French immersion schools. Nine teachers had

worked with a teacher candidate in the on-site program once, fìve worked with teacher

candidates twice, two worted with teacher candidates three times, ancl one participant

had worked with teacher candidates four tirnes. Finally, the years of teaching experience

of the sample was as fbllows: one participant had 0-4 yeat's, three had 5-9 years, soven

had 10-14 years, and six had over 15 years teaching experience

A comparison of the population and sample of collaborating teachers is presented

in the fbllowing table:
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Comparison of the Populøtíon and Santple oJ'Collaborating Teachers

A table representing the years of teaching expedence of the sample f'ollows. Information

regarding years of teaching experience of the population was not solicitecl.

Years of Teaching Experience of Sample

Number of teachers Percenta ge

Levels taught
Elementary

Secondary

Population

42

35

Sample

t2
5

Population

55Va

45Vo

Sample

7 lVc

29Vo

Gender
Male

Female

2T

56

4

13

27Vc

737o

24Vc

767o

Program
Français

French Immersion

30

47

8

9

39Vo

6IVo

47Va

53Vc

Years Experience as

Collaborating Teachers in
On-Site Program

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

67

6

3

1

9

5

2

1

87Vc

8Vo

4Vo

lo/o

53Vo

29Vo

I2Vo

6Vo

0-4
5-9

t0-14
over 15

Number of years

I

J

7

6

Percentage
(¡o/c

78Vo

41%o

35Vo
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It is interesting to compare the sample of collaborating teachers who participated

in the project with the total population. First, a fewer number of secondary teachers

participated in the study than were representative of the total population (secondaly

teachers represented 45Vo of the total population and secondary teachers represented only

29Vo of those teachers involved in the study). Second, there was greater participation in

the study of those collaborating teachers who had been involved in the on-site program

on more than one occasion than was reprcsentative of the total population. For example,

87Vo of the total population had participated in the on-site program as a collaborating

teacher once, and yet only 53Vo of the sample population had only one year of experience

as a collaborating teacher. The rest of the sample population had participated rwo, three

or four times. This means that the sample population had more combined expedence as

collaborating teachers than was representative of the total population. Third, the ratio of

males to females who participated in the study is similar to the total population. And

finally, representation from French-first-language schools was slightly higher than the

total population of French-first-language teachers (the sample rcpresented 47o/o of French

first language schools and the total population reprcsented3g%o). Although there are

some discrepancies between the sample population and the total population, the general

composition of the sample reflects the demographics of the total population.

The most interesting discrepancy among the study participants was the year.s of

experience as collaborating teachers. As mentioned earlier, participants f'or the stucly had
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more combined experience than was representative of the total population. Not onl1, does

this suggest that these teachers are committed to ts¿rcher eclucation, it also proviiles for

rich data as they have many experiences to draw on as collaborating teachers. A seconcl

point worth mention is that two of the participanls were recent graduates of the Faculty of

Education at Coliège universitaire de Saint-Bonifãce (CUSB). One of thern grailuated

fiom the on-site program and the other graduated from the traclitional prograrn. These two

participants were abie to present the point of view of both collaborating teachel and

teacher candidate. Their dual perspectives were present during the fbcus groltp

discussions.

I was the moderator of the focus groups, and the f'act that I had worke<l with rnany

of the collaborating teachers may have had an irnpact orÌ the data collecterl. Fol example,

my acquaintanceship with the participants may have fäcilitatecl clisclosure, but it may also

have resulted in the participants responding to my position as a fãculty member râther

than to me as a moderator of the focus group. There wele, in other worcls, both strengths

and weaknesses that were considered during ciata analysis

There was a high degree of homogeneity in the teacher collaborator pool, ancl

therefore, the groups generally fèlt comf'ortable discussing the research questions. They

had all experienced the on-site prograrn as collaborating teachers, they all belonged to a

similar social classes, the participants did not cl'oss authority or status lines. and I did not

sense that age or gender aff-ected the discussion
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One demographic characteristic that may have distinguished the comf'ort level of

the participants is whether French was their first language or their second language. This

point was not an issue as all the participants who volunteerecl for this stucly were French

first language speakers. A second element that may have aff'ected the homogeneity of the

focus groups discussions is relaæd to the cultural context in which the partioipants teach;

some participants work in French-first-ianguage schools and some work in French

immersion schools. While analysing the data, it was important to record any trends

related to this particular cultural distinction. An example of this cultulal <lifTerence arose

when the participants were talking about the role of schools in teaching culture

Regardless of differences that may affect the hornogeneity of the focus grollps, Morgan

(1997) states that the most important fäctor is whether the group will f'eel cornfbrtable

discussing the research questions. To surn, the principal fãctor that distinguished the

participants is whether they worked in an elementary or senior year .setting. There were

two groups of elementary level teachers (Kindergarten to grade six) and one group of

senior level teachers (grade sevsn to senior four).

'When determining group composition, Morgan (1997) suggests that the

investigator seek out strangsrs rather than acquaintances. The reasoning behincl thi.s

recommendation is that acquaintances ofæn rely on taken-for-grantecl assumptions that

are then not articulated. This can limit the investigator's understanding of the cliscussion.

Using strangers in the fbcus gl'oups was problematic in rny situation. The cornmunity
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serued by our faculty is relatively small, and acquaintanceship is unavoidable. As a result.

it was impossible to ensure that the participants were strangers. Although grouping

strangers may be prefèrable, Morgan and Krueger (1993) state that it is a myrh to believe

that focus groups must consist of strangers. Jarrett (1993) argues that when the researcher

works with prior acquaintances, issues of self'-disclosure may be fãcilitated. V/hat seems

to be the predominant criterion in recruiting participants fbr fbcus groups is whether they

can speak comfortably on the topic of intelest to the researcher. I believe that these

participants were able to do that.

Group Size

According to Morgan (1997) focus groups usually consist of six to ren

participants in each group. Although this is not an obligation, it has become a standard.

Morgan suggests that small groups work best when the pafticipants arc engaged in the

topic and are respectf'ul of each other. Furthermore small groups allow the rcsearcher to

get a clearer sense of each participant's rcaction to the topic. For the purposes of this

study, I wanted focus groups of six to eight participants. Although I over-recruitecl by

20Vo,I was unable to obtain a rninimum of six participants in each group. The smallest

group I recruited was fìve participants and the largest gl'oup was seven participants.
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Number of Groups

Morgan (1997) states that there should be three to fìve groups representing each

segment of the population and that any more groups seldom produce new insights when

responding to the same interview guide. In other words, after three to five groups, new

themes or categories occur less frequently and there may be insufficient data to generate

new knowledge. The number of groups also depends on the hornogeneity of the

participants; more homogeneous groups will be less diverse and therefbre, it is easier to

sort out common sets of opinions and experiences. In the present study, there wele two

groups of elementary level teachers (five-to twelve-year'-old children) and one group of

secondary level teachers (13-to 18-year-old youltg adults). Participants were assignecl to

either of the two elementary groups according to their availability. Data analysis revealed

that there was very little diff'erence in the perceptions between the elementary groups and

the secondary groups. As a result, est¿blishing thlee to fìve groups of seconclary teachers

and three to five groups of elementary teachers proved to be unnecessâty

Recruitm.ent Issues

Recruitment is the single most common source of fâilure that Morgan (1995) has

encountered in focus groups. He stresses the importance of over recruiting, repeated

contacts with participants, and incentives. On April 17, 2001 I sent a letter to each of the

77 collaborating teachers who participated in the on-site program explaining the purpose
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of the study, the importance of their expertise, and the time commitlnent they rnust be

willing to make in order to participate in the study. The letter askecl potenrial foou.s group

members to indicate their interest in participâting in the study by contactin-e rne by April

27 . For those teachers who did not rcspond to the tìrst letter (fìve of the 7l re.sponclecl

after the first letter),I seut a gentle leminder on May 1. I also askecl a thild person to

follow up with a phone call the following week. It occurs to me that the l'espolÌse rate was

very low because I was asking teachers for a four-hour commitment over two separate

days. Teachers arc extremely busy and perhaps the request to clonate fbur hours of their

time was overwhelming. Regardless, I was able to recnrit 17 participants.

As I mentioned earlier, I had initially planned to segment the population into

those teachers who had worked at the elernentary level and those who had workecl at the

secondary level. To segment the population, I woulcJ have needed three elementary focus

grollps and three secon<lary focus groups for a total of six groups. Furthennore. I wanted

to have six to eight participants per grollp. By over-recruiting by 20o/o,I needed

approxirnately 27 participants at the elementary and,27 participants at the seniol level for

a total sample of 54 participants in a populaticn't77. To segment the population into

elementaty teachers and.seconclary teachers, I needed a1}c/o participatir)n rate.

Consiclering my pool of participants was restricted toll,42 elernentaly level partioipants

and 35 senior level participants, it is not surprising that I was unable to l'ecruit.six to eight

participants per group
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In the spring of 2001 I conducæd two elementary fbcus groups with fìve and

seven participants resepctively and one secondary focus group with fìve pafticipants.

Each group met on two separate occasions for a total of six sessions (May l5 and May

22;l|d.ay I7 andI|lfay 24; June 5 and June 12). I was able to offer the participants a lunch

as an incentive to participate in the study. Four of the sessions lasted two hours, one

lasted one hour and 45 minutes, and one lasted one hour and 15 minutes fbr a total of l1

hours and 15 minutes of audio-tapes. All of the participants who signalecl their intent to

attend the focus groups did participate. Furthermore, evely participant was present at both

of his or her sessions. Analysis of the data from the spring fbcus groups revealed that the

elementary and the secondary groups produced similar data and my concern fbr

segmentation of the groups had proven unnscessary. The smaller number of participants

in each group did not detlact fiom the richness of the data. On the contrary, it allowed me

to get a clear sense of each participant's reaction to the questions, as they had more time

to discuss.

In the fall.of 2001,I attempted to run a second secondary fbcus group. Invitations

to participate were sent out on September 12,2001. By this time, my pool of participants

had dwindled fiom 35 senior teachers to 24. Five teachels had already participatecl in this

study, and six teacherc had retired. The September 12letters were fbllowed by a wdtten

gentle reminder on September 28. A third person phone call cluring the second week of

October was also conducted. Of the 24 possible participants, only two agreecl to
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participate. As a result, I was unable to hold a second fbcus group with secondary level

participants. Perhaps secondary teachers felt that because they had worked with teacher

candidates on a part-time basis rather than a f'ull-time basis, they had less to ofl'er to the

study. As a matter of fact, that was a comment passed on a couple of times to the person

who made the follow-up phone calls. It could also be that I, in my capacity as f'aculty

member, had had little involvement with the secondary teachers in the on-site program

and therefbre, they may have been less committed to my study.

Site Location and Data Collectiott

I chose to conduct the focus groups at Collège universitaire <Ie Saint-Bonif'ace.

This is an environment that is comfortable to the participants as they have all attended

either cuitural activities or professional development seminars at the Collège. At the

Collège I had access to the necessary equipment and technical support for auclio

recording, and there was an availability of suitable conf'ercnce rooms. Parking was not a

problem, and the Collège is centrally located.

The focus groups were audiotaped with the help of a technician, ancl the tapes

were transcribed verbatim. The tapes were spot-checked to ensurc their quality by the

technician. Morgan (199'7) discourages the use of vicleotaping because of its

intrusiveness, the complexity of setting up several cameras to capturs the entire group,

and the relatively poor quality of the audio-recorcling devices available with video
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cameras. However, a clear advantage of videotaping is recording who spoke to whom.

V/ithout the camera, the moderator and transcriptionist noted the interloclltors.

The moderator made notes using a flip chart during the discussions. As

participants expressed their ideas, the moderator jotted down key points. At the encl of the

focus group discussion, the moderator referred the participants back to the flip chart

asking them to review the notes and comment if the notes were faithful to the cliscussion

and if the participants had any comments to add. A tlanscriptionist took notes at each

group meeting and transcribed the tapes. It was important that the transcriptionist attend

the focus group so that she would be sensitive to the synelgy created at each session. The

transcriptionist took notes of key points, notable quotes, and important obseruations. The

moderator and the transcriptionist debriefed for fifteen minutes after each focus group

session using Krueger's (1994) guide:

a Most important themes or ideas expressed

a Most noteworthy quotes

a Qnexpected or unanticipated findings

a Comparison and contrast of this fbcus group with other gror¡ps or with

what they had expecæd

a Usefulness of questions and need f'or revision or adjustment (p. 149).

These field notes were included in the data analysis
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Determ.ining th.e Level. o.f Group Structure

Moderator involvement refers to the management of the group dynamics, that is, the

extent to which the moderator either controls the discussion or allows relatively fì'ee

participation (Morgan, 1997).IVhen the research agenda is specific, the moclerator is

more involved in conducting the focus groups. When the research agenda is more

exploratory, moderator involvement is low and the palticipants arc invited to share their

perspectives. According to Morgan (1997), if the goal is to learn something new fì'om the

participants, then it is best to let them speak for themselves. One disadvantage of a less

structured approach is that the researcher may finct it mole difïicult to comparc groups

Morgan (1997) talks about the "funnel" (p. 41) as a compromise approach. The

moderator begins with an open question that ernphasises free discus.sion then moves the

discussion towards the more specific objectives of the research agenda. This approach

was particularly suited to the present study. Questions dealing with the role of schools in

today's society and the principies guiding a teacher education program required

participants' perspectives to proceed with mole specifìc questious concerning how the

needs of collaborating teachers can be met. If the moderator were too involved at the

beginning of the discussion, the risk of irnposing an agenda would be much gre¿rter.

The funnel approach presents certain difïiculties. It is the responsibility of the

moderator to choose the comect moment to become more involvecl in clirecting the
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discussion of the focus group. Furthermore, the moderator must be skillecl in both styles

that is low involvement and high involvement. However, it would seern that if the

moderator is knowledgeable about the research goal, this diffìculty should be eased. In

the present study, the researcher was the moderator and the f-unnel approach wa.s used to

conduct the discussion.

Procedures

I used an interview guide to help direct the fbcus groups. The questions I clesigned

followed an order that facilitated the natural progression fiom one topic to the next. I

developed six questions in all. These were

1. (a) You have all acted as collaborating teachsrs in the on-site teacher education

program at the College. As a result, you have very rich experiences to share. What are

some of those experiences, both positive and negative?

(b) How do you see your role as collaborating teacher?

2.If you were responsible for placing teacher candidates in an unf'amiliar school, what

kinds of qualities would you be looking for in a collaborating teacher?

3. If you werc responsible for placing teacher candidates in an unf'amiliar school, what

kinds of qualities would you be looking for in a school?

4. What is the purpose of schooling?

5. Keeping in mind the purpose of schooling that you reported in question 4, what i.s the
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role of the faculty of education in a preservice teacher education prograrn?

6' What is the role of the classroom teacher in a preservice teacher educatior.r program?

7. If you were working in partnership as a faculty advisor with a collaborating teacher,

what kinds of support would you offer to facilitate his or her role?

First Session

The first four questions wero used to guide the first meeting with each group. The

second three questions were designed to structule the second meeting. The <Iiscussion dicl

not necessarily follow the guide. As a result, the moderator had to be tlexible enoush to

let the conversation unfold and yet maintain awaleness of the rcsearch goals.

I began each focus group with a welcome, an overiew of the topic, ground rules

(see Morgan, 1997 , p. 53), and the first question. It was important that the fìrst question

be broad enough to genemte discussion among the participants. Furtherrnorc, the first

question had to be one to which all the participants coulcl relate. The question wa.s

divided into two parts, "You have all acted as collabolating teâcherc in the o¡-site

teacher education progmm. As a result you have very rich experiences to share. What are

some of those experiences, both positive and negative? How clo you see yoLu- role as a

collaborating teacher?" I asked the participâllts to take a f'ew minutes to write some

reflections down. This ensured that each participant hacl the opportunity to co'trjbute to

the conversation.

The second question enticecl the collaborating teachers to generate a list of
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qualities of a collaborative teacher: "If you were responsible for placing teacher

candidates in an unfamiliar school, what kinds of qualities would you be looking for in a

collaborating teacher?" This was followed up by a question concerning the qualities of a

school predisposed to teacher education. And finally, the last question revolved around

the role of schools in educating children for today's society

I reviewed the questions after the first group and was satisfied they appeared to

elicit the kinds of data required for my research goals. One adjustment I made was to give

the participants the opportunity at the end of the session to write any comments they had

not voiced. This was precipitated by comments of one participant regarding the teaching

of religion in the public school system. It seemed that the other focus group members

were ill at ease with the comments, and I felt they might appreciate making comments in

wntrng.

Second Session

I began each group in the second session with a summary of the group's definition

of the role of schools in today's society that was generated at the previous session. I

followed this summary by a question asking the participants to discuss how the faculty

could best educate preservice teachers to fulfill the role of schools, This question

prepared the terrain for a question that moved from discussing the role of faculty to the

role of the schools in the education of preservice teachers. And finally, I asked: "If you

were working in partnership as a faculty advisor with a collaborating teacher, what kinds
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of support would you ofïer to f¿cilitate his ol her lole?" I ended each focus gtoup by

asking the participants to comment on the validity of my tlip char-t. This enabled them to

add comments they felt they had not voiced during the discussion. The flip charts also

became part of the data analysis.

Data Analysis

Morgan (1997) reminds researchers that it is neither solely the individual

participant nor the group that constitutes a unit of analysis in fbcus grollp re.search. He

believes researchers must seek a balance between the two. He writes, "our analytic eflbrts

must seek a balance that acknowledges the interplay between these two levels of

analysis" (p. 60). Morgan also makes a distinction between what participants fincl

interesting and what they find impoftallt. If participants fìncl a topic interesting, they rnay

discuss it at length. This does not mean they fincl it important. Morgan suggests that at the

end of the fbcus group discussion, the moderator asks the group to state what they fincl to

be the most important points they have discussed. He also statecl thât the flip char-t the

moderator uses dudng the fbcus gl'oups will help summadse the important points. Topics

most worthy of emphasis are determined by "how many groups mentioll the topic, how

many people within each group mention the topic, ancl how much enthusiasm the topic

generated among the participants" (p. 63).

Krueger (1994) has some interesting insights regarcling language usecl by focus
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group participants. He suggests that when conducting the analysis the researcher -eive

consideration to the words and the context of the commonts. Each word cardes its own

meaning for each participant and the researcher must be aware of the contextuality of

language. The researcher should consider what stimulated the comment and interpret it

according to its context. He gives more weight to responses that arr based on experiences

rather than hypothetical third person comments. He also warns the investigator to watch

for the "big ideas" (p. 151) and not get bogged down in a multitude of comments and

details.

Data analysis followed procedurss suggested by Krueger and Casey (2000):

1. The transcriptionist received the original tapes for entry into the computer

2. I listened to the tapes with the purpose of adding any names of speakers that had been

missed.

3. I entered all the transcripts, my personal debriefing notes, the flip chart notes, and

transcriptionist notes taken during the focus groups into the computsr using a

qualitative data analysis software program, QSR*NUDIST (1997)

4. I organised the transcripts and field notes according to elementary level teacherc and

senior level teachers.

5. I then developed coding categories for the fîrst transcdpt. In cleveloping cocling

categories, I labeled ideas or units of meaningful text ol'phenomena each time they

reappeared and classifìed this infbrmation according to emerging thernes. The
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emerging themes I called "parents" and the categories associatecl with each pare¡t

were called "children." Most of the ideas fit into themes establishecl by the discussi,ll

guideline and others were classifìed as "fì'ee nodes," or themes that were not part of

the discussion guideline. The sofïware allowecl me to match participarlts with their

comments at any given corle. It also allowed me to return to the original transcdpt and

reread the coded material in context. Some of the coding categories were f'airly

general, including latge "chunks" of text, and some were more specific ¡sirg srnaller

segments of text (Knodel, 1993).I began with a detailecl clescriptio¡ of one group

bef'ore applying the resulting cocles to the remaining groups at the elementary level.

6. I asked a disinterested teacher educator to reacl a clifTelent set of tran.scripts for the

pul'pose of generating categories of codes. She generatecl a li.st of categories basecJ on

her interpretation of the data. I comparcd her list to the list of categor-ies I hacl

complied and fbund that our categodes were alike. The purpose of using a second

rater was to guard against researcher bias and to triangulate the analysis (Morga¡,

1997)

7 I began coding the second elementary gl'oup using the parent themes an<l chilc¡e¡

categories I had generated fì'om the fìrst group. Atlclitional coding categode.s were

addecJ to reflect the data. This sarne process was repeatecl at the seconclary level. Few

coding categories were added at the seconclarv level

8 Upon completing the cocling for the secondary focu.s group, I rereacl the transcr.ipt.s f'or
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the two elementary groups to check that the coding was consistent across the three

groups. At this stage of coding, I had nine parent themes with at total of 94 children

and eleven free nodes

9. Using QSR*NUDIST, I generated reports for each category containing the texts that

had been coded for that category. I was able to identify the participant, the date of the

comment, and the context in which it was made. The software made it relatively

simple to locate the quotes in the transcripts.

10. I constructed an index tree to show the relationships among the various categories

generated by the three groups. This provided insight into how the data could be

fractured and reassembled in new ways. It also permitted systematic comparisons

across the groups and the segments. "Often the plocess will lead to insights and

suggest hypotheses that contribute to the later stages of the intelpretative analysis"

(Knodel, 1993,p.48). The index tree had parent themes and children subcategories.

Each "child" contained summaries of the content of the discurssion ancl my

impressions of the information. The overview grid also facilitated the internal

reliability of each focus group as it permitted me to compare statements within and,

more importantly, across sessions (Knodel, 1993).

1 1. I checked to see what data were left out of the index tree and considered revisions.

12. I wrote my findings using the initial research questions as an organising structure for

the discussion.
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Many experts in fbcus group research write of the irnportance of the researcher

being responsive to the situation (Knodel, 1993; Morgan, 1997). Although the methocl of

analysis must be well planned, the researcher must remain flexible and situationally

responsive. Krueger (1997 ) writes:

Situational analysis occurs when the degree of rigor in the analy.sis is cleterminecJ

by the situation, or tho problem at hand, as opposed to a preordainecJ ancl

predetermined protocol. In situational analysis the analyst does not prejudge the

typs ol' natul'e of analysis needed until he or she has had suflìcient exposul'e to

data. Early estimates are made of the time and resollrces that rnay be anticipatecl

in the study, but these are subject to later modifìcation. (p. 141)

The model I used provided me a structure for analysing the data. However, it also

allowed fbr flexibility to respond to the situational nature inherent in clualitative research.

Trustworthiness

Lincoln and Guba (1985) talk about the notion of trustworthiness in a humanistic

tradition in terms of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confimrability.

Qualitative research must meet the requirements of crcdibility (intcrnal validity in

quantitative methodology which refers to the experiment measuring what it purports to

measure), transferability (reliability in quantitative methodology which relers to the

experiment being replicable), dependability (external validity in quantitative

methodology which refers to the experiment being generalisable), and contìrmability
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(objectivity in quantitative methodology). I addressed issues of trustworthiness in a

variety of ways.

I dealt with the issues of credibility in the following lnanner. The nr.¡mber of

participants in this study was 25Vo of the total population. This is a fair representation of

the total populatíon. The dernographics of the sample are rcpresentative of the total

population

The fact that fewer and fewer categories were adcled as I analysed the last set of

transcripts would suggest that there were enough data and the addition of ¿nother focus

group would have added little further insight. I asked a disinterested bilingual teacher

educator to read a set of transcripts for the purpose of generating categories of codes. I

compared and adjusted her list of categories with rny list of categories.

I took notes using a flip charl during the focus grollps. At the end of each focus

group, I asked the participants to check my notes to ensure they were representative of

the discussion. Participants revised my notes or added to them when needecl. Participants

were also given the opportunity to write any comments they had not voiced. I comparccl

my flip chart notes with the categories I had developed based on the transcripts.

A professional transcriptionist was employed, and .she attencled each focus group.

It was important that she be present during the discussion so she woulcl be sensitive to the

verbal and well as nonverbal communication among palticipants. Her plesence also

facilitated her ability to match voices with participants' nan-ìes. She also took notes
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during the fbcus group tliscussions of key points, notable quotes, ancl important

obseruations. A technician was hired as well to set up the sound system ancl monitor it

during the discussions. Neither the transcriptior"rist nor the technician participate<l in the

discussion. After each fbcus group, the transcriptionist ¿nd I debrief'ecl for about tifieen

minutes. Notes were taken during these debriefing sessions. These data contribllted to the

body of data from the focus groups. The transcriptionist transcribed the tapes verbatim

I believe my moderating activities fäcilitated the gathering of valiii data. I used

the funnel approach to model'ate the fbcus groups. I startecl with an open question that

was designed to ensure participation from all the participants ancl glaclually rnoved the

discussìon towards the research agenda. I was par"ticularly sensitive to the impoftance of

not participating in the discussion but, at the same tirne, keeping the participants within

the parameters of the interview guide and ensudng that all the participants hacl the

opportunity to participate. After each interview, I checked with the transcriptionist to .see

if she f'elt I was contt'ibuting too much infbrrnation or being too riirective iluring the

discussion. She assured.me thatmy level of participation was appropriate. I wa.s

cornfortable with the research questions and. as a result, was able to encollrage

participants to expand on certain comments or redirect them to the interview guide when

neoessaly. If quiet participants were inten-uptecl, I went back to them and askecl for tlieir

comments. If cer-tain participants had not spoken for a while, I specifìcally askecl them f'or

their opinion. Or if participants lookecl like they were about to speak ancl were waiting fbr
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the opportunity, I ensured they got the floor. On many occasions, I had to ask the

participants to give examples of what they were trying to say. And I would often use the

flip chart to redirect the discussion to the question at hand if it seemed to be moving too

far off topic.

As the focus group discussions were held if French, it was necessary to translate

the references from French to English when writing up the data analysis. As a valiclity

check, one of my committee members verified my translation for every reference I used

He also checked to ensure that I had indicated the appropriate transcript and line for each

reference. Adjustments were made to the translations according to his recommendations

I dealt with the issues of transferability in the following manner. The software that

I used enabled me to attribute every meaningful text unit to any number of categories. As

a result, I was able to analyse each category according to the vigour and the frequency

with which is it was discussed. In some cases, there were not enough data to support a

category and it was excluded. In other cases, categories were merged. The fact that the

tapes were transcribed verbatim contributed to the richness of the data. Each category that

I retained for final inclusion in the discussion was discussed by at least several members

of one group and in most instances the categories were discussed by all three groups. I

have indicated in my data analysis the vigour ancl the frequency with which each category

was discussed. The categolies that emerged in the final analysis are anchored in rich data.

I dealt with the issues of dependability in the following manner. The analysis of
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the data was recursive. I developed coding categories for the fìrst set of transcripts. I then

began coding the second set of transcripts using the codes I had generated fì'om the fïrst

group. Additional coding categories were added to reflect the data. The same process was

repeated for the third set of transcripts. Few categories were added upon analysis of the

third set of transcripts. I then reviewed all the transcripts to ensure the categories I

developed wers representative of the three sets of transcripts. I examined all the

categories to see where data could be fractured and reassembled. It also pelrnitted me to

make.comparisons across groups. The final categories, I believe, were ref-lective of the

data

In Chapter 4, I present the data and the initial analysis according to the themes

that emerged.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

The purpose of this study was to ascertain basic assumptions underlying a teacher

education program and how collaborating teachers can best be supportecl in their role as

mentors. Participants for the study included seventeen collaborating teachers or 25Vo of

the tot¿l population of te achers who had participated in an on-site teacher education

program over a period of five years. Three focus groups were fbrmed, each meotillg on

two separate occasions. A total of eleven hours and fifteen minutes of transcribed

audiotapes were analysed.

Four major themes emerged from analysis of the data. These thsmes loosely

reflect the rcsearch questions: resealch questiolts one and two are subsume<J uncler Th.em.e

l: The Role of Sch.ools in Society; research question three and fbur are subsumed under

Theme 2: How Catt Teacher candidates Best be Educated; research question five is

subsumed under Th.em.e 3: How Can Collaborating Teach.ers Best be Su.pported. Them.e

4: Disadvantages and Advatttages of Mentoring contain apparcntly signifìcant clata not

covered by the questions of the study.
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Overview of Themes and Categories

Themes Categories

1. The Role of Schools in Society 1.1 Teaching Citizenry

1.2 Celebrating Diversity

1.3 Teaching Problem Solving

1.4 Cre ating Partnerships with Parents ancl the

Cornmunity

1.5 Teaching Culture/Language and Values

1.6 Qualities of a Good School

2. How Can Teacher Candidates

Best be Educated

2. 1 Prograrn Organisation

2.2 Role of Faculty in Educating Teaoher

Candidates

2.3 Role of Collaborating Teachers in Eduoating

Teacher Candidates

3. How Can Collaborating

Teachers Best be Supported

3.1 Debunk the Myth of Teacher Candiclate as

"Helper"

3.2 Offer Time fbl Teacher Canclidates anrl

Collaborating Teachers to Dis<;uss

3.3 Prepare Collaborating Teacher.s as Teacher

Educators

3.4 Collaborating Teachers Shoulcl be Chosen

According to Celtain Qualities

4. Advantages and Disadvantages

of Mentoring

4.1 Disadvantages

4.2 Advantages
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Pseudonyms have been used to help ensure participant anonyrnity. The

pseudonym of the participant, the date of the fbcus group, and the number of the line

containing the quote or reference is given in parentheses. For example, "(Anna, May t7

223)" refers the reader to something Anna said on May 17 in the text ul'tit 223. These

fbcus groups were conducted in French. In the vast majodty of cases, I have translated

the words of the participants from French to English. In several cases. I was clissatisfìecJ

with my translation so I left the French text with an attempted translation in brackets. On

a few occasions, I was unable to translate and, therefbre, left the text in French. I extencl

my apologies to my readers in these instances.

Theme I: The Role oJ'Scltools in Societ,v

This first therne, the lole of schools in society, emelged fì.om comments

surrounding a variety of topics. Participants believed schools wet'e responsible for'

forming citizens who coulci participate in society. They noted that schools shoulcl teach

students how to resolve problerns so students may become independent learners. They

saw schools as places where diversity was celebrated. Creating partnerships with parcnts

and community was essential, particularly when school.s had expanclecl their roles in the

areas of culture and moral eclucation. Participants listed the qualities of a good .school that

they f'elt provided an optimal environment for a teacher education proglarn
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I. I Teach.ing Citizenry

Participants fiom all the focus groups repor"ted th¿t schools should educate

children to be membem of society. As members of society. it was important to

collaborating teachers that children learn to work as a team and to get along with others.

Thomas, f'or example, suggested that having students of different ages working together'

is one strategy which suppofts the notion of children learning to interact cooperatively

(May 15, 500). Participants also noted that children should be taught how to become

citizens. For Dorothée, this meant that children learn to respect themselves, others, and

the environment (June 5,495). The notion of teaching citizenly was exemplifìed by

Katherine when she talked about conflict re.solution at her school

well, for example, at oul'school we work a lot on conflict resolution, how to

solve problems, how to take control of yourself in the school yard, being able to

clistinguish an urgent problern fiom one that a group of fìiends could lesolve

(May 17,624)

Katherine implied that by giving children the rcsponsibility fbr their aotiorls in rhe

playground, they are being initiateci to acceptable conduct in society at lat'ge. A sriterion

that was important to Raymond in te¿ohing citizenry linked success at school with

success in society: "School must be seen as a place where one can know slìcce.ss. Because

if the individual does not know success at school, well, how will she be in so<;iety?" (May

17 ,826-27). It seemed that leaming to get along with others, respecting one.self,
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respecting the environment, and being responsible were key in cleveloping citizenry

Fufthetmore, teaching conflict resolution, collaborative lealning, ancl ensuring success

were some of the suggestions participants made which could enable teachers to teach

citizenry

1 .2 Celebrating Diversity

The groups were unanimous in their belief that diversity must be celebrated.

Participants defined this notion of celebrating diversity as f'ollows: "To accept. to

understand that each child is unique" (Raymond, May 17, 801). The partioipants believed

that teachers and students must celebrate achievements and be proud of what they have

accomplished. Students learn that each individual has a strength to ofI'er to the class ancl

those strengths should be maximised. Furthermorc, stuclents must be aware of their

weaknesses and learn to accept f'ailure

The collaborating teachers leported that the notion of celebrating suocesses is

instrumental in building self'-esteem, and they agreed that school was a place where self'-

esteem should be developed. Pierrette made links between self'-esteem ancl success by

saying, "In any case, in order to have self'-esteem, you as an incliviclual, you continue to

build your self-esteem, you have to experiençe successes" (May 24.488). She conti¡ue<l

by saying teachers must have realistic expectations which respect the indiviriual neecls of

each learner and ensure each learner is within grasp of achievement (May 24.48g-g3).

Celebrating diversity meant students' strengths werc maximised. self-confìclence was
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developed, and learners were encouraged to work to their potential and enjoy successes

Each child must feel confident about the contribution he or she can contribute to society

and this must be recognised.

1.3 Teaching Problem Solving

All of the groups mentioned the importance of children being able to solve

problems. Educating children meant teaching them to become indepenclent learners, able

to find their own answers to their own questions. Teaching children to solve problems

entailed teaching them research skills and encouraging them to become resourceful and

making good choices. Pierrette saw problem solving as a life skill (May 17,631). The

notion of problem resolution implied a sense of indepenclence on the part of the learner

Lucille worded it this way: "It [the role of school] is [for the learners] to know how to

make their own decisions, to know how to educate themselves, how to learn, in order to

attain their own..." (June 5,628). And Dorothée said one of the roles of the school was

to teach the children "to learn how to learn (signs of approval)" (June 5,487)

Participants underlinðd the importance of ploblem solving as a pedagogy aimed at

developing independent learners in contrast to a pedagogy that centred on rote learning

and the memorisation of information. In their view, teaching children how to solve

problems prepared them as lifelong le¿trners

1.4 Creating Partnerships with Pctrents and the Cornrnunity

Participants regarded schools as partners with parents in the education of society's
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children. This meant that schools should be in communication with parents fiom the

outset to ensure the child feels welcome and to circumvent any potential problerns that

may occul'. Judith expressed this point of view in the following way:

We should assume a preventative role rather than a reactive one. Well, insteacl of

waiting for the problems to occur and trying to rcsolve thern all. to play a role

from the beginning...to meet the parents, to really see what we carì do so the chilcl

is welcomed into the school right from the fìrst day. (May 17, 654-55)

Teachers have to learn to listen to parents as they have much to say about their ohiltiren

One of the participants reflected that at times it was not only children who needecl help

with building self'-confidence, but also parents (Katherine. May 17, 660-61). This

comment is indicative of the participants' belief of the importance of establishing a

relationship of trust and support between the school and the home

Some of the participants commented on the fact that the school must be in

partnership not only with the parents, but with all the stakeholclers: social workers,

resource teacher¡i, speech and hearing specialists, guidance counselors, principals, and

Child and Family Seryices werc some of the resolrrce people mentioned (Juclith, May 17,

666). This long list of resource people trained to work with toclay'.s youth suggests how

education has moved fiom one teacher working with a class of students to a network of

educators working with an anay of students all with varying needs. In the itrterest of the

students, it is irnperative that there be communication ancJ collaboratilrg among the
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stakeholders

several pafticipants saw the role of the school as being the heart of trre

community. The general feeling expressed by the participants was that the role of school

has changed fiom being responsible fbr purely academic education to including

academic, social, and emotional eclucation. According to the participants, this shiti seems

to have occumed because schools have become the panacea fbl'all the problems in

society, "You see the role of the school as a response to all the problerns in society"

(Estelle, May I7,670). Parents and community look to the schools for directien. ancl

schools must show they have the best interests of the children at heart. As a result. the

role of schools and teachers has extended to being a resource tbr the community.

This notion of the school being at the heart of the community is particularly

relevant fbr the Franco-Manitoban community. Judith macle the point that the church use<]

to be the f'ocal point but that had changed, ancl the school had assumecl that role, a point

that was supported by her colleagues (May 17, 680). Pierrette explainecl the role usurped

fiom the church by the school as a Francophone phenomenon. She proposecl that the

Francophones in Manitoba were in a rninority situation and, as a result, institr-rtion.s sr.¡ch

as schools were important to rally the members of the community (May 17. 6tt l). She

explainecl that fbr the Francophone minority it was very clifTcult to speak French outsitle

the horne, ancl the school was ofïen the only other place where children ooul<l live in

French. As such, it became a home away from home in tenns of validating the French
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culture (May 17, 684-86)

According to the participants then, creating partnerships of trust and suppor"t with

parents and other stakeholders was a role of schools. They also saw the school as being

central to community lifè, and in terms of the Franco-Manitoban population. schools

played an essential role in the validation of the French culture

1.5 Teaching Culture/Lútxguage and Teaching Val.ues

Participants made the point that maintaining cultural identity was a key goal of

both the French schools and the French immersion schools. The goals of both programs

include prcservation of the cultural identity of their clientele. Culture was defined as the

routines we keep in a school, the events, rnusic, arts, oratory contests, irnprovisational

theatre, hockey, as well as the importance of language. The irnportance of the school as

being a model for language was mentioned by all the focus groups.

For the French schools, the notion of language was linked to the maintenance of

culture. This is exernplifìed by comments such as Dorothée's who stated one of the goals

ofthe French schools is to encourage students "to be proud to be Francophone" (June 5,

489). Roxanne repofted that one of the basic rules at her French-first-language school

was that everyone must speak French (May 15, 488). Christine, al.so â teachel in a French

first language school, mentionecl that the promotiorl of lariguage was an important goal of

schools (May 15, 566). Participants fiom French immersion schools also spoke of the

importance of language. Katherine said, "I think it is important that the school show the
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child how to be proud of this language lFrenchl if it is your seconcl langr-rage and to be

able to use it in real situations (signs of agreement)" (May 17 , 693). Danika saicl that one

of the goals of the French immersion school was to develop bilingual citizen.s (June 5.

630). Dorothée added that it was also one of the goals of the French school, "Yes. the

young Francophone must be bilingual" (June 5, 639). There was no doubt. be it in Frenoh

schools or French immersion schools, the participants were passionate about the role of

the French language as key to the mission of the program their school ot'fered

All the focus groups believed in the schools' role in teaching values to the

children. There was, however, solne contention about the nature of the values that should

be taught. Christine reported that society was propellect by economic values and had

ignored the irnportance of human values (May 15, 463). Frorn Christine's point of view,

human values incluciecl religious education. She believed that children who came from

Catholic homes were better adjusted: "It is also that we have parents who are very

practicing, not necessarily practicing but who have ¿ Chdstian Catholic base. Vely very

f'ew are, fbrexample, divorced, so thatmakes the children much more stable" (May 15,

513-574). This comment received incredulous looks fì'orn her colleagues (May 15. 575-

76). Christine believed that teaching catechism was accomplishing tlie traclitional role of

the school in transmitting culture: "The spiritual values of our culture, we have always

been Catholic" (May 15, 578). Others stated that cliilclren .shoulcl be taught moral values

without necessarily attaching the teachings to a particular religion (Thornas. May 15, 581;
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Joanne, May 15, 585)

There was discussion about the changing role of schools and their increased

responsibility for teaching values. It appeared that there wele some fïndamental "g¡lrxl"

values that should be taught. Raymond saw the school as a mediator in the transmission

of "good" values

The role of schools in our society is to transmit values, goocl values because

society is doing it less and less. I am talking about racism, sexism, violence, so in

our schools [we should transmitl moral values. The school is one of the last

resources to transmit that to today's youth. (Raymond, May 17, s02-04)

Rayrnond contended that schools were one of the last bastions of moral eclucation, and

society expected them to fulfill that mandate. Gérald identified values such as the respect

of others, the respect of citizens, the respect of laws, the tespect of the environment (June

5,592). He believed stuclents shoulct be taught to be "good" and honest (Ju¡e 5,592).

François believed that schools had always taught rnorals, but a fïntlamental cJifTèrence

between moral education then ancl moral education now was that now there was an

expectation to teach morals that dicl not exist in the past (June 5, 593). Géral<J macle a

comment along the same lines as François, "Well, society puts pressure on u.s becau.se we

have to answer to a need that is not supplied at home, the farnily, we have reached the

point where we teach values..." (June 5, 590). Although there was agreelnent that mor¿l

education was a role the school shoulcl assume, the content of that particular curriculum
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was nebulous

1.6 Qualities of a Good School

Participants discussed several qualities they believecl helped to defìne a gooc1

school, that is, a school conducive to teacher education programs. Three of the criteria. a

welcoming atmosphere, a supportive administration, and an environment thât fbsters

collaboration, were mentioned by all the focus groups. The two elementary groups also

talked about the significance of prof'essional liberty as an important quality of a goocl

school, and one elementary group and the secondary group believecJ that.schools shoulc1

be learner-centred

1.6.1 welcoming. According to all the fbcus groups, one of the qualities of a

school suitable fbr teacher education is the ability to provicle a welcoming atrnosphere. In

order to cleate a welcoming atmosphere, the school must want teacher canclicjates and be

prepared fbr their arrival. The teacher candidate must be treatecl as a member of the stafÏ.

One of the collaborating teacherc conimented that a welcorning school "see.s teacher

candidaæs as part of the prof-essional teâût" (Juclith, May 17, 533). A.s a member of the

team, participants said the teacher cancÌidate should retain the same status as the re.st of

the teachers. Others underlined the importance of small cletails such as ensuring teacher

candidates have a place in the staff room (Katherine, May 17, 546), their nalne on the

door of their classroom. and their narre on a m¿ilbox (Pierrette, May 17 , 547). Teacher

candi<iates amive in their new schools anxious ancl uncertain. It i.s imperative that they
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feel they are expected and welcome

1.6.2 Supportive administrators. Collaborating teachers from all the focus groups

had quite a bit to say about the role of administrators in creating schools conducive to

teacher education. Some of the comments were of a more general nature. They included

having time to meet with teachers and parents, being good listeners, and supporting the

programs they offered in their schools. Other comments were specific to teacher

candidate placements. Pierrette and Raymond talked about the importance of

administrators understanding the role collaborating teachers assume when they accept a

teacher candidate (Pierrette, I|i4ay 17,555; Raymond, May 11,582) and the fact that it

requires a great time commitment (Pierrette, I|i4.ay 17,583). For example, the time

commitment required to work with a teacher candidate may affect the collaborating

teacher's availability to sit on committees (Raymond, May 17, 558-59). Aclministrators

must be supportive of the teacher candidates and should not abuse teacher candiclates by

asking them to leave their classroom placement to substitute or sLrpervise in another

classroom (Roxanne, lùiI.ay 22,196-97; Janelle, Ill4.ay 22,813-16). Teacher candidates

should not be viewed as "free help" (Danika, June 5,410). All the focus groups

mentioned the importance of a supportive administration as a quality of a good school

With regards to the teacher education program, participants underlinecl the need for

administrators to understand the impact a teacher candidate has on a collaborating

teacher. More specifically, supportive administrators are aware that teacher candidates
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require all enormous time commitment on the par-t of the collaborating teacher

1.6.3 Encourages coll.aboration.Both elementary f'ocus groups and the secondary

group mentioned that a good school encourages collaboration among the teachers

Collaboration was a key element in teacher leaming. As Gér'¿rld said, "Where there al.e

groupings of teachers, therc is prof'essional developnent" (June 12, 236). François

commented that a common vlsron was important in developing a team spirit. "un esprit de

corps" (François, June 5, 524). Dorothée expanded on the notion of school vision and

suggested that schools must define their role as an educational institution: "l think that a

school should show and should be seen as an acaclemic, cultural, and social sohool.

responding to its mission and the mission as an educational institution" (Dorothée, June

5, 479). The notion of collaboratiou was contingent upon a cornmunal visioll. Piloting

school-wide projects as well as small group projects which encollrage teachers to work

together to try new ideas was a way to encourage teachers to work together to try llew

ideas or having two teachels wotking at the same level was another way to fãcilitate

sharing.

1.6.4 Fosters professional líberty. Participants fì'om the two elemenrary fbcus

groups agreed that a good school has an aclministration that promotes prot'e.ssionat liber"ty

Teachers are encouraged to attend prof'essional clevelopment conf'erences (Lara, May 15,

618; Juclith,May 17,787-88) and implement new ideas (Lara, May 15,617; Thomas,

May 15,623). Aciministrators slrppoft teachers (May 17, Katherine, 571-13) which sen<Is
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aclearmessage to teachers thattheycan be innovative (Pierrette, May, 17.577). Pierrette

reasoned that if teachers were allowed to make errors, they, in turn, wonld allow teacher

candidates to make errors. Here is an example of a convel'sation that Occurred about

administrators encouraging prof'essional liberty

Roxanne: Administrators who are available and present in the school, you know.

they circulate. You know, therc are administrators, it depencls on the size of tlie

schooi but they know, they come and say, 'hi'. . .they are rìore personal.

Lara: And they let you try difl-erent things in your school (signs of agreement)

Participate in different wolkshops.

Roxanne: They are open.

Lara: That's it.

Janelle: That's really important.

Gestny: Open to ideas? (signs of agreernent)

Thomas: Ofien the teacher canclidates who come ofien have new ideas (signs of

agreement) and they want to implement them. So, if we have an administration that

is stuck on olcl habits, we could have problems. (May 15,614-624)

Risk-taking in a securc environment is a key element in the learning process. Both

teachers and stuclents must be supporteci in their attempts to implernent new icleas.

1.6.5 Learner-cented. Participants f'elt that schools shoulcl be chilcJ-ceritred in the

sense that the well being of the chilcl is not lost in the school's aim fol acaclemic
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achievement. Estelle (May 17. 535) suggested that a good school is one where the

children are more important than the amount of knowledge they possess. Judith (May 24,

547) said we must not forget the child. Dorothée (June 5, 512) believed that a goocl

school is one that places priority on the child. She elaborated on her definition of a goocl

school by saying, "...the teachers are open, they want what is best fbr the children, there

are difl'erent activities, there is a good balance between the academic, sports ancl culture"

(June 5, 519). Learner-centred schools set the child up for success and attend to his or her

various needs. Participants wele conscious of the schools' responsibility not only for

academic education, but also the social and emotional education that is requirecl to

nurture citizens able to function in a democratic system

Sumntary

The collaborating teachers saw several roles of schools in today's society. They

believed that schools should teach children how to become citizens. In other words,

children should leam to respect themselves and others, learn how to lesolve conflict, ancl

participate activply in society. Children shoulcl learn how to resolve problerns so that they

can become independent learners. The members of the foous groups believecl that schools

should celebrate learner diversity by developing self'-confidence anrl valiilating successes.

Partnerships with parents were essential to ensure succe.ss for all learners. The

collaborating teachers viewed the school as instrumental in creating culture ancl teaching

values, and incumbent in that responsibility, is the neecl to collaborate with the society
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they serve. Finally, schools should have certain attributes if they are to accept teacher

candidaæs. They must provide a welcoming atmosphere and a supportive administration,

encourage collaboration, uphold professional liberty, and support a learner-centrecJ

teaching philosophy

Theme 2: How Can Teach.er Candidates Best be EducatetJ

In order to fãcilitate the discussion during the f'ocus groups. I preparecl a clisc,ssion

guide that consisted of seven questions provicling a natural progression fì.om one topic to

another. One of the rcsearch questions was underutanding how the collaborating teachers

perceiveci the education of teacher candidates based on their detjnition of the role of

schools in society. As evidencecl by Theme 1, collaborating teachers defìnec1 several roles

fbr schools. However, when asked about how teacher cancliclates can best be educateil to

fulfìll those roles, the discussion gravitatecl arouncl the rcsponsibilities of collaborati'g

teachers and fäculty advisors and program organisation. There were only weak links

between the role of schools in society ancl how teacher candicJates can best be e<jucated to

contribute to that role. Regardless, the participants hail well-clefìnecl ideas about the roles

of teacher educators and the optirnal organisation fbr a teacher eclucation program

2. I Program Organi.sation

Participants describecl how a teacher eclucation program coulcl be organised to

best meet the needs of teachel eclucators. All the fbcus group.s vigorously suppone cl a¡
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on-site seven-month practicum in the final year of teaching. Participants indicated that a

long-term practicum gave teacher candidates a more realistic experience than "blocks" of

practical experience and better prepared them for their first year of teaching. All the focr"ls

groups also reported that teacher candidates should have more classroom experience prior

to their final year of teacher education. Participants from the two elementary groups

supported the idea that teacher candidates attend the same professional development

sessions as their collaborating teachers during their mentorship. Both the elementary and

the secondary focus groups also discussed the value of faculty seminars once a week to

help make the link between theory and practice. The topic of remunerating the teacher

candidates and collaborating teachers was discussed and supported by the elementary

groups as was the idea of more social activities that grouped teacher canclidates and

collaborating teachers.

2.1 I Seven-month practicum. All the participants from each focus group were

very convinced of the viability of the seven-month practicum. They believecl it gave the

teacher candidates a realistic and authentic experience. Furthermore, it enabled the

teacher candidate to integrate into the culture of the school and develop his or her own

teaching style. Some of the comments made which indicated support of a seven-month

program were: "I really liked the idea they were there fin the schools] seven months"

(Janelle, }l4ay 157,126), "What I found very positive was the length of their practicum

(signs of agreement from other participants), the continuity of their presence in class and
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in the school setting" (Pierette, May 17, 131)

There were several reasons given to explain the support tbr a long-term

practicum. Several participants mentioned the advantages for the teacher cancii<late to see

how the school ysar commences. Others talked about the fàct that the teacher candidates

were able to encounter the range of emotions children experience during a school year

Estelle saw one of the advantages of the seven-month practicum as giving the teacher.

candidaæs "The reality of working with teacher aids, of working with non-French

speaking students combined with French-spe;king students in the same class, all those

things" (May 17, 748). Other participants stated that a long-tenn practicum enabled the

teacher candidate to integrate into the school culture. This support of a seven-month

practicum indicates the collaborating teachers' prcoccupation with the importance of

enculturating the teacher candidates into the teaching prof'ession.

Two of the participants were able to present the point of view of teacher

candidates with respect to a seven-month practicum. Their comments reflectecl those of

the collaborating teachers and supported the extended fìeld experience. Katherine, who

had been a teacher candidate in the on-site program said, "Well, I know that I hacl friends

who did not participate in the program because when I participated it was a choi<;e, and

they told me 'Ah, yes, you experienced reality more than we did"' (Katherine. May 17,

346). Danika, who was a recent graduate and had not participated in the on-site program,

regretted not having expedenced a school year beginning (Danika, June 5, 54). Ancl
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speaking of one of her teacher candidate fiiends who had participatecl in the on-site

program, Danika reported "It was much easier fbr her [than it was fbr rne.l, her first year

of teaching" (June 5, 57 -59).It seemed then that not only did the collaborating teachers

support a seven-month practicum, but also one of the participants mentioned that the

teacher candidates themselves felt better prepared.

Dorothée supported the seven-month practicum fì'om the point of view of an

administrator suggesting graduates fiom the on-site prograln were much bettel'preparecl.

She had worked with teacherc who had not graduatecl fì'om an on-site program ancl,

accorcling to her, the difference was "incledible." "Those who hacl experiencecl the on-

site program, yes they had some first year teacher problerns, but they were much more

knowledgeable...able to answer questions that other tìrst year teachers posecl" (June 5,

562). She also said some teacher candidates choose not to teach ancl. Dorothée adde<l, that

is perhaps as good thing (June 5, 563)

All the focus groups expressed their dissatisfãctìon with a pl'ogl'¿ìm organi.sation

whereby teacher candidates split their practicum into two blocks of fìve weeks in the fir.st

semester and six weeks in the second semester. This cliscussion centred arounrl the fäct

that when the practicum was split, the teacher candicJate never really got the chance to

develop his or her own teaching style. Dorothée suggestecl that the seven-month

practicum gave teacher candidates the chance to cievelop their own personalities and not

"clone" the personality of the collaborating teacher (June 5, 105-06). She believed that in
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the split two-block program, þacher candidates had to copy the perso¡ality of the

collaborating teacher in order to survive, whereas, in the seven-month practìcurn the

teacher candidate is obligated to let his or her personality flourish: "You calì't hicle and

you can't become the other person either because eventually, the students will get to

know you and they will tell you" (Dorothée, June 5, 113-14). François spoke of his owll

experience in this regard and said that with the split two-block organisation, teacher

candidates were just "gens de passage" and never f'elt really integratecl in the schools

(June 5, 504). From the collaborating teachers' point of view, the notion of "r'eal-lif'e"

experience was a great strength of a seven-month practicum.

And fìnally, some collaborating teachers stated that even a seven-month

practicum was too short. Estelle (May 24, 662-66) expressed concent that teacher

candidates did not see how a school year wrapped up. Rayrnoncl expressecl regret they

would not see the end of the yeal when the heat really sets in (May 17, 745,M.ty 24,

597). In summary, fl'om criticism of a split block practicum to critioisrn that a seven-

month internship was too short, there was no doubt collaborating teachers applauded a

structure which gave teacher canditiates a long-term practicum in a classloom settillg.

2.I.2 More clas,sroom experien.ce be.fore.final year. All of the focus groups werc

of the opinion that teacher candidates shoulcl have more experience in the classroom

befbre their final year. Pafticipants believect this was important so that the teacher

candidates could decicle if teaching is the right prof'ession fol thern. Thomas .summed up
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the point of view of the pafticipants on this issue

Maybe we should move the final practicum back a year or even earlier, so that

people who are not suitable f'or teaching, because there are youug people rvho

come and teaching is not for them, and they could redirect themselves in another

area, rather than realising at the end that they don't like [teaching]. (Thomas, May

22,56)

Two of the focus groups presented suggestions that would give teacher can<lidate.s

experience in schools bef'ore their fînal year. They talked ¿bout the teacher candidates

working as volunteers in schools with extracumicular activities such as spolts teams,

drama clubs, or school ladio. This notion of more classroom expelience befbre the final

year is related to one of the roles the collabor¿ting teachers identity firr both firculty ancl

themselves, that is, to help teacher candidates reflect on their decision to become

teachers. Collaborating teachers are anguished when they have a te¿cher cancliclate who

has made a bad career choice. They see it as detrimental to the well-being of the teacher

candidate, to themselves and their stucients, and to the teaching prof'ession

2.1.3 Joint profus,sional. developmenl se,çsions. When reflecting on the aclvantages

of having a teacher candidate, the participants explessecJ their clelight in having a

colleague in their classroom with whorn they could coll¿borate. One of the ways they

collaborated was by attending the same prof'essional development se.ssions. By

participating in the same sessions together, they experimentecJ with the implernentation of
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new ideas into their teaching. Sometimes, the teacher candidate was nìore knowleclgeable

which was helpfÏl for the collaborating teacher and also, it validatecl the teacher

candidate as an important contributor to the collaborative team. Lara talkecl about the

advantage of attending the same session in the f'ollowing way:

lvell myself, I quite like that [the teacher candidate attending the same pD

sessionl, I have to say we par"ticipated in a PEP (Personal Educatioll Plan) fbr

computer learning, and she [the teacher candidate] was much more

knowledgeable than I. It really helped me a lor. (May 22,494)

Thomas saw this joint participation not only as an oppol'tunity fbr the teacher can¿idates

ancl the collaborating teachers to renew themselves with lespect to teaching techniques.

new programs, and new methods, but also he stated that it was important fbr the teacher

candidates' enculturation into the prof'ession. It gave the teacher candiclates the

opportunity to expedence one of the ways teachers pursue their own learning.

Collaborating teachers fì'orn both of the elementary groups were supportive of the

teacher candidate-collaborating teacher "team" par"ticipating in the same prof'essional

development workshops. This is an irnportant point to be macle when ofientimes. the

teacher candidate is askecl to substitute in the classroom so the collaborating teacher carl

attend PD sessions. Joint participation in new leaming ventules helps to focu.s the

collaborating teacher ancl the teacher candidate relationship on the generatiotì of

knowledge. This is the essence of a collaborative cliscourse community.
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2.1.4 Faculty seminars. In an effort to link theory and practice, one of the

strategies that has been structured into on-site program is that teacher candidates attend

faculty seminars every Monday for the first five and one half months of their seven

month practicum. During these seminars, teacher candidates are given opportunity to

reflect on their progress, share their experiences with their peers, and explore new ideas

and techniques

The collaborating teachers had mixed feelings about teacher candidates being

away from the classroom one day a week. In some c¿ìses, the facr"rlty seminars wel'e

perceived as a necessary "evil" that tore the teacher candidates away from the more

valued aspect of their education, that is, the classroom experience. Janelle, who had been

a collaborating teacher with the on-site program on three separate occasions, sums r"rp this

opinion in the following manner:

Janelle: At first, the first time I had a teacher candidate, I hacl difïiculty accepting

that they would be away on Mondays. Now, I don't know if I am usecl to it, so I

don't know if it bothers me less or not, but I know we had difficulty with the

adaptation of them leaving at the beginning of the week. But when'? At the end of

the week? In the middle of the week? You know there is not a good day perhaps

but I know they have to keep a contact here [the faculty] to do things, so... (May

22,53r)

Lara: There is not a good day (signs of agreement) (May 22,532)
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This unease with the faculty seminars was expressed by two other participânts as rvell

In other cases, participants supported the weekly faculty seminars. They sarv thern

as a way to link theory and practice. Dorothóe declared that reserving one day a week to

cliscuss specific themes was "the perfect maniage" between the fäculty anrl the .schools

(June 5, 45). Other participants who supported the fäculty seminars appreciatetl the

opportunity that they provicled fbr teacher candidates to refÌect on the leaming occurdng

during their practicum. There was a sense that the time fbr extended retlection ilur-ing the

school day was very lirnited, and the faculty seminars provided a strLlcture fbr teacher

candidates to "digest their practical experience." and to reflect on theil teaching (May 24.

683-686). Rayrnond was of the opinion that teacher candidates needed a clay to cliscuss.

obsele, share experiences, and reflect not only with one another, but also witl-r students

who were at diff'erent stages in the teacher education prograrn, perhaps in a seminar.

setting (May 24,687-95, 698). Katherine shared the point of view of the reacher

candidates, having participated in the program herself during her pre.service ecluoation

She added that when she was a teacher candiclate in the on-site progl'aln, she ancl her

colleagues had the opportunity to share the refle<;tions they had wrjtten in theil.

prof'essional joumals during the faculty semin¿rs (May 24, 696)

In summaty, although there was by no means consenslls about the value of weekly

seminars, they were supported by the seconclary focus group as well as one of the

elementaty groups. This skepticism with respect to faculty serninars seerns to .suggest that
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some collaborating teachers value the classroom expedence more than the faculty

experience during the seven-month practicum. Or perhaps they find it clisruptive to their

schedule when the teacher candidate is absent. Regarclless. the irnportance of faculty

seminars for linking theory and practice must be explored so that collaborating teachers.

teacher candidates, and fãculty members can benefìt tiom their potential.

2.1.5 Rewards. Rewards fbr collaborating teachers and fol teacher cantliclate.s were

discussed by the two elementary groups. With regards to support for teacher candiclates,

collaborating teachers talked about providing them with fìnancial aicl. When Pierrette

(May 17, 134) said, "The only thing that is really sad is that they are not remuneratecl like

everyone else," she received nods of agreement around the table. The participants were of

the opinion that teacher candidates were stretched to the lirnit during their fìnal year

Commitment to the on-site program was at lea.st as demanding as a full-time position. As

a matter of fact, teaoher candidates were strongly clissuacled from working part-time

during their tìnal year. If teacher candidates had some financial support, it was believecJ

they would be better enable to attend to their prof-essional education. Thoma.s explainecl

this point in the following way

It is true they don't have any money, they cannot work iluling the day because

they have to teach, they have to be there, they have pleparation.s to do and

everything. So that causes them problems. We [the collaborating teachersl will

f'eel them [the problems]. (May 22,187-88)
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Judith (May 77,248-250) cited the example of medical intems and articling larvyers.

commenting that they were paid fbr their services. Anothel i.ssue that was raisetJ with

regard to financial support for teacher candidates had to do with recruitment. Pierrette

talked about the importance of attracting strong candidates to the teaching prof'ession. She

suggested rcmunerating teachsr candidates during their mentorship rnay contdbute to

achieving that goal (May 24,951-75). This is a particularly pertinent point given the

warning of the imminent shor"tage of teachers in all Canadian schools. and the actual

shortage of teachers in French-first-language and French immersiol.r schools.

The topic of rewards fbr the collaborating teachers was also raised (cole &

Sonill, 1992; Duquette & Cook, 1994; Goodlacl, 1994; Kilgole & Koziseck, l98B)

Interestingly enough, these participants did not talk about financial aid f'or collaborating

teachers. They were morc interested in securing lelease time to plan with the teacher

candidates or to pursue personal prof'essional development goals. JucJith thought both

teacher candidate and collaborating teacher could be rewardecl by having more time to

prepare fbr their teaching (May 24,926 May 24, I0l5-17 ). Roxanne mentioned rhe

possibility of paying tuition fbr a course for the collaborating teachers ol re lieving

collaborating teachers fì'om their classroom duties f'or a clay anci having the teachel'

candidate take responsibility (May 22,"711:720).It seemed that having the teacher

candidate replace in the classroom was more palatable to collaborating teachers tlÌân

having a substitute rcplace them. Thomas (May 22,730) proposecl that facr-rlty members
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substitute so the collaborating teachers and teacher candidates could have a per.sonal tial'

This notion of release time f'or planning resonates with one of the principle requests

collaborating teachers made when asked how they can best be supported (see 3.2 O.ffer

More Time.for Teacher Candidates and Collaborütitxg Teaches to Discu,ss). They saicl

they need more time to plan and discuss with the collaborating teachers. Their concelï as

teacher educators for the optimal learning conditions for their teacher canclidates was

prevalent throughout the focus group discussion. Although participants mentionecl release

tirne for collaborating teachers, the discussion around financial remuneration for teacher'

candidates was much more vigorous.

2.1,6 More social..fu.rtuions. Both of the elementary focus groups were adamant

that they would like social fïnctions othel than the inf'orrnation session organised by the

faculty evely fãll for all the collaborating teachers, teacher cancliclate.s, ancl taculty

advisors. Participants were of the opinion that social firnctions providecl opportunities to

bring teachers together fbl the pllrposes of networking and to soliclify relationship.s

Rayrnond and Judith thought it woukl allow the teacher <.:anclidates and the <;ollabotating

teachers to cievelop a relationship that extended beyoncl the bolciers of the clas.sroorr

Raymond: But also that lholc]ing social firnctionsl pennits the teacher canclidate to

see the teacher outsicie the school. Maybe that puts them on a,

Judith: More human. (signs of agreernent)

Rayrnond: Yes, a state of conficlen<;e or more colnfbrtable. (May 24. I145-48)
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The notion of solidifying the relationship between the collaborating teacher an<J the

teacher candidate was seen as essential to the nufturing of reflection on teaching a.s both

participants feel more secure to sharc questions and make recommendations. The teachel's

were resourceful in suggesting the kinds of social fïnctions that may be of interest

Recommendations included such things as Christmas party, a dinner, a pub-crawl, or a

volleyball tournament.

Participants also suggested that collaboÍating teachers, faculty members, and

teachel candidates participate in a tìnal get-together in the spring to celebrate the learning

that had occumed during the year. The fbllowing description of the journey teacher

candidates make underlines the prìde and devotion collaborating teachers have for their

new colleagues:

Gestny: The teacher candidates come back here to the Faculty [before spring

breakl to reflect on theil'year ancl the Collège ofI'ers them a lunch.

Thomas: Why couldn't we be there for the get-together'? That woulci permit us to

learn things. (signs of agreement)

Roxanne: You know, we have grown olcler, maturecl, journeyed. You see them ¿t

the beginning, and at the end, in sontrol

Joanne: There are stodes also. We all have good stories. (May 22,748-54).

Collaborating teachers and teacher candi<lates clevelop a very stl'ol'rg lelation.ship. Further

analysis of the data will show the collabolating teachers are committecl to establishing a
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relationship with their teacher candidate (see 2.3.2 Develo¡t a Relatirm,çhip r¿/'Prtrtrter.shi¡t

with. th.e Teacher Candidate). This commitment is manif'ested by the collaburating

teachers' request to celebrate with the teacher candidates as they embar'li on their new

careers

Summary. Upon rcviewing the discussions of the participants with legarcl to

program organisation, it is apparcnt that they fãvoured a seven-month practicllm

However, they were of the opinion that there should be more classroom experience

befbre the fìnal year so teacher candidates are better informed to decide about their career

choice. The weekly seminars held at the faculty were not valued by all the par"tioipants

This appears to be an areâ that requires some attention. The groups reportecl that

particularly teacher candidates and but also collaborating teachers should be remunerated

in some way. Finally, collaborating teachel's expressed a need for more social fïnctiolrs

between themselves and their teacher candidates.

2.2 Role o.f Faculty in Eclucatitrg Teach.er Cunclidates

There wete nine topics discussed in conjunction with the role of the fäculty. The

area of evaluation of teacher candidates was important to all the focus groLlps. Mo.st of

the topics were shared by two of the three groups. These topios in<;h¡tied edr.rcating

teacher candidates f'or the diversity of children present in toilay's schools, rno<lelling goocl

teaching, encouraging teacher candidates to reflect on their cal'eer choice, comrnunicating

with schools, and linking theory ancl practice. Three of the topics, teaching teashet'
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canclidates how to set goals, teaching teacher candidates how to rcflect on theit'practice

and teaching them how to evaluate students were discussed by a sin-ule group

2.2.1 Evaluate teacher candidates. The notion of evaluating teacher clncliclates

was mentioned by all the fbcus groups and it covered a wicle range of topics. One of the

groups talked about accepting prospective candidates based on certain c()lllpetencies

judged necessary to the teaching profession. In other grollps there was discussion around

evaluating teacher candidates in order to choose appropriate placements, ancl yet others

reflected on evaluating teacher candidates during their teaching practioLtm. The purpose

of evaluation fì'om the point of view of collaborating teachers was f'ormative, to

cletermine the neecis of the teacher candidates in order to sLlppol't them dnring their

learning. Although p¿il'ticipants brought up the topic of evaluation when they were

cliscus.sing the role of the collaborating teachers in teacher education, it seemecl that

collaborating teachers believed that the fãculty was respollsible f'or evaluating the

suitability of teachel candidates for the teaching prof'ession, choosing appropriate

placements, and making summative evaluations. Fufihermore. it was seen that the faoulty

had a major role to play when teacher candidates were in difTìculty

The fir.st step in evaluation of prospeotive teachers is choo.sing appropriate

can<lidates. This is an ongoing concern for the teaching prof'e.ssion. Some of the

participants suggested establishing a profìle of the ideal teacher oandidate that coulcl help

prospective teachers cleci<Je if the candidates ha<l the personal qualities necessary fbr a
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career in eclucation (Raymond, May 24,274-15:223). Pien'ette supportecl the notion of

establishing an "ideal" profìle and elaborated on the kinds of competencies rec¡uilecl of

teacher educators such as communication skills, patience, and flexibility (Pierrette, May

24,226-27 ). She suggested that perhaps it was not personal competencies that should be

defined, but rather professional competencies (May 24,229) that would help the teacher

candidaæs decide if they were in the right profèssion and then, set goals to improve

themselves as teacherc (Pierrette, May 24,232-236). Another point that was mentioned

regarding the professional competencies of teacher canclidates was the quality of their

French, both oral and written. It is obvious that if candidates ale selectecl according to an

ideal profìle, there should be f'ewer at-risk cases and issues of evaluation are less

problematic.

Some of the collaborating teachers reflected on the importanoe of evaluating

teacher candidates in order to choose appropriate placements. Participanls stated that it

was important that the placements were suitable to ensllrc optimal leanting conditions f'or

the teacher candidates. Thom¿s underscore ci the importance of teacher <;ancliclates and

collaborating teacher having similar styles so personality conflict.s were avoicieci (May 22,

656). Dorothée made the same point when she said, "You have to ensuLe that the teacher

candidate and the collaborating teacher have a ceftain resemblance and ale able to endure

each other for seven months" (June 12, 253). Placements must be rnade with thoughtful

consicleration based on some familiarity of teachel cancliilate need.s anc1 the .strengths of
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collaborating teachers.

Participants who taught at the elementary level discussed the role of faculty in the

evaluation of teacher candidates. This discussion revolved around evaluation of teacher

candidates in distress. It appeared that when a teacher candidate was at-risk. the

collaborating teachers expected more suppor-t fiom the faculty. There was a sense of

fìustration and isolation in these problem situations. The following conversation

exemplifies this point:

Roxanne: If you have a problern with a teacher candidate, liow clo you handle it?

What do you <lo? What do you give hirn? (May 22,193)

Gestny: There is a plan that is established at the tirne. it is a plan e.stablished by

the collaborating teacher ancl the faculty aclvisor. (May 22, 198)

Roxanne: Okay because I have already seen that there have been problems with

the teacher canclirlate and I have said to rnyself, 'You know, I coulcJn't enclure

this, is there a way out?' (May 22,199)

Joanne: There is not enough follow-up. (May 22,200)

Roxanne: With one of my teacher candiclates I fbund that I was all alone with her

in the class and the Collège dici come often enough to help rne. . . (May 22,205)

According to one fbcus grolìp, part of the solution to the problems presented by weak

teacher canclidates seemed to lie in the practice of conducting surpd.se visits (May 22,

212-39). Participants allegecl that in the cases of teachel cancliclates who were in
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difficulty, sutprise visits were mandatory. They believed the visits shoulcl be

unannounced to the teacher candidate but announcecl to the collaboràting teacher. It

seemed that unannounced visits presented a more realistic portrait of the teacher.

candidate's teaching ability to the faculty advisors. V/hen visits were pre-arran-rÌeil, the

participants said that it was easy for the teacher candidate to present a well-plannecl

lesson. When asked if they thought it was fäil for the teacher canciidate , parricipanrs

answered in the affirmative noting they themselves were open to sulpdse visits from their

school administrators.

To sum, the focus groups discussed the concept of evaluation tì'om .several angles.

Some of them thought teacher candidates should be chosen accorcJing to certain criteria,

and they suggested that an "ideal" profìle be established which woulcl help prospective

candidates decide if teaching was the right prof'ession fbr them. Other participants talkecl

about the irnportance of pairing the teacher candidates with a suitable collaborating

teacher. Ancl fìnally, there was discussion around the diflìculties confrontecl by a

collaborating teacher when a teacher candidate was at-dsk. All of these topic.s were

discussed in tetms of teacher candidate evaluation with the onus of this evaluation was

with the faculty

2.2.2 Teach teach,er candidutes how to set goals. The ability to set goals was

identified as a role of the faculty by teachers at one of the elementary fbcu.s gr'olrps.

Participants talked about setting goals for their teaching as well a.s setting goals fìtr their
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learning. When goals are in place, the teacher is better able to cletermine rvhether the

instruction has been efTective. When the teacher is unaware of his or her objectives.

evaluation of teaching is not possible. Pierrette taiked about the necessity of setting

goals in order to be able to evaluate successes or to develop alternative teaching

strategies

Teacher candidates, like ourselves, like teachers. we establish goals, we wurk

towards them which enables us to reflect. You can't reflect in a void. So. you niust

establish goals and based on these goals or objectives, like in metacognition, at ¿

point in time you have criteria, you have a reflection that will occur. Fur

example...we want [æacher candiclates] to learn certain stl'ategie s about second

language instruction, once tl-rey have a general iclea about what is possible, they

can establish a specifìc objective...they conduct their experiment, ancl they

evaluate themselves with respect to their objective.s in that particular context. (May

24,90-92)

Goal-setting, whether it be long-term or short-term, provicles a way to acldless the

diversity of leat'ners in a classroom. It provides a structure that allows teachers to leflect

on their practice. This notion of reflective practice is the mainstay of prot'essional

development and renewal in teacher eduoation

2.2.3 Teach teacher candiclate:; how to re.flect on thei.r practi.ce. Tiecl in with the

notion of helping teacher canclidates set goals is the ability of teacher candidate.s to reflect
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on their practice. Once goals have been set, the next step is to evaluate teaching and

learning based on those goals. Teachers who do not reflect on their teaching sirnply

imitate, reproduce, or copy actions without unclerstandin-e why a strategy ol an iclea is

valid. Teachers who reflect on their teaching are able to select appropriate techniques or

materials according to their personal teaching philosophy and not be lurecl by what looks

"flashy." Again, Pierrette spoke of the importance of reflection. She was very vocal

about the notion of goal-setting and teacher reflection:

So, to be able to think and say, even us as teachers, but for future teachers, to be

able to reflect and to think, to say, that is something of worth to do with our

students because...or it is not valuable therefbre... To be able to select. (May 24,

65-66)

Some of the pal'ticipants had more tempered expectatior"rs regarding teacher

candidates ability to reflect on their practico. They allegecl that reflection on pr¿ìctice

requires a ceftain amount of experience ancl knowledge, and beginning teachers are

focused on leaming how to survive in the classroom which limits their ability to sit back

and reflect (Raymond, May 24,51 ; Juclith. }i4ay 24, 158- 17 I ). Beginning reacher.s are

concemed with survival techniques. However, it is irnperative that integrated into their

teacher eclucation program is the opportunity to worli with a collaborating teacher who

rnodels refleotive practice so they, the teacher canclidates, have that rnoclel trt refer to

when they are ready to ask questiorls of thernselves legarcling the efI'ectivene.ss of their
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teaching. Part of the task of preparing collaborating teachers f'or their roles as me nror.s i.s

to provide them with the tools necessaly to model reflective practice.

2.2.4 Educate feach.er candidates for the diversitt, o.f children presenÍ in torla\.',s

,schools. Both of the elementary groups talked about the importance of eilucating tuture

teachers for the diversity of children prcsent in their classlooms. The definition of

diversity fbr the participants ranged fiorn specifìc medical conclitions to a general

appreciation of the socio-cultural context in which our children live. Participants reported

that teacher candidates must be knowledgeable of the circumstances sun'ouncling chilcJren

with specifìc needs such as Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, ADD, ADHD, Autism, and

V/illiams Syndrome (Joanne, May 22,323,325,327), and they should uncJerstancJ their

responsibilities with respect to these chilclren. There was generâl consensus that teacher

candidates should be knowledgeable about a variety of learning disabilities ancl be awale

of the classroom reality in which these children are included (Joanne, May 22.343-345)

The composition of farnilies of the twenty-fìrst century, such as single-parent families,

and their irnplications fbr student learning should be farniliar to teachers as well

(Raymoncl, }l4ay 24, 553).

Janelle suggestecl that if the teacher candidates were exposed to a variety of

behaviours during their internship when they had the support of the collaborating teacher,

they would be better prepaled to face that leality in the firture on their own. Her

comments fbllow:
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I fìnd that I had some difTicult classes or certain difïcult chilclren. ¿nil the re acher'

candidates learned a lot about how to manage that kind of class. Wh¿t do we clo.

how many times we contact the parents, how many meetings we have with the

guidance counselor', the resource teacher, all the...(May 15.407-0fl)

Then after, afier their year with us, they will accept a position in a class with lots

of children in difïiculty or with learning difficulties and that musr, I would think.

that must be rather difficult, for a first year of teaching. However'. if they have hacl

a bit of that...[during their practicum]. (May i5,410-11)

It is interesting to note that Janelle's comments concerning teacher candicl¿rtes ancJ

collaborating teachers working with challenging students were ma<le in the context of

reducing the teacherlstudent ratio. This is a very sensitive issue. On the one hancl,

collaborating teachers vehemently reject the commonly acceptecJ notiorr of a teacher

candidate being a "helpel'" for the collaborating teacher, and yet on the hancl, Janelle'.s

comment reveal an expectation that a teacher candidate rnight alleviate a difllcult

workload. Thomas warned against accepting a teacher cancliclate because the class was

difÏcult and on the assumption that a teacher canclidate woul<i alleviate the wolkloacl. He

said "You accept a teacher candiilate because you are preparecl to .share .something with

him orher...Not because you think you san relax because there will be two of you in the

class" (Thomas, May 15, 4r3:417). The discussion on the reasons f'or accepting a

teacher candiciate was quite animatecl. When recruiting collaborating teacher.s. their role
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as teacher educators must be very clear. They should not accept the responsibility to act

as a collaborating teacher if their agenda is to respond to the needs of a particularly

challenging group of students.

2.2.5 Model good teach.ing. The notion of facuity and teachers modelling good

teaching strategies was mentioned as a signifìcant role of the fãculty in teacher

education. Participants fiom the two elementary groups expressed the opinion that if the

faculty and teachers were requiring teachel canclidates to behave in certain ways, then

faculty and collaborating teachers should model these behaviours. Examples of the kinds

of teaching that could be modelled included reflective teaching ancl the impoftance of

process over product. If we expect teacher candidates to implernent efï'ective instruction

strategies, it is incumbent upon faculty to model these same strategies

2.2.6 En.cout'age teacher candidate,s to refl.ect ot1 îh.ei.r career ch.oice. Two of the

groups talked about the importance of having teacher candidates reflect on their carcer

choice as soon as possible to decide if they had made the right decision and f'or the right

reasons. Fufthermore, teacher candidates shoulcl ask themselves whethel they think

teaching is a career they can sustain for an extended period of tirne. Pierrette believed

that teacher candidates should be asking this question as soon as they have hacJ some

experience in the classroom. "Am I the right person for this? Do I have the aptitucle for

this, the competencies because we have certain competencies as teachers. Is this the right

career for me?" (Pienette, May 24. 153-54, 156). As Rayrnoncl stated. teacher canciidate.s
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who choose the prof'ession because they believe teachers enjoy extenclecl holiclay.s will at

some point in time hit a brick wall, and, he continued, "we hope it does not happen at the

end of their fourth year" (Raymond, May 24,212). Some of the pafticipanrs stated that

this reflection should happen before the final year and fbr candidates who choo.se not ro

pursue a career in teaching, there should be mechanisms in place to suppol't thern in their

decision. There was general agreement that it was unfbrtunate for teacher candicJates to

discover at the end of their university experience that they had rnacJe the wrong choice.

Encouraging teacher candidates to reflect on their career choice was seen as a

responsibility share<l by both faculty and collaborating teachers. The discu.ssion

surrounding reflection on career choice echoes the comments collaborating teachers

made regarding the evaluation of teacher candidates. The suggestion of setting up a

profìle of competencies necessary for teaching would fãcilitate candidates in their.

decision to pursue a career in teaching or to change clirections.

2.2.7 communicate with school.s. There was a need expressed fbr better

communication between the school and fãculty through email, telephone calls, ancl

personal visits. Participants repofted that the communication must be continuous

throughout the on-site practicum. Thomas sr.rggested there be communicatigr'r gnce a

week or once every six day cycle, a comment whioh rcceived nocls of agreement fì'orn his

colleagues (Thomas, }i4ay 22,437-41). The need for communication was particularly

pressing when a teacher oandidate was experiencing certain difliculties. It was clear by
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the comments made by the participants that the fãculty advisor was resporìsible for

initiating dialogue. Interestingly, however, one of the participants plaoed an equal share

of the responsibility fbr communication with the collaborating teachers.

Roxanne: I think we should f'eel comfortable as teachers to call (signs of

agreement). At any time also, if I have a problem [I should call] irnmecJiately. and

not wait forever. Not wait for her [the fãculty advisor] to call. She is supposecl to

call me (signs of agreement). I am like that. When I have a problem. I have to c¿ll.

I have to say it right away. (May 22,597-601)

Closer communication between faculty advisors and collaborating teachers woulcl

certainly help resolve problems befbre they escalatecl. François concluded, "I¡ the

education of teacher candidates, we [faculty and collaborating teachers] are par"tners"

(June 12, 291).In sumlrary, it was apparcnt that the need for better communication

between schools and faculty was generally seen as a lespollsibility of the faculty. with

Roxanne's comment as an exception to popular opinion,

2.2.8 Link tlteont and practic¿. The discussion about linking theory a¡cl practice

was based on the underlying premise that the f'aculty expedence proviclecl the theoretical

framework f'or the practical component that took plaoe in the school. This dichotomy is

expressed by Joanne's comment when she statecl: "The Collège can give them [tea<;her

candidaæsl lots of theory, but how do they apply that theory to the reality of the

classroom?" (May 22,101). Janelle also alludecJ to a theoly-plactice clichotorny
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I find also that they have difïiculty with classroom management. so I don't knsw

How can you at the collège show them classroom management? I don't know

how other than having them in the classroom. Because therc ale some [teacher

candidates], well the ones that I have had, they were able to go into a curriculum,

find objectives, find the written part of their lesson. It is being able to do it afier

fimplement their theoretical knowledge]. They need practice. but that is the

practicum. That is where they get their practice. (May 22,113-116)

Another example of this split between theory and plactice occurrcd when Rayrnond sai¿

teacher candidates should be knowledgeable about prof'essional jounlals ancJ E.stelle saicl,

"They do that at the university clon't they?" (May 24,1007), Thomas conclude¿ by

saying, "In fact, the practical experience is more important for these young tea<;her

candidates than the theory, practically" (May 22,142). This last quote clinches the point

of view of some collaborating teachers with respect to the lack of importance of

supporting classroom practice with a prof'essional knowlecige base. It underscores the

urgency of clarifying their role as teachers of theory

Another point of view expressed regarding the link between theory and praotice

put the theory-practice link in the context of better communication between faculty a¡d

collaborating teachers. If collaborating teachers were more aware of the oontent discusse{

during ooursework at the faculty, they would be in a better position to help teaoher

oandidates make the connection to the school setting. As François statecl,
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Find a better communication, and I think. a better collaboration in the sense . if the

teacher candidate learns something theoretical at Collège. the oollaboraring

teachers must know exactly what they have learned in order to be able to pgt it

into practice or encourage the teacher candidates to put into practice the learnin_u

that has taken place at Collège" (June 12, 193).

To sutn, the notion of linking theory and practice provoked two interpretations of the

data. On the one hand, it revealed a belief that the fäculty is responsible for teaching

educational theory with the schools being responsible tbr the placrical application. On the

other hand, better communication would help collaborating teacher make the links

between the theory taught ancl the practical application. What is alarrning in both

interpretations is the perception that collaborating teachers do not see themselves as

teachers of theory.

2.2.9 Teach teacher candidate,; how to evaluate pupil.s. The secondary group

mentioned the importance of educating teacher candidates in the area of pupil evaluation.

Danika (June 12, 70) comrnented that there hail been so much change in cuuicula that it

was important that teacher canclidates know how to evaluate based on recent educational

refonn. She commented that it is quite straightf'orwaril to evaluate knowleclge but it

becomes more complicated when asked to evaluate ability ancl attitude. There were al.so

comments about difTerent evaluation tools such as rubrics an<i scales and cliscussion

around the importance of test construotion (Dorothée, June 12,79). Ancl François
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ooncluded their conversation on evaluation by stating teacher canclidates shoulci know

"How to evaluate summatively comectly" (June 12,398). Although panioipanls ide ntifiecl

pupil evaluation as a role of fãculty, future analysis of the cJata leveals this is o¡e of the

areas where they have also assigned responsibiiity to the collaborating reacher

Summary. Participants outlined nine responsibilities of fãculty in the educatiou of

teacher candidates. All of the groups agreed that the fäculty had a role to play in the

evaluation of teacher candidates. The notion of educating teachers for the cliversity of

children in today's schools was mentioned. Teacher educators must rnodel the kinds of

teaching practices they expect to see the teacher candidates implernent. There must be

open communication with the schools to help rnake the link between theory and practice

and to suppott teacher candidates who are having diflìculty. Faoulty .shoulcJ encourage

teacher candidates to reflect on their career choice. Goal-settirig and reflecting on

pl'iìctice wel'e competencies that should be taught. Finally. teacher cancliclates shoultl be

knowledgeable about how to evaluate chil<tren

2.3 Role o.f col.l.aborating Teach.ers in Educati.ng Teachet' carulidate,s

The discussion by collaborating teachers with regards to their perceptiolt of their

role in eclucating teacher canclidates was vigorous. Five issues were raiserl that receivecl

support fiom all the fbcus gl'oups. These issues incluclecl rnodelling goocl teaching

practices, encouraging teachers to reflect on their practice, teaching teacher canclidates

how to plan ancl organise, evaluating and supporting the neecls of teacher cancliclates, ancl
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enculturating teacher candidates into the prof'ession. An additional six points were made

by any two of the groups. These points were the impoftance of collaborating teache r.s

being prepared to invest time in the teacher candidates. teaching the teacher candidates

how to evaluate chilclren, developing a relationship of partnership with the teacher

candidate, modeliing how to communicate with parents, helping teacher cancliclates finiJ

their own teaching styles, and encouraging teacher candidates to reflect on their career

choice.

2.3.1 InvesÍ tim.e. The collaborating teachers mentioned the importance of

investing time as part of their list of responsibilities of the collaborating teacher. Lara

(May 22,578) recounteci that often her teacher candidate did not leave the school until

just before 6:00 PM by the time they had discussed the clay and planned fur the next.

Juclith ancl Pierrette underlined the time commitment required to mentor a teacher

candidate properly:

Pierrette; In having a teacher candidate, I have a role to say that I have another

person who is with rne so I must be sure to give this person my time. (May 24,

384)

Judith: Yes, I agree with that but we also need the tirne. Tirne i.s something we

never have and we always want, we must leply to so many neecls. (May 24, 388)

Thomas and Joanne both warned against accepting a teacher cancli<iate uncler the pretext

that there woulcl be more time for the collaborating teacher (May 22.714-15). The time
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commitment requil'ed to work with a teacher candidate cannot be overstatecl. This q,¿rs

reiterated by the collaborating teachers when they stated overwhelmin-uly one of the

ways they could be supported was by providing them with release time for planning with

their teacher candidates. This point is discussed in 3.2 Offer More Time.for Teacher

Candidates and Colluborating Teachers to Discu,çs

2.3.2 Develop a relationship of partner,ship with. the teachet' catulirlate. It was

mentioned that one of the qualities of a good school is to present the teacher canclidate as

a member of the teaching staff. Part of this responsibility was seen to be helcl by the

collaborating teachers, and they saw it as key to success fbr teacher c¿ndicl¿tes in

establishing their presence in the classroom. Joanne (May 15, 296-97) stateil, "it i.s very

important that the teacher candiclate f'eels equal to you. Otherwise. it will nt)t work."

Participants suggested a variety of ways to integrate the teacher candidate into the

teaching staff. Katherine (May 17 , I37) talkecl about educating parents ancl the stafï of

the status of the teacher canclidates by ensuring that they attended stafï meeting.s ancl

parent-teacher conf'erences. Thomas (May 22, 450) also spoke about eclucating parcnts

He said it must be made clear to parents that teacher cancliclates arc teachers and .shor"rlcJ

be respected as such. Raymond (May 17, 138-40) chose notto introcJu<;e his teacher

sandidate as a "student teacher," but rather as someone who woukl be present in the class

to help out. He even questioned the use of the worrJ, "studeut" teaoher, a oorrment which

received nods of approval ti'om all the collaborating teachels arouncl the table (May 24,
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441-43). These examples show that collaborating teachers believe that statT. pare nts. ancl

students must understand that the teacher candidate is a partner with the classroorn

teacher

There was a very interesting phenomenon that was reportecl of the par-tnerships. It

seemed that in some cases, the teacher candidate and the collaborating teacher fonnecl

such as strong bond that the two personalities meshed together. Roxanne explainerl this

fusion in the following way: "We don't think about it, but it is such a big part of your lif'e,

she [the teacher candidate] is always thel'e" (May 15, 286). She describecl her role as olte

of "Making thern [the teacher candidates] f.eel they were a part of your being because

they are always at your side, your shadow" (May 15,295). Estelle also used the worcl

"shadow" when describing the teacher candidate. She saicl, "She was there and she

ofïerecl to help, to participate, but I also included rny teacher cancliclate in my committee

work, she participated in all rny prof'es.sional cleveloprnent activities. she wa.s lny shadow"

(May 17, 169). Judith talked about her relationship with her teacher cancliclate as follow

"The children also saw that we were a team. Sometimes I stafted, lie ailclecl some words,

you know, we werc like a tag-team" (May 17, 75). And Estelle commented that she could

see herself in her teaoher canrlidate (May 17, 189-90). Raymond said he could hear

himself so much in his teacher candi<Jate, "He uses ahnost the same ¡tatois as I !" (May

17,199), that he f'elt cornpelled to insist that the teacher candiclate find his own reaching

style. Judith said her teacher candiclate was ref'ened to as "Mini-Me" (May 17, lL)2), a
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comment which provoked signs of agreement fiorn her colleagues.

This "shadow" phenomenon can be seen as a positive manit'estation of the close

relationships that can develop between the teacher candidate and the collaborating

teacher. Howevor, it can also be emotionally draining. The collaborating teachers spoke

of a sense of responsibility towards the teacher candidate that impin-red on their tirne for

personal reflection. This is discussed further in Theme 4, Disadvantages r¿f Mentoring u

Teacher Candidate.

This loss of time for personal reflection was, to a celtain degree, eased by a sense

of gratifìcation in working with someone considerecl a colleague. The following two

refètences suppol't this point. Roxanne (May 15, 52-53) reflectecl upon the grarifìcarion

she recsived by working with a teacher candidate she considerecl an equal: "Myself, what

I really like<J, was the team wolt. I really f'elt like I had someone equal to me, an adult,

even if it was a teacher candidate." Ancl Pierrette agreed that because the teacher

candidate hacl been involvecl since the beginning of the year', she f'elt she had a colleague:

My teacher candidates came befbre school opened ancl were there for all the

preparation, everything we live at school opening, bef'ore Septernber, and the two

teacher canclidates that I have worked with participated on school committees. and

all of a suclden, it is not a student who is stancling there, but a teacher, a

prof'essional colleague. (May 17, 132).

This sense of gratification is also dissussed in Theme 4, Advantuges o.f Menktrin¿.¡ u
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Teacher Candidate

In summaty, the collaborating teachers saw one of their responsibilities as

developing a relationship of partnership with the teacher candidate. A relation of

equality is a prerequisite to true discourse communities in which dl mernbers have an

equal voice. Unfbrtunately, in the case of teacher candidate-collaborating teacher-faculty

advisor collaborations, the sharing of power is skewed because the collaborating teacher

and the faculty advisor decide whether the teacher candidate meets the requirements to

pass the seven-month placticum. One of the participants talked about his role as

evaluator and how it impacted on his relationship with his teacher candiclate. Géralcl said

that as soon as he was called upon to evaluate, the relation between him and the teacher

candidate change<I. The role of evaluatol seemed to contradict the efTorts he macle to

develop a relation of partnership (June 5,156-57:311). His experience cerrainly

supports that contradiction inherent in the teacher candidate-collaborating teacher.-

faculty advisor discourse community whereby two of the members retain morc power

than the third

2.3.3 Model good îeach.in.g practice.\. All the focus groups cliscussed the role of

collaborating teachers in modelling goocl teaching praotices. hiclucJecl in theil clisons.sion

of modelling good teaching practices were topics such as clevelopiltg students' self'-

esteem, communicating with difl'erent eclucational stakeholciers, aclhering to the

professional cocle of concluct, and integrating into the school culture
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Participants reported that if collaborating teachers expectecl teacher candiclates ro

respect ceûain theories or employ ceftain strategies, they must model appropriate

behaviours. Anna mentioned respecting the environment, problem resolution. rnultiple

intelligences, and collaborative learning as examples of theories or practices that shoulcl

be modelled fbr the teacher candidate:

Anna: I think that if we ask the teacher cancJidate to show respect towards the

environment and we want the Faculty to do the same well, we also, we must be

good models in all those areas

Gestny: In all those areas? Which ones?

Anna: rvell, areas such as, how to resolve problems. well, let's say we want to

encourage that in our teacher candiclates, well, we as teachers we mnst do it with

out' stuclents as well....Cooperative leaming, we mentioned that earlier, multiple

intelligences, these are things that, if the teacher candidates arive with all that

knowleclge and we clo not practice that in our classes, there i.s going to be conflict

(signs of agreement). (May 22,458-63)

Pierrette gave an example in the field of literacy, "'We expect our studenls to reacl. clo we

ourselves read?" (May 24,183). Other participants talkecJ about their role a.s oollaborating

teachers in mo<lelling to the teacher canclidates how they develop their studeuts' self'-

esteem. One parúcipant suggested this could be achieved by choosing teaching strategie.s

that ensured the learners would experience successes in their unclertakings
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In any case, concretely, in order to develop self-esteem, yoll ¿ts an inclivicJual. you

must continue to build your self-esteem, yolr have to know succe.ss. So. when she

[the pupil] says she can't do five pages and she does one, you have to reco,enise

that success. But it is not just saying 'I realise you are not as good. just clo one

page.' No, no. You have expectations fbr that chilcl but they are realistic for that

child so he or she will experience success. (Pierrette, May 24,488-91)

Diff-erentiated instruction was the underlying theme of their conversatiolt

Dorothée thought collaborating teachers should model how to interact with

difl'erent educational stakeholders such as the adrninistrators, parents, other teachers. and

the students.

I believe we are models. I believe we are a model, and I clon't mearì a clone but

we must be a model and in that modelling the teacher canciidate will fincl her own

personality. During my teaching, cluring my interactions with her, during rny

interactions with my adrninistrator, during rny interactions with the parents, that

person must know how to interact. What is our expertise? How we approa<;h a

young pel'son with learning clifIìculties. How we approach a young person who

nevel'stops taiking....We ale experts without flaunting our expertise. (June 5,

366)

When Estelle (May 17, 732) stated, that collaborating teachers shoulcl be prof'e.s.siunal

models for teacher oandiclates, her comment received consensus arouncl tl-re table. Botl-r
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Estelle and Raymond (May 17.734-36) spoke of the profèssional cocle of cuncluct. They

commented on the importance of teacher candidates knowin-e the cocie ancl living by it. In

this regard, they reasoned the collaborating teacher must serve as model

Some pafticipants believed that collaborating teachers were responsible to show

teacher candidates how to work as a team and to ensut'e they belongecl not ju.st to a

collaborating teacher, but to a school community. It was suggestecl that encouraging

teacher candidates to sit on school committees enabled them to expedence teamwork

To sum, the participants were very aware of the role they played as models tg the

teacher candidates. They saw themselves as models in classroom situatiol.rs as well as

outside the classroom walls. The role of modelling good teaohing praotioe wa.s a

responsibility they attributed fäculty members as well

2.3.4 Teach teucher canclidutes to re.flect on their pracÍice. Tliere was ¡nanime¡s

agreement that one of the roles of the collaborâting teacher was to direct telcher.

candidates to reflect on their teaching, and it was a topic that was <ii.scussecJ at length.

Valious strategies were proposecl including teaching thern how to sôt goals, givi¡g

fèedback that encouragecl reflection, thinking aloucl, having the teacher candiclate critique

the collaborating teacher's lessort, aniJ rnodelling how they, experienced teachers, are

learners

In order to reflect on their teaching, there seeme<J to be agreement that the teacher

candidates must be able to set attainable objectives. The .success of the le.sson shoulcl be
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based on an evaluation of these objectives. Judith (May 17. 105-8) askecJ her reacher

candidaæ "What is the purpose of your lesson? Did you succeed? Were all tl.ìe students

able to achieve that goal? How could you have helped that chilcl achieve that goal?" This

ability to reflect on teaching was also directly related to the collaborating teacher's ability

to give f'eedback. Lara describes how she debrief's with a teacher candiclate after a lesson.

Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of a lesson, what worke<l well. what clicln't

work so well, what could have been done difl'erently...not necessarily to <iiscuss

what was wrong with a lesson, but to explore difTerent ways or proceciur.es to

present the lesson. (May 15, 209-10)

Another strategy proposerl was to ask the teacher canclidate to critique the collaborating

teacher's lessons. "You [teacher candidate] saw a situation in class. How woulcJ vou have

reacteci if you were in my place, if you were the teacher?" (Raymoncl, May 24. 4ol-Z).

Participants contended that this kind of questiolliug would help the teacher cancliclate to

reflect on his or her own teaching.

A fourth strategy for encouraging reflection on pl'actice was the plot'essional

journal that the teacher candidates were required to wtite. Joanne (May 15, 236-38) f'ounc]

that reading the journal perrnitted her to see how the teacher canclidate perceivecl the

lesson. She reported that the candidates wele generally negative in theil por.ceptioll of the

suocess of the lesson, ancl Joanne was able to use those comments as a place to start

reflection on teaching. The journal the teacher candiilates kept providecl a .springboarcl for
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discussing various aspects of the lessons

The collaborating teachers mentioned that it was important for the teacher

candidaæs to obserue that even teachers with experience are constantly reflecting on their

teaching and adjusting their approaches to accommodate the learners in the class. Thomas

stated that teacher candidates must know that "you can stop the lesson if you see it is lltlt

working and try something else" (May 15,278) ancl another palticipaltt aclclecl, "Becallse

that happens to us as well" (May 15, 279).The collaborating teaches reportecl that there is

a perception on the part of the teacher candidates that experienceci teacher.s have in some

way "mastered" their prof'ession. Collaborating teachers sought to correct this rnyth by

rnodelling to the teacher candidates how they themselves reflect on their teaching

Pierrette mentioned the practice of thinking aloud. She saw thinking aloucl âs a way to

rnodel the kind of questioning teachers engage in when they are teaching ol reflecting on

their teaching.

I woulcJ say that our role as teacher eclucators is to think aloucJ....If we think alou{

orwe say, 'I clid such ancl such athing because of these cilcumstances.'...When

we think aloud, we provide a model. and we show that we think as well. vy'e

permit questions ancl questioning. (May 24,431-37)

Participants also talked about collaborating teacher.s nufturing reflective practice

by modelling thernselves as lifèlong leamers. This learning coulcl be exernplifìecl by

working with new cumicula, being awaro of recent re.search, attending prof'es.sional
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development sessiolÌs with the teacher candidate, and reading prof'essional journals.

Dorothée said, "The best quality of a collaborating teacher is that he realise.s that lie is a

learner himself, for lif'e" (June 5, 450). Her comment received nods of appluval fì'orn her

colleagues

One of the collaborating teachers, Pierrette, took the initiative to read the materials

that had been assigned to the teacher candidate. She and her teacher can<liclate then took

the time to discuss the readings and apply them to the classroom .situation. Ancl as

Pierrette stated,

For me, it was a learning experience as well, particularly if it was a new concept

or a new pedagogy. We had discussions about the readings ancl as a result. when

she [the teacher candidate] was teaching, she already had other viewpoints" (May

17 ,232).

Judith (May 24,642-50) taiked about the teachels in her clivision who participated

in a book club and read, for example, Mr¡saic o.f Though.t The palticipant.s met once a

month to discuss the readings and their attempts to apply some of the notions to their own

teaching. Participants stated it was important that oollaborating teachers model this kind

of per.sonal prof'essional developrnent fbr her teacher candidate

Teaching teacher candidates to reflect ori their practice was identifìed as a major

responsibility of the collaborating teacher but, as mentioned in the section 2.3 The Rol.e of

th.e Facul.fi in Eclucating Teacher Candidate,ç, it wa.s a respon.sibility that.slior-rlcl be
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shared with the fãculty. Goal setting, debriefing skills. rnodelling reflective practice. and

modelling lif'elong leaming were the strategies collaborating teachers proposecl to fultìlll

their obligation to teach reflective practice

2.3.5 Teach how to plan and organise. Teaching the teacher candiclate how to plan

and organise was mentioned by all the fbcus gloups as a role of the collabolating

teachers. In some cases, good planning was linked to smooth olassroom managernent. hi

other cases, it meant that the teacher candidate had the necessaty materials on hancl to

ensure a smooth delivery of the lesson. Participants talked about teaching short-term

planning as well as long-term planning, integrating cunioulum documenls.

Lucille and Gérald (June 12, 400) liked the iclea of long-tenn planning with the

teacher candidate: "I liked your idea also of startir-rg at zero with the teachel candicJate.s

and planning yout'year with them. They are not used to writing year plans" (Lucille. June

12,340). Lucille saw this as one of the aclvantages of having a teacher canclidate fìlr a full

seven-month period. Katherine, a recant graduate fì'om our on-.site teacher education

program, was particulatly aclamant about teacliing how to plan because hel'recollection of

the diflìculties she had in planning were still fiesh in her mind. "In my fìrst year of

teaching, that was the aspect that I founcl the most clifficult" (May 17, 340). The

cJiscussiotls on teaching teaoher cancliclates how to plan and oreanise spanned tì'orn

preparing a single lesson to outlining general directions for a full yeal of teaching. The

participants repofted that it was arl important part of their role as collab<trating teacher.s.
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They did not identify the ability to plan as a responsibility of the tãculty. Uncloubtedly.

they felt the classroom experience provided a morc authentic context to cievelop that

competency

2.3.6 Teach how to evaluate pupil,s. The notion of teaching evaluation was a role

that was attributed to both f'aculty and collaborating teacheru by one of the elementary

groups and the secondary group. It evoked a variety of comments tì'om the participants

ranging fiom assessment tools such as observation and test construction to the purpose of

evaluation. Pierrette talked about the importance of aligning evaluation methocls with

teaching methods and classroom management techniques. Using the exarnple of teachers

who use an inquiry model, Pierrette said they cannot teach using an inquiry rnodel ancl

then evaluate and manage their classroom according to a traclitional moclel (Pierette.

}/.ay 24,802-03). This produces alt unmanageable incongruency

one of the elementary groups discussed the importance of evaluating the

atmospherc of the class. Rayrnoncl said that sornetimes he woulcl ask his teacher

candidate,

Can you fèel the vibrations? They have just come in fìom our.side. it is l2:30, it is

hot, 25 degrees celsius. Are you going to ask them to reacl in silence? you are

going to lose half of them." (May 24,448-50)

Estelle reiterated the same iclea when she saicl, "You can be really well organisecl. yonl

day is detailed, you have goocl activities, but they won't work, so yolr have to be flexible
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and say, 'scrap this, I'm going to do something else"' (May 24, 454). Rayrrionil

concluded that teacher candidates must be ready to answer the questiolì, "How are you

going to rcad the ambiance of the class?" (May 24,465). This is a skill that comes after

the teacher candidate is comfortable with classroom management and lesson planning

Novice teacher candidates are too preoccupied with their teaching agenclas to be able to

focus on tho mood of the students in fì'ont of them. Afiel they have gained some

experience and confidence, they are better prepared to fbcus their attention on classroom

climate. To sum, teaching teacher candidates how to evaluate pupils covered a vast

domain fì'om preparing report cards and testing to being able to reacl the mood of the

class at any given time.

2.3.7 Evaluate and suppott th.e n.eedl¡ o.f teach.er candidate,ç. Although there are

phases teacher candidates experience (Cocoran & Andrew, 1988), there is not a seqllence

of skills the teacher candidate must pass through in order to beoome a teacher. Each

learner constructs his or her knowledge according to the experiences in whicli he or she

participates. As a result, the collaborating teachers wet'e awal'e they must be in tune with

the teacher candidates and support them according to their needs ancJ interests. They used

terms such as "facilitator," "{tccornpagnatrice" (teaching companion), "coach," ancl

"guide." Dorothée saw herself as a secudty net fbÍ the te¿cher canclidate (June 5, 354)

She described her role as fbllows: "They [the teacher candiclates] are not an empty vessel

that you must fill by giving them all the information and showing thern what to clo. You
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are a helper, a suppoft. You permit the teacher candidates to learn" (June 5. 371). The

participants saw their role as one of supporting the teacher candidates in their

construction of knowledge

Collaborating teachers were adamant in their belief that one of their main roles was

to help the teachel'candidate develop self-confidence. Thomas (May 15, 239) saicl "Yes.

you really have to give them confidence ancl encourage them not to f'ear trying things out.

They hesitate, and that is normal." Anna (May 15, 218-19) r'ef'erred to hel lole as one of

emotional support fbr the teacher candidate. She recounted that sometimes her teacher

candidate would be quite optirnistic of the success of a lesson only to cliscover it did not

evolve as she anticipated. In such instances, Anna ptoviclecl an emotional support: "Doll't

get discouraged. You are coming along tìne." Pierrette (May 17, 205-06) talke<l about the

importance of confidence in risk-taking: "You have to establish a sürte of confidence in a

situation so the teacher canrlidate f'eels confìilent, a little like our .students. They have to

be able to take risks." Rayrnond (May 17,410-li) also linked sllccess with confidence

He compared the learning of teacher cancliclates to the learning of the students in his

classroom: "I didn't want hirn [the teacher canclidate] to be perf'eot, I clidn't want him to

think that he coulcl do everything, but that he experience certain molnent.s of success so

he would stay motivated, so he could continue." Instilling a sense of self-confidence was

perceived âs an essential part of the teacher canciiclate's learning

In order for the teacher cancliclates to experience succes.s ancl clevelop self-
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confidence, the collaborating teachers capitalised on the strengths ancl the interests of

their teacher candidates to address their we¿Lknesses. Christine statecl

Yes, I think that one of our roles, is not only to cliscover the strengths of the

teacher candidate but also to discover their weaknesses. So, I had the opportunity

to encour¿rge the strengths and help to correct some of the weaknesses. (May 15,

246-7)

Other participants spoke about the interests of the teacher candidate ancl how they

incorporated these interests into the teaching experiences of the teachel candidate.

Raymond (May 17, 326-328) summarised how the interests of the teacher cancli<late

influenced how he structured learning experiences. In ref'ercnce to the teachel cancli<i¿te

he stated: "What are your challenges? What are the things you likecl, you like, or you

don't like. How can I, fbr the rest of your mentorship, how oan I help you rnore

efïìciently?" Judith (May 17, 413-15) gave a sirnilar example basec1 on hel experience:

'What are youl'strengths? Okay. Maths.' So, that is where we stùlted, there,

where he was comf'ortable. He will be able to do it ancl will enioy sr.rcoess and

fiom that he will develop his self'-conficlence, which will grow. (May l7,413-15)

Working through the teacher candirlate's strengths an<l interests wa.s key in ensuring

success and developing self-confidence

This ability to discover strengths and we¿knesse.s of the teachel cancliclate requires

time alld patience. Joanne (May 15,281) rernarked that "You have to be very patient
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because they do not work at the same speed ¿rs we do." Some teacher c¿ndichtes take ¿

longer time to know than others do. Roxanne spoke fi'orr the point of view of a

collaborating teacher who hacl worked with teaclier candidates from the on-site program

on three difl'erent occasions. One of her teacher candidates was very quiet. and it posecl a

new challenge to Roxanne. She reflected on this challenge in the following way

A challenge that we face is to learn to know this person and to go fìncl

her...because in my three experiences, I had one teacher candiclate who was a

little more diflicult to get to know because she was rather cluiet. ancl she di<l not

want to start teaching, ancl I had to ask myself, when will she be leacly. when will

she be able? I gave her time ancl fortunately, because at the outset. I thought this

is going to be a long process, but it worked. So, I think, you have to give thern

tirne. Ancl you learn the strengths and weaknesses of thatpersnll" (May 15,65-

6e)

Rayrnoncl also talkecl about taking the time to know the teacher cancJiclate in order to

judge what responsibilities they can assume:

It is important to leam to know our teacher canclidate as quickly as po.ssible so

that when we give them resporisibilities they experiencÌe sLÌcce.ss, succe.sses from

the start to develop confidence so they can cliscover, 'I am able to clo thi.s.' (May

l1 , 407 -8)

These two ref'erences are examples of the importance participants attributecl to taking the
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time to get to know their teacher candidate. Underst¿nding the teacher candid¿te lielps tlre

collaborating teacher detennining how much structure he or she needs in the process of

becoming a teacher

Gradually, the role of the collaborating teacher changes until a point is reached

when the teacher candidate takes responsibility of the classroom. Thomas' commeltt

captures the essence of this change:

The collabot'ating teacher is a partner. At the beginning we are there to show

them, and it is true that at a moment during the mentorship, there is a reversal of

roles and we are no longer the teacher, but the teacher's aicl. (May 15, 309)

And François talked about the same phenomenon as fbllows:

I believe the role of the collaborating teacher evolves in the .sense that you ate

very pl'esent in the prof'essional lif'e of the teacher candiclate at the beginning and

little by little, you become less attached and you give the teacher oandidate more

fìeedorn. You give him more space, rnore liberty. (June 5, 331)

There was no clorrbt the collaborating teachels wet'e aware of a glaclual shifi of

s<;aflblding fì'om being quite dilective to giving the teacher cancliclate more inclependence

and ownership of his or her learning

One of the more difficult challenges facing a collaborating teacher is knowing when

to push the chick out of the nest, when to back ofT ancJ let the teachel candiclate take a

solo flight. Palticipants repotted that that it was very inclivirJualisecl ancl cliakrgLre between
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the collaborating teacher and the faculty advisor was important to determine when the

teacher candidate was ready to take new risks ancl accept new respol.tsibilities.

Sometimes, the collaborating teachers thought their teacher candidate was reacly to tùke a

new risk only to discover he or she still needed sLlpport. Thomas wordecl this

phenomenon in the fbllowing way: "Sometimes yoLl get the f'eeling they are ready antl

other times you f'eel that you have to be there right to the encl." (May 22, 389-92)

There was no date, checklist, or test that could infonn the collaboratinc teacher

when to move back and let the teacher candidate have more room. Danika saicl she

judged that the teacher candidates were reacly by the questiolls they posed. Her'

experience taught her that teacher candidates posed many questiolls at tirst ancl when they

stopped asking questions, she f'elt they were ready to take over (June 5, 349-50). Christine

(May 15, 251-52) commented, "Sotnetirres you have to just let thern go. It clepencls on

the individual." Thomas observecl that a good inclicator was when the teacher cancliclate

was obviously f'eeling cornf'ortable in the clas.sroom (May 22,396) whereas, Janelle

thought it was instinct that tells the collaborating teacher when to let go (Mty 22,402)

When is the right moment to push the chicks out of the nest? That moment was not

easily ascertained. Participants repor"ted that you have to know the limits <lf the teaoher

cancliclate, and you have to evaluate the situation

This shift fì'orn a relation of protogé-mentor to one of .shared teaching .sometimes

requires a gentle push from the collaborating teacher'. Christine talked about a moment
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when she realised that she had to leave her teacher candidate:

At some point I f'elt I had to let my teacher cancliclate go and clo her own thing. I

left her alone in the class for periods of time. long periods of tirne, so she coulcl

fèel, 'yes, this is my class.' (May 15, 298)

Roxanne mentioned that it was only afìer she encouraged her teacher caudidate to

substitute for her, that she, the teacher candidate, realised that she was capable of

assuming fïll responsibility fbr the classloom (Roxanne, May 22,403-09; 4l l). This

tactic of letting the teacher candidate alone at a cert¿in point wa.s shared by Juctith (May

17,587) and Thomas (May 22,410)

One of the par"ticipants talked about the tension she experienced when she triecJ to

sh¿re her responsibilities with her teacher candidate:

You try to instill a ceftain confidence in the teacher canciidate when .she alrives. I

really didn't know which responsibilities I could give hel which would enable her

to aflinn herself as a teacher ancl yet, not jeopardise my f'eeling of owner.ship for

my classroom. (Pierrette, May 17 ,399-406)

This sentiment was reiteratecl when the pafiicipants talkeil about the disaclvautage.s of

working with a teacher canclidate. They f'elt a sense of loss in having to share theil'

stuclents. There is a delicate balance fbr collaborating teachers between encouraging the

teacher candiciate to take more responsibility ancl retaining some kincJ of ownership of

their students
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Naturally, when the teacher candidate has the opportunity to take ri.sks. there will

be, at times, moments of fãilure. The collaborating teachers talkecl about the importance

of being honest and frank with the teacher canriidate. Roxanne worded it as follows

I think that one of our roles is to be honest. It is diflicult but I think it is fäcilitaterl

when collaborating teachers have a certain amount of expedence. you must be

able to tell the teacher candidate, 'Listen. it is not always going to wor.k but wh¿t

you have done is good, however thete are certain weaknesses.' Anci in f'act. that

will develop her confidence because the morc you tell her exactly how you f'eel,

the more that will help her in her developrnent. (May 15.261-63)

Participants commented on the irnportance of a close relationship witl-r the teacher

candiclate so that honest discourse can tâke place. They also warned of the necessity to

temper criticisrn. Thomas st¿rted the fbllowing in ref'elence to the vulnerability of teacher

candidates, "They are like little birrls, they are so fiagile, you rnustn't cn-lsh them" (May

15,649). "Attd you mustlt't brood over them either" (Janelle. May I 5,662). "yr)u hilve to

have a rniddle ground" (Anna, May 15, 665). "We are there to help them open their eyes"

(Joanne, May 15, 664). The collaborating teachers were protective, concernecJ. a¡d yet,

anxious that the teacher candiclates take responsibility for theil actiol.rs and accept

recommendations and criticism.

In sutnmaty, evaluating and supporting the neecJs of the teacher candiclate was

very inclividual. The collaborating teachers saw themselves as facilitator.s responsible fbr
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scaffblding the teacher candidate in their leaming. In order to sllppolt the teacher

candidate, it was important that the collaborating teacher take the time to unclerst¿rniJ the

strengths and weaknesses of the teacher candiclate, give hirn or her honesr f'eeclback. and

structure the learning environment so that gradually the scatïold coulcJ be removed.

2.3.8 Help th.e teach.er candidates.fin.d their teaching,r4r/e. The collaborating

teachers wanted the teacher candidates to find their own teaching styles, colnmensur¿Ìte

with their personalities. They noticed that ofien the teacher candiclates tenciecJ to f'ollow

their model too closely to the point where teacher candidates were not cleveloping their

own style of teaching. Teacher candidates had to be encourageil to experiment with their

own style. Estelle (May 17, 192-94) woulcl say to her teacher candidate. "No. No. I clo it

like that but you must cJo it your own way. Don't be afì'ai<l to do it your owrl way."

Rayrnond began to recognise his own speech pattelïs in his teacher canclidate.s' .sentences

(May 17, 199). Lucille <iiscovered that her teacher candidate imitated her quite closely in

the fãil but grarlually her own style won over:

I find it interesting that you spoke of, that they [teacher candiilate.sl clevelop their

own personality because the fìrst fèw lessons that my teacher can<Jiclate taught,

she imitatecl exactly what I did at the begirtning and at the encl of a lesson. ancJ I

fbund that diflicult to watch because I knew it was not her pelsonality. But weeks

later, we see that she cannot continue to clo things like I ckr. (June 5, 139-40)

This imitation seemed to occtu'at the beginning of the seven-month practicr.¡m. The
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teacher candidates need a model anci until they gain some expelience and confidence .

they practice by minoring the model, that is the oollaborating teacher. Once they have

more experience, they are more confident about letting their own style shape their

teaching. Estelle suggested that perhaps the teacher canclidates tendecJ to clone their

collaborating teachers as they were well awal'e that the collaborating teachers were

responsible fbr evaluating their teaching abilities (May 17, 203)

One of the participants talked about presenting a variety of rnoclel.s filr the teacher

candidate. Piertette observed she had preparecl a lesson which was to selve ¿¡s a morJel for

her teacher candidate. It dawned on her that the lesson was really her own personal style

and she thought,

'why not present the lesson as one of my colleagues rnight do. ancl as another

teacher might do? Then I will present the three models to rny te¿cher candidate,

and she can choose.' The teacher candidate clidn't choose rny model, .she chose

another. It just shows you it is important to let them see other styles of teaching

(May 17,382-84).

Helping the teacher candiclate develop his ot her own teaching .style was a respon.sibility

the participants placed with the collaborating teachel ancJ not with the faculty. Thi.s seems

quite fitting considering teaching style is honecl in authentic teaching situations.

2.3.9 Mr¡del h.ow to communicate with parents. A couple of the participants

mentioned the irnportance of rnoclelling how to communicate with parent.s firr the teacher
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candidate. "Another of our roles is to allow teacher candidates to live real experie nce.s

with parents, to communicate with parents" (Pielrette, May 17,14(\). Dorothée touchecJ

on the same topic when she said the teacher candiclates shoulcl have the opportunity to

call parents (June 5, 283). Her experience had shown that first year teachel's were verJ

nervous about communicating with palents ancl collaborating teachers could initiate them

into that aspoct of the profèssion. Research has shown that one of the perceivecl problerns

of first-year teachers is their ability to communicate with palents (Veenman, 1984)

However, a study of graduates of the seven-month on-site progl'am showed that they f'elt

very comfortable dealing with parents ancl <Jid not share a typical fìrst-year teacher

nervousness about teacher-parent relations (Ewart, 20(nb). Feeling comfurtable about

communicating with parents is celtainly a strength of the on-site program. Perhaps

collaborating teachers should be more âwâre of the vital role they play in eclucating

teacher candidates about this important aspect of the teaching prof'ession.

2.3.10lnitiate teacher candidate,v in.tr¡ th.e admini.,strutive ùntaitt rs.f'teuchin¿4 anrl

encuhure them into the pro.fes,sion.The notion of initiating the teacher candiclate into the

administrative clomain of teaching ancl enculturating them into the prof'ession wa.s one of

the fèw areas where participants saw the school community as having a role to play irr

teacher eclucation. Generally speaking, however, the par"ticipa¡it.s limitec1 theil discilssioll

to the roles of collaborating teachers and faculty aclvisors ancl program olgansiation.

There were only weak links between the role of the school a.s â cornmunity ancl teacher
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candidate education

A variety of strategies wsle suggestecl to enculture novice teachers into the

prof-ession. These included ensuring the teacher candidates participatecl in school

planning. stafï rneetings, committee meetings, pârent-teacher conf'erences. and team

meetings f'or stuclents in difficulty. Teacher candidates should be aware of the

prof'essional bodies that helperl govem teachers such as the Manitoba Teachers' Society

Dorothée spoke of the school's responsibility in sharing the school's expectations with

regards to evaluation (June 12,222), and François spoke of the importance of defìning

the roles of stafï members such as the resource teachel' and the guidance counselor (June

12, 429). One aspect of enculturating teachel candidates that was promoted by Dorothée

was that of the role the school stafï played as lif'elong learners. She said. "lf the school

advocates that it teaches its students to be lif'elong leamers, 'leam to learn', the .school

must model those principles" (June 12, 227). For Dorothée, action.s which typifiecl this

behaviour were prof'essional development rlays in which teachel's participated actively or

stafï meetings in which teashers presented lecent readings or fìndings (June 12.231)

Participants also reported th¿t an aspect of enculturating teacher canclidates into the

plof'ession is showing them how a school functions. Points included in this discus.sion

were: orientating the teacher cancliclates on the phy.sical a.spect.s of the building: inforrning

the teachet canrlidate about the school routines, rules, and tirnetables; explaining the

functioning of a support team fol at-rjsk chilclren, anil teaching teaoher cancliclates how tir
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complete the requisiæ forms fbr these children; and infblming the teacher canilidate

about the secretarial services, parting, or how to obtain materials

Although some of these examples underline the role the school has in teacher

education, fbr the most paft the collaborating teacherc spoke of their inclividual role in

enculturating nev/ teachers into the profession.

2.3.11 Encourage the teachet'can.didates to re.fl.ect on their cureer choice. There

was extensive discussion surrounding teacher candidates questioning their career choice

The consensus was that, although collaborating teachers had an obligation to encourage

teacher candidates to reflect on their career choice, it was a reflection that should ideally

happen before the teacher candidates stafted the final yeal of their Bachelor of Education.

As a result, this responsibility was placed primarily with the faculty. This point is

supported by the collaborating teachers' recomûrenciation that there be more classroom

experience befbre their final year (see section 2.1.2 More cLussrr¡r¡nt experience be.fore

.final year). One of the participants, Danika, musecl on a possible scenado whereby she

was wotking with a teacher canciidate who had macle a wrong oareer choice. She repoltecl

f'eeling ill-equipped to deal with that kind of situation.

But I irnagine that it would be very clifïicult if you had a teacher candidate who

really doesn't do (someone says 'in difliculty') yes. well I tlon't know what I

personally woulcl do. I woulcl have a lot of diflìculty to say to that per.son, 'Listen

may-be...' (June 5. 164-66)
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The notioli of encouraging teacher candidates to reflect on their caleer choice was seen ¿ìs

a responsibility to be shared by both the faculty and the oollaborating teachers. with the

lion's share of this task to be assumed by the faculty.

Su.m.mary. The collaborating teachers spoke more about their role in teacher

education than any other topic explored during the eleven hours ancl fifteen rninutes of

discussion. A total of eleven responsibilities fbr collaborating teachers were identified by

the participants. Many of the responsibilities were shared by all the focus gl'oLlps

modelling good teaching practices, encouraging teachers to reflect on their practice.

teaching teacher candidates how to plan ancl organise, evaluating ancl supportirrg the

needs of teacher candiclates, ancl enculturating teacher cancliclates into the plof'e.ssion.

Other topics covered were the importance of collaborating teachers being plepared to

invest tirre in the teacher cancliciates, teaching the teachel cancJidate.s how to evaluate

chilclren, cleveloping a relationship of partnership with the teacher oandidate. rnodelling

how to communicate with palents, helping teacher candidates find their own teaching

styles, and encouraging teacher candidates to reflect on their careel'choice. There were

some responsibilities that were identified fbr both teacher educators from the faculty and

for collabor¿tiltg teachers. These shared responsibilities included teaching teacher

candiclates how to reflect on their practioe, rnoclelling goocl teaching, encouraging teacher

candidates to reflect on their oareer choice, and teaching thern how to evaluate pupils
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Theme 3: How Can Collaborating Teachers Best Be Su¡tported

Upon reflection of how collaborating teachers can be suppoltecl in theil role as

teacher educators, participants werc adamant that the perceptiorl of teacher cantJiclates a.s

extra help in the classroom must change. On the contrary, they commented, working with

teacher candidates incrcased their teaching load. Participants clecried the lack of time they

had with their teacher candidates to discuss and to plan instruction. The iclea of a coul'se

designed to prepare collaborating teachers f'or theil role as mentors was .suggestecl by all

the focus groups. Topics that could be addressecl in the coulse were proposecJ, ancl the

mandatory or optional nature of the course was discussed. Finally, participants .suggestecl

that collaborating teachers should be chosen according to ceftain qualitie.s which they

outlined. All the focus groups agreecl that collabor¿rting teacher.s wor¡lcl benefit from a

program designed to prepale them as teacher eclucators.

3.1 Debunk the Myth o.f Teacher Candidate u,\ "Helper"

All the fbcus groups teachers discussecl the perception of the teacher canrlidate as

being a "helper'i in the classroom. More specifìcally, there was concelll that teacher

candidates were place<J in classrooms where administratols identifiecl a par-ticr,rlar need

Judith cited her school principal

It is funny, well it's not funny, when I accepted to have a teacher canclidate in my

class, I was going to have a class, a very big class of 29 students. maybe 30 and I

sat on many committee.s as usual, ancl my principal .sugge.stecl, hmm. maybe you
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shoulci take a teacher candidate and that will help yolt so yolt c¿Ìn take more time

to do all those things. (May 17,179)

This practice by school administrators of placing teacher candiclates in 'cJifTic¡lt'

situations or the decision of collaborating teachers to accept a teacher c¿ndiclate in orde r

to alleviate a heavy teaching load is inappropriate and untãir according to rhe

participants. Furthelmore, this practice perpetuates the rnyth that having a teacher

candidate is like having an aid in the classroom.

Not only did participants cite examples of aciministrators regarcling teacher

candidates as "helpers" in the classroom, so did other teacher.s. Lucille commenteri on the

perception held by hel colleagues ofher having a teachel oandiclate

Another difficulty that I had is that, you know, you always have the impression,

when people f'ound out I had a teacher canclidate, 'Ah, that will be so easy.' It is

not at all true. It takes an enonnous amount of tirne. (June 5, l6j -61))

And Kathedne recounted a comment made by one of her colleagr"res legarding the fact

that Katherine was to have a multi-grade slass the fbllowing year, "Oh well. that is okay

for you. You will have a teacher candidate" (May 24,845-48). This rnisconception

ignores the hours of work involvecl in mentoring teacher oandidates (Joanne, May 15,

400, with nods of agreement;Judith. May 17, 477-78). The palticipant.s believecl rt was a

myth that must be debunked and suggestecl the entire staff should be educatecl with

regarcls to the role and status of teacher cancliclates
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Linked to this perception that the teacher canclidate is a helper in the cla.s.sroorn rv¿s

the fì'ustration on the part of the collaborating teachers when the teacher cancJiclates were

asked to supervise students in other classrooms. This puts the teacher candiclate in a very

difficult position as he or she is forced to choose between refïsing to follow faculty

policy which prohibits thern fiom "substituting" in other classes or refusing to follow a

directive fiom a school administrator (Roxanne, May 22,799). Both Janelle and

Roxanne reported that the nuances of the policy ancl its application were unclear to both

school administrators and teacher candidates (May 15, 819-21). This is somerhing that

must be addre.ssed when <Jefining the roles ancl responsibilities of a colllborating

teachet'. The rnyth of teacher candidates as "helpels" in the classroom minimi.ses the l'ole

of collaborating teachers as teacher educators. This flies in the fãce of research which

repofts that teacher cancli<iates value their practical experience higher tl.ran any other

aspect of their prof'essional education

3.2 Offer Time.for Teacher Candi.dates and CollaboraÍirlg Teacher,s tr¡ Discu,s.y

The collaborating teachers macle a strong point regarcling the time commitment

involvecl in working with a teacher cancliclate so it follows that one way they f'eel they

could be sr.rpported is to have more time to cliscuss. Teacher cancJitlates meet once a week

at faculty to cliscuss their teaching, ancl pafticipanls .said that collaboratillg teachels

shoulcl have the same oppoltllnity to discu.ss with their teacher canclidate.s and reflect on

their roles âs mentors with other collaborating teachers. Géralcl appreciated the tirne he
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was accorded to spend an afternoon at the library with his teacher candiclate. They were

able to prepare a new unit together. Gérald mentioned that the experience of planning

together was empowering to the teacher candidate as she reco-qnisecl that she hacl an

equally valuable role to play in course preparation. He recountecl his expedence as

follows:

We brought all our books to the table and after we divided the work. I mean. we

prepared the course together. So, at that point, everyone hacl an equal part rather

than the present situation whereby the collaborating teacher gives the impression

of being the one who has the coume all fìgured out in his head and the teacher

candidates says, 'What do you want me to do in all of that?' However. if the

teacher candidate says, 'Well I workecl on that part, I will teach it.' Very

comfbrtable. So it is fun to start fi'om zero, to work togethel'. You need tirne. You

have to have time. (June 12, 336-37)

It is imperative in collaborative relationships that paftners recognise that they share

equally in the construction of new knowledge. This notiou of tirne is rleveloped further in

the context of the next section in which the teacher candidates outline the content of

course they see as helping to suppolt collaborating teâcheß as teachel educators

3.3 Prepare Collabr¡rating Teacher,s a,s Teach.er Educutorl;

Participants believed that the documents that werc proclucecl by the f'aculty were

insuffìcient in preparing the collaborating teachers fbr their role ancl that it was
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imperative fbr collaborating teachers to meet to discuss, to exchange ideas, ancl to support

each other in their relationships with their respective teacher canclidates. This statement

by Judith is indicative of the participants' views on this topic:

Well, first of all, I think that it would be irnpor"tant that all the collaborating

teachers meet to discuss theil roles, what we want to do, how are we going to

meet these needs. If we had a common point, if we knew where to staft. where to

go, I think that would be so much... (May 24,361-62)

Participants wers of the opinion that it would be valuable for teacher canclidates ancJ

collaborating teachers to wotk on a prof'essional growth moclel together. Rayrnond

thought that this would best be achieved during a mentodng collt'se. He explainecl that

short blocks of time after school were ofien spent cliscussing evenls of the clay and little

time was left for short-term or long-term planning (May 24,1039-42). His commenr

received nods of agreement fì'orn his colleagues. Rayrnond ancl Pierlette thought the

course could be audited or it coulcl be credited towarcls a university clegree such as a

Masters of Education (Rayrnond, May 24,337:' Pienete, May 24, 1030). The idea of a

course designed to prcparc teachel candidates as mentol's wa.s well receivecl.

Pierrette thought one of the objectives of the mentodng course could be to

concentrate on the neecls of the teacher <;anclidate

The reality of school is that when we stay afïer school it is mole to correct

classroom assignments. In other words, class preparation, theme preparation,
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preparation, it is all centred on the class and not on the teachel candicJate as such

in the sense of where ale you in your leaming, what clo you need. what can rve clg

together, what cio you need to do. We don't do enou.sh of that becau.se... (May 24.

1046-47)

She believecl a course would help structure the time and the discussion for the benefìt of

the teachel canclidates, rather than concentrating on planning fol'instructiun.

A course designeci for mentors coul<l also be of benefit for collabor¿ting teacher

Current research on mentoring could be discusseil (Dorothée, June 12. 353). Furthermore,

it could provide the opportunity for the teacher educators to develop certain coaching

skills. Some of the skills mentioned were the ability to engage in active listenin-u

(Pierrette, May 24,863), the ability to read body language (Rayrnond, May 24. tl65;

Pierrette, May 24,866), and the ability to communic¿te, both orally ancl in writing, with a

wicle variety of stakeholders (Pierrette, li4ay 24,867 -10). Raymoncl mentioned ola.ssroom

management techniques was another example of what could be explored in a rnentorchip

course (May 24,878-80) as well as oonflict resolution .stl'ategies (May 24. bi96)

Collaborating teachels shoulcl know how to teach teacher canclidates to set goals ancl to

reflecton theirlearning (Pierrette, May 24,881,884). Judith wanted to know how ro pose

questions to encourage the teacher candiclates to reflect on their tear:hing (May 24.41(\-

414). Collaborating teachers shoulcJ be aware they must educate teacher r:anclidate.s

regarding the rneclical neecls of the chilclren in their olass (Estelle. May 24.914.
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Raymond, May 24,904;Pierrette, May 24,907). Juclith s¿icJ that coll¿boratin-r teachers

must know how to encourage the teacher candidates to be indepencient (May 24, tl86-

891). Most of the skills the par"ticipants listed were also mentioned as part of the role of

the collaborating teacher.

All of the focus groups discussed evaluating the teaoher candiilate. Generally

speaking, the participants were dissatisfied with the present evaluation fonn and

suggested that a new rubric be established fbr the evaluation of teacher candiclates

Raymond thought it would be a productive use of time to clevelop the new rubrics cludn_e

the mentorship course (May 24,1091), and Estelle added that it woulcl help collaborating

teachers detsrmine the direction of their subsequent observations of the teachel canclidate

(May 24,1098). Some of the participants were unsure about how to give t'eedback: "We

are not used to observing ourselves nor are we usecl to observing others teach so it is

diflìcult to know when there is sornething that rlichi't work, but I don't know what it is"

(Lucille, June 12,270).The concern was heightened when the teacher canclitiate was

experiencing ditïiculty. Danika wanted to know at what point she should intelene when

the teacher cancliciate was in ttifTiculty (June 12, 300). Christine was unsut'e of the

protocol to fbllow when a teacher candidate was in difïiculty. She wondeled if she should

speak first to the teacher candidate or to the fäculty aclvisor (May 22.61 tì-20)

The above <lata are particulally rich as they present possible course content fì'om

the point of view of the collaborating teaohels. Basecl on their expedence, they wele able
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to propose a series of topics and instructional methods that would be extremely valuable

in structuring a course designed to reinf'orce collaborative dispositions in the context of

mentoring relationships. The participants in this study understood the importance of

constructive dialogue and reflective pracitce (Fernstermacher, 1994; Dempsey, 1994).

3.4 Ch.oose Collaborating Teachers According to Certain QuaLities

The participants mentioned certain qualities they stated were important fbr

teachers who will be working with teacher candidates. They believecl that collaborating

teachers should be made aware of these qualities necessaly in ordel to pl'omote a

successful partnership. A1l of the focus groups mentioned qualities such as ability to

communicate, teaching expedence, flexibility, ability to collaborate, and the importance

of collaborating teachers possessing a sense of well-being. The two elementary groups

talked about the importance of collaborating teachers having a sense of humour. One of

the elementary groups and the secondary gl'oup raised the issues of collaborating teachers

being knowledgeable and modelling prof'essionalism. And one elementary group

mentioned that the ability to reflect on practice was a quality that should be iclentified

3.4.1 Abilin to commut'ticate. A key point that was rnade by all the foous groups

was the collaborating teacher's ability to communicate. It was reponecl on several

occasions that honesty and frankness were essential qualities. At the same time it was

important not to "crush' (Thomas, May 15, 641) the teacher c¿ncliclate. Thomas talke<l

about being a "diplomat" (May 22,552). Katherine talkecl about her choice of language
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when she spoke to her teacher candiclate. She tried to choose words that woulcl not put the

teacher candidate on the def'ensive: "When I spoke with rny teacher cancJidate about

certain things, I tried to choose my words, you know, so as not to attack..."(May 17,

351). Katherine also talked about being a good listener (May 17, 770). Janelle believed

that a quality of a collaborating teacher was someone who was "easy to talk to" (May 15.

324). The ability to communicate in these examples related to honesty, diplornacy. and

active listening.

Some participants underscorccl the signifìcance of the ability to cornmunicate by

citing examples of the pitfãlls related to a lack of communication. Piemette mentioned

that a difficult situation which arose fbr her was due to a lack of communication between

herself and hel teacher candidate (May 17, 151). Like Roxanne (May 15, 65-69), she hacl

worked with a teacher candiclate who was relatively quiet. Pierrette described her teacher

canclidate as someone who "parle beaucoup sarts pafl.ert' (says a lot without using

words) (May 17, 155). She leamed from her expedence that teacher cantJiclates arrive

with rnany concenìs and questions and collaborating teachers should be sensitive to

those issues:

Many things that I took for granted which were f'or her a source of stress would

not have been stressfÏl if, ât the outset, I had not taken them for qranted. Thi.s

would have improvecl our relation and our oommunication. (May 17, 156)

Joanne (May 15, 154) al.so wamed of the danger of taking things for grantecl. She
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said that it is difficult for teacher candidates to learn the routine of the class at the

beginning and that collaborating teachers must be awal'e of this phenomenon ancl not

assume teacher candidates have automatically appropriated classroom organisation

These examples underline the diflìculties that can arise fì'om a lack of communicarion

Being able to give f'eedback was an essential element of the communicative competency

of the collaborating teacher. The participants spoke repeatedly about the impor"tanse of

helping the teacher candidate reflect on his or her practice. Jurlith's colrment reflects her

group's opinion on this issue: "I find that our role, rcally, is to be a good communicator

but also effìcient, so that he [the teacher candidate] will reflect.... olt his teaching and not

criticize it" (Judith, May 17, 724-26). Górald reporte<i that <;oaching was one of the

responsibilities incumbent on a collaborating teacher. He believe<l that once a relationship

of trust was fbnned, the teacher candiciate woulcl be open to sharing. Gérald saiil, "lf you

are able to builcl a real relationship of confidence, the pet'son will open up to you. She

will tell you what ale her difTìculties, her fèars" (Jnne 5, 151-53).

In summary, the ability to communicate was consiclered an essential characteristic

of a collaborating teacher. Honesty, diplornacy, ancl constructive critioism nuftured a

relationship in which the teacher candidate ancl the collaborating teachel wele able to

learn anci grow with each other. These conditions provide the context fclr learning in a

social constructivist paradigrn

3.4.2 Teach.ing ex¡terience.The questiorl of teaching experience as a pre-requisite
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to mentoring a teacher candidate was mentioned in several instances by all the fìtcr.l.s

groups. V/hen one of the groups discussed the number of years of experience. tlÌe tìgur.e

was nebulous. As Pierrette concluded, "...when we speak of experience, it is relative to

a lot of issues" (May 17,428). The participants related the notion of teaching experience

to selt'-confidence. Although the number of years of experience was not definecl. the data

showed that the two participants with the least amount of teaching experiences

experienced a lack of confidence in their ability to mentor a teacher candidate. One of

the participants in that focus group had only one and a half years of teaching experience

when she began working ¿s a collaborating teacher. Her trepidation with regard to her

role was evident in some of her remarks:

was I there as a support or was I there as, you know what I mean, sometimes I

felt, 'Do I talk too much? Do I not say enough?' you know. you know, 'Do you

want me to give you morc input?' you know. I ciidn't really know where I was

(Katherine, May 17, 21,6-17)

At another tirne she spoke of her vulnerability (May 17, 85) and her lack of confìclence:

"I doubted myselt" (May 17,430). Another participant, Danika, hacl only three years of

experience when she agreed to work with a teacher candiclate. She spoke of her lack of

confidence, "'Wsll, I was not cornpletely at ease because I saicl to rnyself, what clo I have

to ofïer. I don't know anything, I arn in the process of learning how to teaoh" (June 5, tJ3,

84). When askecl aboutherexpet'ience she replied, "...we lived it fthe experiencel
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together and we both grew" (June 5, 90). The research points to the crucial role the

collaborating teacher plays in teacher candidate learning (Huling-Austin. 1990).

Collaborating teachers must be caref'ully selected according to their potential influence as

role models and their supervisory experience (MacKinnon. 1989). Teachers with little

experience have not had the opportunity to contemplate and âpply their personal theory of

knowing. It is difficult to imagine how they can be in a position to reflect, analyse, and

explain their pedagogical actions to a teacher candidaæ ol'to encourage tlie teacher

candidate to do the same.

3.4.3 Flexibility. The notion of collaborating teachers being adaptable was

unanimous. A variety of terms were used to underscore this covetecl characteri.stic

Janelle (May 15, 324), Roxanne (May 75,332), Judith (May 17,437), anct Dorothée.

(June 5, 416) used the word "flexible" to describe an efl'ective collaboratins teacher

Anna used the expression "ouvelture d'esprit" (May 15, 327) as clid Estelle (May 17,

426), Tlromas (May 15, 328), and Katherine (May 17,438). Others usecl the words

"patient" (May 15, 334) and "available"(May i5, 337). Dolothée used the word "{)pell"

which was supported by François (June 5,415). It seemed the notion of flexibility was

important in accepting to enter into a relation of collabolation, and therefr)re, an

important quality of a collaborating teacher.

3.4.4 Abiliry rc collaborate.The ability to collaborate was seen by participants in

all the focus gl'oups as an essential attribute of a oollaborating teacher. When Pien'ette
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mentioned the term "collaborate," she received visible signs of agreement arouncl the

table (May 17 , 482). When Thomas taiked about being able to share as a quality of a

collaborating teacher, he too was suppofted by his colleagues (May 15. 335). Joanne

refetred to a coliaborator as "someone who gets along well with the school community"

(May 15, 372).Estelle talked about "team spirit" (May 17,483). Pierrette believed that if

a collaborating teacher did not have the ability to work with others at the outset of a

mentoring relationship, he or she must develop this ability by the end of the practicurn if

the relationship was to survive (May 17, 519). Just as children lealn to collaborate, so

must teachers (Pierrette, May 17,522). François also talked about the irnpor"tance of

collaborating teachers having an affinity fol working as a team (June 5, 413). Teaohing is

a team sport. Players must be able to get along. It is par"ticularly important for'

collabolating teachers to model collaboration. It is the backbone of a social constlltctivist

view of learning, and it is essential in the success of a seven-month intensive on-site

partnership

3.4.5 Sense o.f wellness. The notion of wellness was brought up by all tl-re focus

gl'oups. Vy'ellness was defined as teachers being aware of thernselves, being conficJent,

and enjoying their work. Participants ref'erred to ä sense of wellness, as being aware of

one's stlengths and weaknesses. This conversation summarjsed the point:

Anna: We have to know ourselves also (signs of agreement). Like when we

spoke about knowing our limits but knowing ourselves as teacher.s as well
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Christine: Our strengths

Anna: Our strengths and our weaknesses. (May 15, 633-36)

Pierrette believed that if teachers were awal'e of how they were able to builcl their own

self-esteem based on their strengths, they would be bettel positioned to help their teacher

candidates;

If we learn about ourselves, what makes us tick, how we were able to build our

own self-esteem and our self-confidence, maybe in exchange, when we wolk with

others, we know what to do with them. (May 24,528)

Being aware of one's strengths and weaknesses and knowing how to build on thern

develops self'-confidence. The pal'ticipants saw this as a quality of a collaborating teacher

They had also mentioned that one of their roles as teacher educators was to help to

develop self'-esteem in their teacher candidate (see 2.1 Role o.f Collaboruting Teachers in

Educutirtg Teacher Candidatel¡). It follows that they shoulcl f'eel confident themselves anil

be aware of the strategies they can use to develop th¿t trait in their teacher oanclidate.

Linked to the concept of self'-awarelless, was the concern that collaborating teachel's

enjoy their work. According to Thomas, a quality of a good teacher is someone who

likes children and knows how to listen to them (May 15.370-71). Pierrette leitelated his

claim in her ref'erence to a reflective plactitioner; "... a pedagogue who has a love of

children" (May 17, 459). Gérald was very <lirect in his comment about the pas.sion for'

teaching: "...a teacher who is not passionate, I think he should look for a job somewhere
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else" (June 5, 395). Dorothée declared we were doing an injustice to eaget teacher

candidates by placing them with teachers who have lost their passion for teaching. She

said

Although it [working with a teacher candidate] is a lot of work, it is very

enriching, but if you âre no longer enjoying it, if you no longet' have the passion.

if you no longer like being there every day, don't transmit that to a yolltìg teacher

who still has a chance. (June 5,425).

Dorothée provided a nice summary to the discussion about teachers being at peace with

themselves when she said, "It may appear that what I have to say is banal, but one of the

greatest qualities of a collaborating teacher is that, you've got to like the kids" (June 5,

456). Her comment aroused nods of agreement fì'om the other participant.s.

When the participants talked about "être bien dan:; ,sa peau,"which litelally

translates to "f-eeling good in your skin," it occuned to me they were talking about their

passion for teaching. They believed that one of the criteria that should be used when

choosing placements is that the collabol'ating teacher must show a commitment ancl

devotion to his or hel prof'ession. Changes in learners are often so .subtle ancl long-tetm

that the seeds that are planted by one teacher often oome to fl'uition only years later

Teaching rcquires devotion ancl patience as ottentimes Lesults are not immediate. The

participants in this stucly felt it was important fÌll teacher caniliclates to work with

teachers who are able to express their fonciness f'or children and their excitement about
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teaching. To do so, participants believed that teachers had to be at one with thernselves

3.4.6 Sense o.f h.umour. Another quality that palticipants fì'om the two elernentary

focus groups reported as being important for a collaborating teacher was a sense of

humour. When Janelie (May 15, 639) mentioned this quality, there were obvions signs

of agreement from her colleagues. Thomas (May 15, 638) said that teacher.s have to

know how to laugh at themselves and Judith concun'ed: "It is good, you know. things

like that, to have a sense of humour, when we rnake mistakes or have successes" (May

17,I24). This quality is linked to a sense of wellness. Laughter and humour are a fblm

of relief for the tension, stress, and pressure that can and often does exist between two

individuals such as a teachel candidate and a collabolating teacher who wolk so closely

together for an extended period of tirne.

3.4.7 Knowledge. Both the secondary and one of the elementary focus gloups

reported that collaborating teachels should be knowledgeable in a valiety of domains.

The areas mentioned were curdculum, ciassroom management, evaluation. recent

research, and child and adolescentpsychology. François believed that a te¿cher should

be knowledgeable in the discipline he or she is teaching and shoulcl know how to

"transmit" knowledge: "A teacher', f'or me is knowing how to tran.smit. how to tlansmit

knowledge" (June 5, 431).It is interesting to note here that Françoi.s. a secondaly

teachef, used the term "tlansmission of knowleclge" r'ather than "coustrnction of

:ìì,

knowledge." Thornas ref'erled to knowledge as an "ouvel'tnre vers le ffionde" (a gateway
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ro the world) (May 15, 675-76),enabling children to explore othercultures outsicle their

own. This point was supported by Roxanne (May i5, 678-80). Other than these two

comments by François and Thomas, participants had little to say about teachers having

content knowledge or knowledge associated with an eclucatecl person. The participants in

this study were more concerned with teachers have pedagogical knowledge than they

were with teacher candidates having the appropriate content knowledge. or as Goodlad

(1994) calls it, "competency in their chosen disciplines" (p. 82). Being able to reflect on

their practice, set goals, plan instruction, evaluate pupils, and difl'erentiate instt'uction

were identified as the privileged knowledge of a teacher. There was little discusston

regarding the place of content area knowledge or literacy and critical thinking skills

3.4.8 Professionalism. The notion of prof'essional conduct manif'ested itself as a

quality of a collaborating teacher. Raymond talked about leaclership anil the täct that

collaborating teachers should rnodel their involvement in activities outsicle the classroom.

He described this kind of leadership as follows,

We involve ourselves in things, we show a type of good leadership in things such

as, I am involved in my school, I am involved at the divisional level, I go and play

with the childlen. So really, it is a rnodel that I give him Ithe teacher canclidateì

And if someone, I clon't know, as soon as the bell rings, he t'uns to the staff room

or at 3:20 the person wants to go home, that is a goocl model?" (May 17, 442-45)

When speaking of prof'essionalism, the participants ref'errecl to the Prof'ession¿l CocJe of
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Ethics. Estelle spoke of it in tenns of a prof-essional code that must be tärniliar to the

teacher candidates. And she underlined the necessity of collaborating teachers modelling

that code (May 17, 735). Gérald said that teacher candiciates shoulcl be knowledgeable of

school policies and laws (June 12, 108). Professional conduct is linked to the

enculturation of teacher candidates into the teaching prof'ession. Participants identifie<J

enculturation as an important element in a teacher education prograrn. This is one of the

roles identified for collaborating teacher by the study participants. It is reasonable to

conclude that one of the qualities they attribute to collabol'ating teachers is the ability to

model appropriate professional conduct.

3.4.9 Abilitlt to reflect on practice. One of the elementary fbcus gloups said that

collaborating teaches must be reflective practitioners. The defìnition of the term plovoked

a long conversation as the participants grappled with the signifìcance of the term

"reflective practitioner." Pierrette initially used the term when describing the kincls of

qualities one shoulcl fincl in a collaborating teacher (May 17 . 446). Estelle asked her if she

meant, "Sorneone who has a philosophy and who can live by her philosophy?" (May 17,

449). Gradually Pierrette came to defìne reflective practitioner as someone who asks

questions, particularly when new ideas or techniques are espoused, ancl whose

pedagogical practices reflect that questioning (May 17,450,456), She saicl it was

someone who knew how to solve problems (May l7,467) and in doing so, plaoecl the

learner at the centre of all questioning (May 17, 459). Rayrnonrl saw reflective practice as
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a lifèlong commitment, "I must reflect for the duration of my career, I must reach rny

objectives, how will I do that?" (May 24,237). Ãlthough only one of the groups talked

about the ability to reflect on practice as a quality of a collaborating teacher, all the

groups spoke vigorously about their role in teaching pl'ospective teachers how to reflect.

Sum.mary

collaborating teachers had several suggestions conceming how they oan be

supported in their role as teacher educators. They were adamant that the perception of

teacher candidates as extra help in the classroom must change. On the contraly, they

commented that working with teacher candidates increasecJ theil teaching load

Participants lamented the lack of tirne they haci with their teacher oandidates to discuss

and plan instruction. The focus gl'oups suggested the idea that a course, either manclatory

ol'optional, be designed to prepare coll¿borating teachers fbr their lole as mentor.s. Topics

that could be treatecl in the course were proposed. Finally, pafticiparìts suggestecl that

collaborating teachers shoulcl be chosen according to celtain qualities tìecessary for an

efïective collaboration. All the focus groups agleed that collabot'ating teachers would

benefit from a program designecl to prepare them as teachel eclucators

Theme 4; Advantages ancl Di:;advan.tagel; oJ'Mentorin¡4

I conclude Chapter 4 Finriings with an analysis of data that was presented ât the

beginning of the focus group discussions. I had asked, as an icebleiking question, f'or the
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participants to reflect on their experiences as collaborating teachers. They ploceedecl to

elaborate on the advantages and disadvantages of working as a teachet' educator. As

collaborating teachers, they had volunteered to àccept to pal'ticipate as teacher eclucators.

Consequently, they would have presumably entered into their role as collaborating

teachers with the expectatioll that the advantages of assuming such a responsibility would

outweigh the disadvantages. The comments they made with lespect to the advantages and

disadvantages of working with a teacher candidate are testimony to an overall positive

experience. I have begun with their accounts of the disadvantages of working with a

teacher candidate and concluded with the aclvantages

4.1 Disadvatxtages

There were seven points raised by the collaborating teachers that unclerscorecl the

disadvantages of worting with a teacher can<lidates. Those poiuts that were shared by all

the fbcus groups were the difficulty of letting go at the beginning of the practicum. the

increased workload fbl the collaborating teachels, and the overwhelming quantity of

work that was requirecl of the teacher candiciates by the faculty. One point that was

rnentioned by the two elementary focus groups was the diffioulty tlrey experienced in

reclairning theil' classroom at the end of the mentorship. One of the elementary groups

talked about a peliod of initial acljustment that took place between themselves ancl the

teacher candidate. The other elernentary groLlp expressecl f'eelings of vulnerability with

the presence of a teachel candiclate in the classroom. And fìnally, the secondary group
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related the difïculty they experienced in scheduling tirne to meet with their teacher

candidates, a point that was supported by one of the elementary groups.

4.1.1 lttitial adjustmenr. One of the elementary focus gloups talkecl about the initial

adjustment that took place between the æacher candidates and themselves. Lara. f'or

example, mentioned that her teacher candidate was unaware of the work involvecl in

teaching. It took a little while f'or the two of them to get used to each other's expectations

(May i5, 45-46). Joanne referred to the diflìculty of acclimatising the teacher cancliclate

to the classroom routines, and that she had to remind herself not to assLtme the teacher

candidate knew what to do (May 15, 154). Roxanne also spoke of the challenge of getting

to know her teacher candidates at the outset of the program (May 15, 66). Another

participant spoke of this adjustment in the following terms: "There is a certain adaptation

at the beginning. You know, sometimes that can be a little cliflicult, those things. until we

get to know each other" (Janelle, May 15, 115-16). This notion of initial acljustrnent is no

doubt inclicative of a certain amount of angst that is quite normal for a teacher who is

opening his or hel door to a teacher candidate for a seven-month tinie fì'ame. As a matter

of fact, research has shown that one of the reasons that collabr)rating teachers hesitate to

accept a teacher candidate in their classroom is that they are wary of pel'.sonality conflicts

(Beauchesne et al., i998). This clesire t{r "get to know each other" unclelline.s the

commitment these parlicipants are willing to make in establishing a relation of

collaboration with theil teacher candidates.
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4.1.2 Dfficultv in "lettirtg go". All the fbcus groups talkecl about a sense of loss

in having to share their students with a teacher candidate. Roxanne mentioned that it rvas

difficult to let go of her class at the beginning. She said she had a certain way of iloi¡g

things, and she had to leam to give her teacher candirlates theil space (May I 5, 60-6 1 ). It

would seem that Roxanne understood that the teacher candidate had to clevelop his or her

own style within the context of Roxanne's classroom. Another source of stress fbr-

Roxanne occuned when the teacher candidate wantecl to try new ideas which Roxanne

did not endorse (May 15, 87). She found that causecl "de,s peîi.t,s acorcs" (little

misunderstandings) (May 15, 88). Perhaps this tension coulcl perhaps be relievecl if there

were better links between the fäculty and the schools. a l'equest rnade by the collabol.ating

teachers when they discussed the role of the f'aculty in educating teacher cancliclates

Other participants described a sense of ownelship they hacl for their stuclents and

the difTiculty they experienced in seeing the teacher cancli<Jate assulne palt of that r.ole

Thomas teported, "Sometimes it is difficult. It is rny class, they al'e my stucients, my

little ones" (May 15, 314). His comment instigatecl signs of agreement fì'orn the other.

participants. Lucille made the same comment when she sairl, "I fbuncl it very difTìcult

also, to little by little let my coul'ses go. 'These ale my students. you are in the process of

teachirrg my students"' (June 5, 115-16). She continuecl,

As I let her [the teacher canclidate] teach more collrses, I lost it [rny enthusiasrnl

because I didn't have control over what happenecl in my class. So it was like, fine,
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I'11just sit here and watch you. Like I f'elt I was less implicated in what was

happening and that bothered me a bit" (June 5, 179-81)

Roxanne talked about her sense of f'eeling superÍluous: "I had one, one year. and they

adored the teacher candidate. It was like, OK, well me, I am here, this is great but.

(May 15, 315-17). Research supports this sentiment on the part of the collaborating

teacher that pupils may begin to show more afIìnity towarcls the teacher candidate

(Beauchesne et al. 1998). Anecdotal evidence that I gathered fìom teachel candiclates

reflected this uneasiness as the teacher candidates gained mol'e ownership of the

students. Teacher candidates have told me that they could sense that the collaborating

teacher was feeling disenfranchised as they, the teacher candidates, became mol'e

independent and self-assurecl. This is a vely clelicate balance. Collaborating teachers

must be comfbrted in theil sense of loss, but more importantly, teacher canilidates must

be sensitive to the anxiety of their collaborating teachel'

Finally, participants commented on the cliflìculty of letting the teacher oan<Jidate

take risks because thete was always the possibility of the teacher candidate tlouncleling

(Beauchesne, 1998). Danika found it difficult not to interf'ere with classroom

management (June 5, 182). And Pierrette leflectecl on the stmggle she had in giving the

teacher candidate enough control so she could afIìrrn herself as a teachel ancl yet oombat

her own sense of loss in having to share her classroom (May 17 ,399). This tlepiclation

on the part of collaborating teachers is relatecl to theil willingness to enter into a
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partnership relationship with the teacher candidate. On the one hand they reglet tlieir

loss and on the other hand, they ernbrace the newly found collegiality

4.1.3 Challenge in reclaiming the class. Although some of the participants talked

about the joy they felt in reclaiming the classroom, others were less irnpressecl. Christine,

for example, talked about how the children were sorry to see the teacher candidate leave

because she did so many interesting things with the children, but Christine reported that

she was left to "catch up on the curriculum, particularly the basics" (May 15, l4l-52).

This point was also made by Thomas when he talkecl about looking at the different

subjects and ensuring that impoftant elements were not ornitted (May 15, 185-86).

Roxanne seemed to have a morc resilient attitude toward reclairning the cla.ss. She said,

You have to be flexible....you have to go over certain things but you can't m¿rke

yourself sick. You say, listen there are things that I have to put asicle

because...you learn so much with the teacher candidate during the tirne she is

there. (May 15,332-33)

The teachers at the elementary level talked about their feelings when the teacher

candidate left, and they were able to reclaim their classroorn. Although Judith valued her

experience as a collaborating teacher, she appreciated the time she hacl when she was

able to reclaim her studerits: "I liked the fact, when they lefi last month, to teclairn the

class. That was something, to appreciate the tirne that I hacl, 'le reîout' (the oorning

back)" (May 17, 129-30). These comments unclerscore the irnportance of collaborating
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teachers being adaptable, ready to accommodate the repelcussions of sharing their

classroom for seven months and the joy they experienced in legaining their place with

their students

4.1.4 Increased wr¡rkload. There was no doubt for the collaborating teachers in all

the focus gl'oups that a teacher candidate resulted in an increased wolkload (Beauchesne

et a1.,1998; Boutin & Camaraire, 1998; Duquette, 1994). When the collabolating

teacherc talked about increased workload, they were ofïen speaking about the time ancl

energy involved in working with a teacher candidate. They rnentioned .staying longer

after school to discuss with the teachel candidate, arriving earlier in the rnorning, using

their recess breaks to go over recent lessons, using pleparatiou tirne to give the teacher

candidates feedback, cornmunicating with the faculty, ancl being available to answer the

multitude of questions that the teachel candidates pose. Thornas s¿rw tlie time

commitment to be more arduous at the beginning of the year as he had to explain

everything to his teacher candidates (Mayi5, 289). One of the collaborating teachers

mentioned that if she werc to have a teacher candidate in the future, she would not sit on

any committees outside of the school (Juitith, May 17,180-82). Ancl Rayrnoncl reported

that, at times, working with a teacher candiclate was exhausting: "Thel'e ar.e also tlown

times, just as we f'eel therr, so do the teacher cancJiclates. Sometime.s I f'elt like I had an

extla millstone around my neck" (May 17, 310)

Not only dicl having a teacher candidate lequile more time on the part of the
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collaborating teacher, there was a general feeling that time rìecessal'y to cleal with their

needs properly was simply not thele. Raymond said that there was lìot ellough tin.re to

prepare lessons together (May 17, 308). He statecl that more time would allorv the

teacher candidate to reflect on his or her teaching and career choice. Rayrnond

commented that the lack of time impacted on his ability to fultill his lesponsibilities as a

collaborating teacher. His comment received observable signs of agreement tì'orn his

colleagues (May 17, 322). Anna concurred with his complaint of a lack of tirne: "Things

that wele a little more cliflicult were the lack of time and energy. It is something we

talked about a lot. It is not a complaint, but rather a reality of lif'e" (May 15, 82-83).

Judith even suggested that instead of a financial remunelation fbr the teacher canclicl¿te.s.

perhaps time could be allocated fol collaborating teachers and teachel c¿ndicJates to

prspare (May 24,926)

Some of the collaborating teachers commented on the lack of personal tirne they

had wher-r working with a teacher candidate. Thomas talkecl about his t'eeling.s ot

obligation to discuss with the teachel canclidate duling the recess breaks instead of

sitting and talking with his colleagues in the staff loom (May I 5,290). Roxanne

reiterated the same sentiment: "We f'eel guilty not sitting next to them foul teacher

candidatesl in the stafT room. We want to talk to our friends" (May I 5,291). Dariika

worded her fì'ustration in this way: "You never have fì'ee tirne, thel'e i.s always someone

there with you which is positive, but at the sarne time, you know, you are nevel'alone.
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So, it can wear you down" (June 5, 173-74).

In summary, the vigorous discussion sunounding the workload for collaboratinc

teachers accepting the responsibility as teacher educators pointed to three mai¡

conclusions. Firstly, working with teacher candidates resulted in an increasecl workload

Secondly, there was insufficient time to properly deal with their neecls. Ancl thirclly.

collaborating teachers reported a lack of personal time. This incrc¿sed wolkloacl ancl

lack of time elucidates their constemation with the myth that working with a reacher

candidate is like having a helper in the class. Furthermol'e, it explains their clesire to have

a course that would provide a struoturc for discussion and collaboration.

4.1.5 Sense of vu.lnerabil.itry.There were instances in which the collaboratin-e

teachel's mentioned f'eeling vulnerable having a teacher candidate in the cl¿.ss. Juclith, a

teachet' with thirteen years of teaching experience and one yeal of experience as a

collaborating teacher in the on-site program, expressed her f'eelings as follows,

Not that I felt undressed but sometimes when I didn't know how to do something

ol things were not going light, you know, I f'elt guilty...that I cii<ln't clo a good

job, but on the othel hand it was good because then he [the teacher canclidatel

sâid, 'even solneone with lots of experience, no one i.s pertect ancl we leam fì'om

our mistakes,' and in that way I learnecl a lot." (May 17, 82-84)

Katherine, who had only two years of classroom experierice before workin-u with a

teachel canciidate, ofien spoke of f'eelings of vulnerability. She reportecl f'eeling
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intimidated because the teacher candidate was close to her age and. as a result, often

f'elt that she had to defend herself (May 17, 85-86). This sentirnent of vulnelability is

linked to a lack of self-confidence. The participants had identitìecl self-conficlence as a

necessary quality of collaborating teachers when they spoke of the irnportance of a

sense of wellness. To work toward their potential as teacher educators, collaborating

teachers have to enjoy a positive sense of self

4.1.6 Schedule confl.i.cts. Some of the participants who worked at the seconclary

level had concerns about the sharing of a teacher canclidate because of schedule

conflicts. In most cases at the secondary level, teacher candidates were placecl with

more thall one collaborating teacher in ordel to cornply with the teacher candiclate's

teachable subjects. This was not an issue at the elementaly level as the teacher

candidates worked firll time with one collaborating teachel and taught all the subjects

Lucille expressed gle at displeasure with the sharing of a teachel candiclate. The

problem seemed to lie in the fäct that preparation pelioc1s did not coincicJe. There was

little tirne to discuss during school hours and each of thern wele involved in difTerent

extra-cutricular activities afier school which aggravateil the schecluling <Jilemma (June

5,218-23;244)

In contrast to Lucille's negative experience, Flançois and Dorothée, who hacl

worked as a team with one teacher candiciate, had little diflïculty with the notion of

sharing (François. June 5, 236). This was <iue to the fäct that they both had a
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preparation time scheduled with the teacher candidate so comrnunic¿tion was not a

problem (Dorothée, June 5, 250). As a matter of fact, Dorothée fbund it particularly rich

for the teacher candidate as both she and François taught French ancl the teacher

candidate had the opportunity to see two difl'erent styles (Dorothée, June 5, 231-38)

Fufthermore, Dorothée had two sectiolls of Senior 4 English and two sectioll.s of Senìor

1 English. The teacher candidate then had the chance to teach the same course twice

(Dolothée, June 5, 251). Gérald conclucled that it would be benefìcial to schedule time

for the teacher candidate and the collaborating teachers to work as a teâm (June 5, 252).

These scheduling complications wel'e not reserve<J for the .secondary patticipants

One of the element¿lry groups also had concerns about time rnarragement. Janelle talkecl

about the difïiculty of jostling schedules when the collaborating teacher coul<J stay afier

school to meet with the teacher candidate, but the teachel candidate coulil meet only ir-r

the moming (Janelle, May 15, 120). Extra-cunicular activities and pelsorral commitments

sometimes interf'ered with chances for exchange of icleas. Schecluling conflicts, again,

ref'er to the collaborating teachets' perception that there is not enough time to propelly

fïlfill their role as teacher educators.

4.1.7 A:;:;ign.men.î rec¡niremerz¿r. Al1the t'ocus groups expres.secl theil cleep colÌcetn

about the amount of work that was required of the teacher cancliclate. Not orily did

participants speak of the negative repercussions of part-time jobs (Lucille, June 5, 150)

and the responsibilities connected with their teaching experience, but also there was
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resentment with respect to the assignments requirecl by the faculty. Christine was very

clear and straightforward when she spoke of the teacher cancliclates' wol'kloacJ both a.s a

classroom teacher and a student at the fäculty:

The requirements imposed on the teacher candiclates ate enormous. And

fïfthermore, there are lots of assignments to hancl in. So. they have a clouble

responsibility, both of which are very diflìcult. Doesn't that divicle them? Their

attention could be divided and I think, fol me. if I hacl to live that. I would

certainly be very stressed. (May 15, 135-39)

Estelle expressed the same point of view in the followillg way:

V/hat I didn't like when I hacl a teacher candiclate was that they were

overwhelmed with work bef'ore even walking into my class (heacl.s nodcling irr

agreerrent) and then, we expect thetn to cjo the same wurk as us, ancl I saicl to

myself, they are not machines. (May 17 ,221)

Estelle was critical of the fact that the teaoher cancliclates had assignrnents not only fl'om

the f'aculty advisors. but also from the prof'essors teaching vadous rnandatoly curriculum

and instruotion courses (May 17,254). Joanne lnentioired that the teacher cancJidate.s

themselves al.so complainecl of a work overload (May 15, 165),

There was cliscussion around specific assignments requirecl by faculty. In some

instances, pafticipants supportecl particular assignments and ili other instances, they dicl

not. In most cases, the opinions wel'e varied. The partioipants commentecl on
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assignments such as writing lesson plans. keeping a prof'essional joumal. pla¡nin,u and

teaching an integrated curriculum unit, and pleparìng a teaching portfolio

Estelle was particularly critical of the requircment fbr teacher calidiclates to wtire

out complete lesson plans fbr all lessons taught. She suggested that there may be

weaknesses the teacher candidate could be working on rather than completing detailecl

lesson plans (May 22,126-35). Another mandatory assignment was the prof'essional

journal in which teachel canclidates were required to reflect on crjtical incidents that

occurred during their on-site program. Joanne commentecl that the journal requirement

was not necessarily suitable fol everyone (May 22. 136). Anna, on the othel hanil,

expressed support fbr the plof'essional journal. She reporterl that it permittecl the teacher

candidate to reflect on his or her teaching and provided a venue to identify ancl

remediate certain difÏculties (May 22,137). And Katherine, who had experienced the

on-site progl'am as a teacher cancJidate, also supported the use of the jounral

acknowledging that, although it was a lot of work, it encoulaged reflection (May 24,

428-29). Ju<lith appreciated the planning of an integrated cuniculum unit that was

required of the teacher candidates because she could contribute ancl it was applicable to

her clas.sroom situation (May 17,239-41). Teacher candidates were reqnit'ecl to develop

a teaching portfolio which was for Judith a valuable requirement (May 17.246)

Dolothée was also verysupportive of the teaching portfolio (June 12, 167-6tÌ). Estelle

resented the requirelnent that teacher candidates were to visit other classrooms five half
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days in a one week block durìng their seven-month inæmship and pref'en'ecl spacing the

visits over a longel period of time (May 17, 258:'279-82). Pierrette, ou the other hanci.

reported that this was a very rich opportunity for the teacher candidates. She statecl

"The idea to go and see othel' classes, I find that fantastic because. how many times clo

we teachers get the chance to go and see other teachers, other classes, othel'models"

(May 17, 266). With reference to her teacher candidate visiting othel classlooms. she

analysed it as follows

Myself, I'11 say personally, I fbund that it was fun for them. I found it clitficult for'

tne because, at that time, I rnissed them. I f'elt there was an ernptines.s. a vacancy

but I said to myself, 'It is not their problem, it is my probletn ancl really, it is their

only chance to just go and obsele.' We no longer have that oppoltullity. (May

17 ,27 4-76)

Although therc was some agreement with l'espect to the positive aspeots of most

of the assignments that were required by faculty, the general tone of the discussion was

that fãculty requirements presented negative experiences fol the collaborating teachers in

accepting a teacher candidate. Collabolating teachers believecl that teachel can<jidates

worked vety hard, and in many cases, the irnpression was they worked too hard at

assignments that interf'ered with the time needecl to prepare fbr their classroclm teaching

The general consensus was that the teacher cancJiclates sl-rould concentt'ate solely on their

practical classroom expet'ience when they were in the classroorn, ancl in mo.st cases,
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assignments from the faculty wel'e seen as an intrusion to this fäcet of their education

Estelle summarises this point as fbllows:

I think that once the teacher candidate enters the class, she acquires experience,

"elle fait du travail déjà qui rentrc dans son vécu pis tout ça (she does work

already th¿t will be part of her experience), so she shouldn't artive with other

assignments to do in the meantime. (May 17 ,229)

Raymond: Very good point. (Many others are in agreement.) (May ll ,231)

The classroom experience was seen as the domain of the collabolating teachers. Most

participants did not see how the faculty assignments reinforcecl and extencled classroom

expel'lences.

Sumtnary. The disadvantages leported by the study participants of working with a

teacher candidate reflect research in this domain. Collaborating teachel'question the

quality of teaching (Beauchesne et al. 1998), the teacher canclidate-pupil relationship

(Beauchesne et al. 1998), the collaborating teacher-teacher candiriate relationship

(Beauchesne et al. 1998), the need of more time to share with peers (Duquette, 1994;

1e98)

4.2 Advan.tages

The participants diverged very little when it came to discussing the advantages of

working with a student teacher. The points that were raisecl by all the groups includecl

notions such as the inquiles of the teacher candiilate enc;ourage cl the collaborating
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teachers to reflect on thefu practice and the oppor-tunity to work with a teacher cancliclate

forged new relationships both professional and personal. The elementary groups

identifìed other advantages including collaborating teachers enjoying a sense of

prof'essional satisfaction, having the opportunity to wolk collaboratively, ancl benefìting

fì'om new ideas teacher candidates brought to the classroom

4.2.1 Encourages collaborating teachers to reflect on their practice. One point

that was mentioned by all the focus groups was that the teacher candidates encouraged

the collaborating teachers to reflect on their own teaching. Collaborating teachers viewed

this phenornenon as having a positive impact on their teaching. It required them to

analyse thoroughly ancl justify their pedagogical plactices, They also reported becoming

more knowledgeable of the objectives of the cunioula. Ofientimes, this reflection

occurred when teacher candidates askecJ questiolts

[The questions] permit us to reflect on ourselves, why we cliti that. And often, we

get into the habit of saying to ourselves 'I did that just because.' But the teacher

candidate asks why and then we are obligecl to think, 'Ah yes, that is the reason"'

(Joanne, May 15, n5-77)

Dariika ciescribed her experience with being questioned by her teacher cancliclate as

follows:

Well, on the one hand it was positive because I told him [teacher cancliclate] fì'om

the start, it has not been long that I have been here either but, in a wiìy, we
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experienced it together and we both grew. For myself, being a collaborating

teachel'made me reflect a little more upoll what I diii in my classrottrn. (June 5.

90-93)

Raymond made the same kind of comment when he said

Well, positive experiences, f'or myself, I noted that it is a way to impt'ove

ourselves as teachers because it lthe experience of being a collabor¿ting teacher]

causes us to reflect a littie on oul teaching. We have a student teachet', we tl'y to

do our utmost, as much as possible, so it is beneficial to us. it is an itnprovemettt.

a personal reflection. It is a new knowledge. (May 17.65-67)

Pierlette took it upon herself to do the same readings that were assigned to her teacher

candidate. As a result, she was able to discuss with hel teacher c¿ndiilate new ideas that

were being proposed in education. She founcl this experience to be of benefit to her as well

as to her teacher candidate (Pierlette, May 17,232-33). Becoming more reflective ts a

phenomenon that is supported by research (Duquette 1994: 1998). Fut'thet'mot'e,

educational renewal is conclitional upon teachets inquiring into their teaching. A<-:cording

to these participants, their role as mentor "fits into a broarlel'fì'¿lnework of prof'essional

development and accountability" (Feiman-Nem.ser, 1996)

4.2.2 Create,t new relation.,sh.i¡ts: per,sonal, ancl prr¿fe'ssionul. All of the focus

gl'oups talkecl about the personal and prof'essional lelationship tliey had with their teachet'

candidate subsequent to their internship. Palticipants comlnented that tlrey were able to
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coutinue helping theit teachel candidates afier they obtained a teaching position. Thotna.s

said, "I like this follow-up, because it permits us to colltillue our help and to give him Ithe

teacher candidatel strength so that he gains his self-conficlence" (May 15, 257). In the

case of Katherine, a graduate of the on-site program, she reportecl that hel collaborating

teacher of'æn initiated the contact with her: "She fher collabolating teàcherl calls rne if

she needs something, so, that is great" (Katherine, May 17, 178). So, not only did the

teacher candidate depend on the collaborating teachers fbr support. but also the

collaborating teachers depended on the teacher candidates. Again. this demonstlates how

the teacher candiclate is validated as a participant in a cliscoulse community. Furtherrnore,

the fãct that the teacher candidate and the collaborating teacher are in coulnunication

afier the mentol'ship expelience supports Goodlad's (1994) colltentiou that the teacher

education community should stay connected to new teachers to oase the tran.sition into the

teaching prof'ession.

Roxanne commented on the mol'e personal side of hel lelationship with her teacher'

candidates. She was of the opinion that it was impoftiìnt that she ofI'er thern little treats,

"petits velours" p¿u'ticularly in view of the fäct that the teacher cancliclates were stuclents

and had no money (Roxanne, May 22,175-71). These troats could be expres.secl in tenns

of a token on their birthday, an invitation to lunch, or by helping the teacher candidate

pay to attend school social functions such as a Christrnas party. Thi.s lnore pelsonal side

to the mentoring relationship was .sLrpporteil by Raymoncl (May 17, 68) ancl Pien'ette.
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Although Pierrette remarked on the professional relationship she maintainecl with her

teacher candidates, she also talked about fì'iendships that were cievelopeil. She saicl

Fol me, the two teacher candidates, I am still in contact with therr. They call rne

often, both of them. I am aware of their progress, and as a matter of fãct, they arc

doing vely, very well. We maintainecl a link, over and above someone who was in

my class for "x" number of months. We meet, we see each other, we -rÌo to

restaurants, we take the time to say hello and to see how things are going. We

created a prof'essional bond and a bond of fìiendship." (May 11, 173-16)

Pierrette's last sentence summarised the kinds of relatioriships that are cre¿ted in teacher

candidate-collaborating teacher relationships. These participants spoke of both

plof'essional and personal connections. All the focus groups talkecl about their

relationships with teacher candidates as a positive aspect of assuming the lole of a

coliaborating teacher

4.2.3 Provides professiottal. satisfuction. The par"ticipants of the elementary filcr"rs

gl'oups talked about the notion of prof'ession¿l satisfaction. Sorne comments reflected a

satisfaction that grew fì'orn having a colleague give thern f'eedbaok. Anna used the

metaphor of a mirror to invoke the image of the teacher canclidate observing Anna's

teaching and giving her f'eedback,

Ancl it is reassuring in a way also because, to be .seatecl there ancl tlrere is .someone

there, it is like having a minor in front of you because she woulcl grve me as much
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f'eedback as I would give her, and I found that very good f'ol rne. (May 15. 75)

She also commented on being flattered that she was chosen to be a collaborating teacher

As she put it, "That Íreans there is someone that thinks you are doing a half-tlecent job"

(May 15, 93). Roxanne also spoke of how enriching it was tbr her plof-essionally to see

not only how she coulcl support her teacher candiclate, but also how the teacher candiclate

was able to support her': "It is validating as a teacher, to see that you are able to give ancl

that she can give also" (May 15, 64). Other comments wete related to a sense of

accomplishment to see how their teacher candiclates had evolved. The fbllowing

statement by Christine drew signs of agreement fì'om her oollea-eues

And also, there is the pleasure of seeing youl teacher candidate clevelop by taking

on more and more duties (signs of agreement) and trying new icleas, gaining more

self'-confidence as she takes on more lesponsibilities, Hey, I can do it! (May

15,124)

Rayrnond agreed that participating in the eduoation of a teacher oandidate providecl a

fèeling of prof'essional satisfaction. He said,

It gives us a f'eeling of prof'essional well-being because we always t'eel good, we

f'eel good to be able to help someone, particulally when we participate in their

prof'essional eclucation. I found it was a kincl of professional well-being. (May 17,

72)

And Estelle agreed that it was satisfying to trace the growth of the teacher cancliclates
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from the beginning when they were inexperienced with using all their new icleas to the

end of their mentoring experience when their knowledge became practical (May 17. l Stl)

It appeared there was satisfaction on the part of the collabolating teachers in knowing

they had contributed to the prof'essionalisation of teachers. They reportecl f'eeling

appreciated and validated in knowing that their input made a difTerence to the education

of the future generation of teachers (Duquette, 1994; 1998).

4.2.4 Offers collaborative teach.itxç oppot'tunities. The presence of a teacher

candidate in the classloom proved to be an excellent oppor-tunity for collaborative

teaching. The advantage of having two pairs of eyes in the class to observe the children

was mentioned by several participants. As one teacher taught, the other coulcl obsele

the children. Oftentirnes, this provided difTerent points of view that woukl later sel've to

enrich discussions about student leaming. Palticipants also rnentioned they hacl rnore

flexibility in dealing with needs of individual children because the teacher candiclate was

there to assume responsibility of the classroom

Some of the participants spoke of the aclvantages of the presence of the teacher

candidate during pal'ent-teachel conf'elences. Janelle (May 15, 129-30) noted the teachet'

candiclate was ofien able to give concrete examples to the palent to support a point that

was being made. And Katherine (May l7 ,712) concurrecl that it wa.s beneficial to have a

second person present at parent-teacher meetings.

The collaborating teachers appreciatecl having a partner with wholn they coulcl
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share planning and instruction, particularly in cases where there was only oue teacher at

each grade level. Judith's comment reflectecl the opinion of the gl'oLrps with regards to

wolking with a partnel', "We learned as a team also...with two, it was fÏn because we

always worked togethel', two heads are always better th¿n one so it was fiul to always

have someone there" (May 17, 79). Other participants reitelated this notion of team

Pierrette said, "We deveiop a team spirit" (May 17, 125) an<l Roxanne.said, "Myself.

what I liked a lot was the team wol'k. I really f'elt like I hacl someone who was equal to

me, the same, she was an adult, even if she was a student teacher" (May 15. 53). This

enjoyment of working as a team woulcJ come after the teachel oandicl¿te hacl gainecl sorne

experience. Furthelmore, it would be conditional on the collabolating teacher treating the

teacher candidate as an equal, an essential chalacteristic of a collaborative cliscourse

communlty

4.2.5 Prr¡mote,s experitnentaîi.on with new idea:;. The collabolating teachers who

worked at the elementary level were unanimous in their appreciation of the new icleas that

the teacher candicJates blought to the classroom. Comments sr.lch as "l fìncl that we can

share ideas, new methocJs that perhaps they [teacher candidates] got at Collège, and we

are unaware of them" (Lara, May 15, 47) werc abunclant. Anna concurred with Lara's

sentllnents

I also likecl the sharing of new icJeas. I founcl that even thoLrgli we participated in

clifl'erent prof'essional developrnent activities, these .students anjve with all sorts of
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new ideas, all fì'esh and we want to try thern rìght away, and there a lots of good

things that are happening and I really appreciatecl that, (May 15,77-18)

Other participants appreciaæd the computel' expeftise teacher candic1ates blought to the

classroom as well as their knowledge in teaching compLlter litelacy. Thomas commentecl

that being two teachers in the classroom facilitated innovative experimentation ancl that

once tded, therc was more confidence to re-apply the strategy without the support of a

second teacher in the class (May 15, 179-80). The notion of f'eeling mole secul'e in trying

new stl'ategies was reiterated by Judith: "We clid all kincls of interesting thing.s together'

We were able to develop a learning centl'e, develop rubrics...things that I hadn't really,

because I didn't leally know, we lealned as a team also..." (May 17 .19). Christine

summed up the impact the teacher candidates had on the collabol'ating teachels very well

"I leanred fi'orn her" (May 22,176). This comment aroused visible signs of agleement

around the table.

Several participants ref-erred to the enthusiasm of the teacher candidates. Estelle

talked about the excitement which emanated ftorn her teacher canclidate. She saicl they

were rcady to share, they were "gung-ho," and they workecl as ù team (May 17. 168)

Jo¿nne saiil, "What I noticed about the teacher candidates is they al'e enthLr.srastic to start

the school year, and it is clifficult not to be enthusiastic with them" (May 15, 153).

Rayrnond noticed that the teacher canclidates helpecl provicie a positive atrnosphere in the

school. He saicl, "It [the presence of teacher candidates] helps contribute to a po.sitive
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atmosphere in the school, in oul class, because the teachel candiclates are youu,s. so

sometimes that brings new blood to our school" (May 17, 70)

The elementary focus group participants' applauded the wealtli of ideas the

teacher candidates brought to the classroom. Rather than f'eeling threatened by the

unknown, they embraced the enthusiasm and resources the teacher candidates hacl to

share. The collaborating teachers saw this as nourishment to their learning

4.3 Summary

The participants agreed there werc certain ciisadvantages of working with a

teacher candidate. These disadvantages seemed to revolve aroun<i the notion of aclapting

to another teachel in the classroom and then readapting to his or her departure. The

participants resented the rnyth that wolking with a teachel cancJidate resulted in a

decreased workload. In fäct, their workload increased. A fìnal disadvantage was the

assignments required by the faculty of the teacher oandid¿tes. Collabolating teachels

reported they infiinged on the teacher canclidates' classroorn perfonnance.

Although the palticipants said there were certain disaclvantages in working with

teacher candiclates, thele were many advantages in accepting to wol'k as rnentors in the

on-site program. Participants agreecl that the role of collaborating teacher proviclecl an

excellent oppol'tunity for plof'essional development. Collabolating teachels were

encouraged to leflect on their practice and learn about new ideas. There wele

opportunities to wolk collaboratively and clevelop new relations both prof'essional and
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personal. And fìnally, thele was a sense of prof'essional satisfãotion in seeing the

progression of the teacher candidate from a teacher carldidiÌte to a novice teacher'

Summary of Finding,s

The purpose of this study was to study the role of mentoring within the context of

university-school partnerships. In partnerships, it is impor"tant that both the schools and

the faculties have a shared vision of the role of schools in society ancl how teacher

candidates can best be prepared to fïlfill that role. Participants gave their perception of

the role of schools in society. They believed schools shoulcl work in collaboration with

parents and community in educating indiviiJuals to become independent. conficlent

learners capable of participating as l'espectful and tolerant members of society

Based on this vision of the role of schools in society, the participants reflecteci on

the components of an ideal teacher education pl'ogl'arn. They were unanimous in their

support fbr a long-tenn fìeld intensive practicum that they believed gave teacher

oandidates a "r'ealistic" experience of teaching. Participants suggested that teacher

candidates should have mole classroom expelience befbre their final yeal'so tl-rey could

make eally educated decisions regariling their careel choice. Remuneration for teacher

canclidates emelged as an impoltànt issue as did a neerJ firr rnore social functions which

group teacher candidates ancl teacher eclucators. The neecl fol seminars that encoulagecJ

teacher candiclates to reflect on theil teaching was also suppolted by participants
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The fbcus group members reflected on their role of teacher educators. They saw

many responsibilities as being shared between the faculty advisor and the collaborating

teacher. Both groups of teacher educators should model good teaching practices. They

should teach teacher candidates how to evaluate pupils, and they must assume

responsibility for evaluating teacher candidates. Teacher candidates shoulcJ be taught to

reflect on their practice, and from an early point in their education, they should be

encouraged to reflect on their career choice.

There were ceftain responsibilities that were limited to the role of the fãculty. It

seemed that collaborating teachers placed the onus of communication between the two

groups, that is collaborating teachers and faculty advisors, on the faculty advisor

Furthermore, they saw the faculty as being responsible fbl making the link between

theory and practice. They believed that teacher candidates should come to their on-site

experience with knowledge about the diversity of children in today's schools and the

ability to set personal and professional goals

Other responsibilities identified were limiteci to the collaborating teachers. These

included teaching teacher candidates how to plan and organise for instruction, modelling

how to communicate with parents, and initiating the teacher candidate into the

administrative domain of teaching and encultulating them into the prof'ession.

Collaborating teachers talked about the importance of developing a partnel'relationship

with the teacher candidate and being prepared to invest time into the teacher eclucation
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program.

The third theme that emerged from the data was the need for collaborating

teachers to be supported in their role as teacher educators, Collaborating teacher.s

beiieved that part of the support they required was recognition of the fact that working

with a teacher candidate was not equivalent to having extra help in the classrtltlm. It was

a role that required an enormous time commitment and should be recognised as such'

They believed support could be provided in the context of a coufse with faculty in which

they would have time to define and discuss their role in the teacher educatiot] process

ancl the qualities necessary to fulfill their responsibilities.

A final theme revolved around the advantages and disadvantages of working as a

teacher educator. As far as disadvantages werc concetned, collaborating teacher.s

reported that it was difficult adjusting to the arrival and depar"ture of the teacher

canclidate. Also, they lamented the increased workloacl inherent in working as a teacher

educator because therc was a lack of time to lespond to the neecls of teacher canclidates.

As far as advantages were concerned, participants commented on the empowefing

prof'essional development they experienced and the plof'essional and personal

relationships they f'orged.

Collaborating teachers had much to say concerning the role of schools in sooiety

and how teacher candidates can best be educated to fÏlfill that role. Futthermore, they

had a common vision regarding the roles of both collaborating teachers ancl faculty
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advisors in the education of teacher candidates. The data suggest that although the

participants of this study were able to describe the role of various teacher educators, they

expressed a need to provide better preparatiou fbr collaborating teachers and a folum in

which collaborating teaches could discuss their experiences. The ploposal by

collaborating teachers to participate with faculty to discuss and rlefine roles and reflect

on æaching practices provides fertile ground for the development of a school-university

partnership.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the roie of mentoring within refbrm

efforts to create closer university-school partnerships. I documentecl a process of

consultation in the form of focus groups with collaborating teachers who aoted as mentors

in a teacher education program. The goal of the consultatïon was to review basic

assumptions underlying a teachel education program, to defìne the role of the

collaborating teacher within the parameters of the basic assumptions, and to cletermine

how teachers believe that they may be best supported in their endeavours. The results of

this study can provide teacher educators with a consultative process rnodel to enhance the

development of a school-university paftnership as well as contribute to the knowletige

base of the role of the collaborating teacher as teacher educator

Introductiott

In this chapter I have attempted to answer the five rcsearch questiolts that guided

the study. Second, I discuss the salient points of the data. Third, I revisit the conceptual

fiamework and discuss briefly how the stucly supported social constructivist theoly
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Foufth, I explore limitations to the study. Fifth, I have made suggestions for firrther

research. And finally, I discuss my learning as a result of conducting this study

Discussion of Research. Questions

There were five research questions that guided this study. These questions wele:

1. What are collaborating teachers' perceptions of the role of schools in oul society?

2. What do collaborating teachers believe are the underlying principles that should guide

a teacher education program?

3. According to collaborating teachers, how can teacher candidates best be educated to

contribute to the role of schools in today's society?

4. What do collaborating teachers see as their role in the preservice field expedences of

teacher candidates?

5. How do collaborating teachers feel they can best be preparecl and supported in their

role as teacher educatols?

Research questions I and 2: What are collaborating teachers' percepti,ons oJ'the rol.e oJ'

schools in our society? Wat do collaborating teachers believe are the underl.ying

principles which should gttide a teacher education program?

I have chosen to combine these two research questions. The reason fbr deciding to

look at these two questions together rather than separately is that the pafticipants

embedded their perception of the underlying principles of a teacher eclucation program in
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their discussion the role of school in society. However, befbre I turn to the discussion of

the pafticipants' perception of the role of schools in society ancl the underlying principles

of a teacher education program, I would like to refer to the literature which illustrates the

importance of these preliminary questions

Understanding collaborating teachers' perception of the role of schools ancl the

principles underlying a teacher education program is fundamental to any discussion about

university-school parhrerships in the context of educational reform. Research poi¡ts to

the promise of professsional development schools (PDS) as a way to iink universities and

schools and facilitate rcfotm in education (Arends and Witnitsky. 1996; Duquette &

Cook, 1994; Fosnot, 1996b; Goodlad, 1994; Gr.ossman, 1994:Levine, 1996; Lythcott &

schwatrz, 1994; Miller & Silvernalr, 1994; smith, 1996; snyder,1994; stallings, &

Kowlaski, 1990; Stallings, Bossung, & Martin, 1990; Warren-Little, i990; yerian &

Grossman, 1997). However, it is irnperative that certain conclitions must be in place fbr

successful university-school partnerships to happen. One of these conditions is the

wiilingness of both faculty and schools to coilaborate in establishing new work oultures

(Beatty & Shaw, 1994; Cook & McClean, 1995; Duquete & Cook, 1994; Goodlad,1994:

Hargreave, 1992:Levine, 1996; stallings, Bossung, & Martin, l9g0). collaboration

requircs egalitarian paltnerships (Duffy, 1994) basecl on similar underlying assumptions

(Grossman, 1994). Grossman (1994) writes,

Frank discussion of unclellying assumptions about teaching, learning, an<i
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schooling needs to occur within the context of a prof-essional development center

When partners with diffèring underlying assumptions entel'a collaborative

relationship, they may tend to avoid these discussions and the conflict that might

ensue. (p. 71)

It is important, therefore, that collaborating teachers who are one of the partners in

school-university partnerships, give their perception of the underlying assumptions of

teaching, leaming, and schools.

I have used Goodlad's (1994) mission statement of teacher education as a teniplate

for the discussion of collaborating teachers' perceptions of the rnission of a teacher

education program. Goodlacl writes that schools are l'esponsible for "enculturating the

young in a social and political democracy" (p. 166) and "provirling access to knowledge

for all children and youths" (p. i66). [n oldel for teachers to address the mission of

schools, Goodlad states, they must be educated in "practicing pedagogical nur.turing (the

art and science of teaching)" (p. 166) and in "ensuring responsible stewardship of

schools" (p. 166).

The collaborating teachers who participated in this study gave their perception of

the role of schools in our society and the underlying principles that should guicle a teacher

education program. They believed that one of the roles of schools was to teach citizenry

The notion of cleveloping citizenry included teaching children how to get along with

others, respecting themselves, respecting their environment, ancl being responsible for
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their actions. Participants also believed that schools had a responsibility to devekrp

cultural identity and teach values. With respect to cultural identity, participants

underlined the importance of the school as being a model tbr language, be it fìrst

language or second language. The teaching ofvalues centred around the concepts of

honesty, r'espect, and tolerance. These notions of citizenry and values eclucatìon resonate

with one of the fout'curricular themes articulated in Goodlad's (1994) mission statemenr

fbr schools, that is, enculturating the young in a social and political clernocracy

Another role of schools in society identified by the collaborating teachers was to

celebrate diversity. According to the participants, celebrating diversity meant stucJents'

strengths were maximised, self-confìdence was developed, and learners wsre encouraged

to work to their potential. Participants f-elt schools should differentiate instruction to

respond to the needs of the learners and ensure that all leamers experiencecl success.

Goodlad (1994) referred to this when he talked about the responsibility of schools ro

provide access to knowledge fbr all children and youths

A third role that was discussed was the importance of teacher educators having the

pedagogical knowledge to teach chilciren how to solve problems. Collaborating teachers

believed that chilclren should learn how to pose questions and how to fincJ the an.swers

indepenclently. Teaching children how to become lif'elong learners was an underlying

principle. Adler (1990) suggests genuine learning occul's when teaching is oooper¿tive,

that is, when there is active interchange between the teacher and the learner; when
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iearning occurs through aided or unaided discovery on the part of the leamer: and when

new learning is understood and not memorised. Adler's clefinition of genuine learning

resonates with the collaborating teachers' notion of lif'elong leaming. It also reselnbles

what Goodlad (1994) rcfers to as the art and science of teaching. Goocllad stated it as

practicing pedagogical nurturing. lnterestingly, participants did not talk about the

importance of content arca knowledge or literacy and critical thinking abilities. They dict,

however, mention the importance of competency in the French language.

Collaborating teachers talked about the stewardship of schools in terms of creating

partnerships with parents and providing an environment that nurtures prof'essional

growth. Parlnership with parents took on particular importance in the context of

validating the culture of the Flench minority and the expancling role of the school in the

teaching of values. Participants also identiflerl qualities they believecl helperl clefìne a

school conducive to teacher education programs. They mentioned a welcoming

atmospherc, a supportive administration, an environment that fosters oollaboration, an<J

an administration that encourages prof'essional liberty within a teaching philosophy which

is learner-centred. These comments reitelate those of Stallings, Bossung, ancJ Mar"till

(1990) who mentioned the importance of the school ancl stafï being "committecl to their

own growth and to preparing new profèssionals for the fìeld" (p. 36a)

Research qu.estíotx 3: How can teach.er candidate,ç best be educatetl îr¡ con.tribute tr¡ the

role o.f ,schor¡ls in today's :;ocietry?
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Participants talked about the organisation of a teacher education pl'ograln as well

as the role of fâculty advisors and collaborating teachers in rcsponse to questions

concerning how teacher candidates can best be educated to contribute to the role of

schools in today's society.

They were convinced of the viability of the seven-month on-site practiclur in the

final year of an education degree. They believed a long-term, on-site expedence gave the

teacher candidates a realistic teaching experience. Generally speaking, the collabolating

teachers supported weekly faculty seminars during the seven-month practicum.

Collaborating teachers saw seminars as an opportunity for teacher canclidates to reflect on

their teaching and discuss their respective experiences. This reiterates a point rnade by

Goodlad (1994) in his vision of an ideal teacher education program. He stated that "a

considerable part of the program is best carried out through seminars closely tied to field

experiences, that sustained teaching with accompanying reflection constitutes the bulk of

the fìfth year of preparatiou, and more" (p. 46). The ability of teachers to reflect on

practice was extremely irnportant in the view of the palticipants.

Collaborating æachers also expressed their concern that there was not enough on-

site experience before the final year. They f'elt that more experience in the classroom

before their final year would help teachel candidaæs decicJe if they hacl rnade a good

career choice, if they were reacly to make the "commitment to the moral, ethical, ancl

encultulating responsibilities to be assumed" (Goocllad,7994, p. 8l). The participants
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appreciated that teacher candidates wel'e encouraged to participate in the sarne

professional development plans as the collaborating teachers so they coulcl experiment

with new ideas collaboratively. There was a general f-eeling that teacher c¿ndiclates

should be paid a stipend fbr their intemship year as are medical stuclents and law

students; it was felt that this could help to attract strong candidates to the prof'ession. Ancl

finally, in the spirit of creating closer partnerships between fãculty ancl schools, it was

suggested there be more social f'unctions. Other than the af'orementionecJ points, the

collaborating teachers expressecl their satisfaction with the pleparation the teacher

candidates received at the Collège

Participants not only talked about program organisation, they also cliscussed their

perception of the role of faculty advisors. Research on mentori¡g has shown that the roles

of the collaborating teachers and the university supervisors are poorly clefinecl a'<l ofTe'

in conflict (Applegate & Lasley, l9B2,1gB4; Bowrnan, 1979; Cole & Sor.r.ill, 1992:

Ernans, 1983; Griffen er al., 1983, Grimmetr & Ratzlafï, 19g6; Hoy & Woolfolk, l9g9)

In the present study, collaborating tsachers were explicit concerning their perceptio¡ of

the tole of faculty advisors. They saw faculty advisors as evaluators ancl moclels of

effective teaching practices. GoocllacJ (1994) also makes the point that faculty rnu.st

demonstrate excellence in teaching. The participants in this stucly believed fãculty

advisors must be in communication with the collaborating teachers so links can be made

between theofy and practice, a comment supportecl by Knowles and Cole (1996). They
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saw faculty advisors as playing a key role in supporting teacher canclidates in cliflìculty

and encouraging teacher candidates to reflect on their caleer choice. In terms of

pedagogical practice, participants felt fäculty advisors shoul<J share with collaborating

teachers the responsibility of inquiring into their teaching and their knowledge about

teaching, a point shared by Goodlad (1994).Inquiry into teaching requires that teacher

candidates know how to set goals and reflect on them. Teacher candiclates ml¡st be

prepared to teach and evaluate the diversity of children in today's society and ensure that

all children have access to knowledge.

The purpose of this third research question was to illicit fiom the participants their

views regarding how teachers should be educated to contribute to the role of schools in

society and the principles that underpin that role. Although the participants were able to

define the role of schools in society, they seemed less able to make the link between their

definition of the role of schools and the repercussions that role had ol'r the eclucation of

teacherc. Even when probed by the moderator of the focus group to make connections

between the rnission of schools and the eciucation of teacher candiciates (May 22,245-

252:286-288), participants wel'e genelally silent or rcveltecJ to specifïc responsibilities of

teacher educators and program otganisation. Howevel', upou examination of the

suggestions made by collaborating teachers concerning the roles of teacher eclucators,

there was embedded in their conversation recommendations that were congruent with

their perception of how teacher educators can be educated to contljbute to the role of
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schools in society (teach citizenry, celebrate diversity, teach chilclren to be lit'elong

learners, cre'ùta partnerships with parents). In other words, although collaborating

teachers did not articulate a link between the mission of a teacher education pr.ogram and

the roie of schools in society, their rccommendations f'or how teacher.s can best be

educated demonstrated support for their perception of the puryose of schooling

Research qu.estion 4: What do collabot'atirxg teachers see as their rol.e in the pre.seruice

field experience,y of teacher candidates?

The participants were very clear with regard to their percepriou of the role of

collaborating teachers in teacher education. Generally speaking, they see themselves as

taking a much more active role in teacher education programs (Applegate & Lasley,

1982) and providing a scaffold in the process of learning to teach (Knowles & Cole,

1996; V/ideen, Mayer-Smith, & Monn, 1998). A total of eleven re.sponsibilities f'or.

collaborating teachers were identifìed by the participants. Many of the responsibilities

were shared by all the fbcus groups: modelling good teaching practices, encouraging

teachers to reflect on their practice, teaching teacher candiclates how to plan and organise,

evaluating and supporting the needs of teacher canclidates, and encultut'ating teacher.

candicl¿æs into the prof'ession. Other topics covered were the importance of collabor.ating

teacherc being prepared to invest time in the teachel canclidates, teaching the teacher

candidates how to evaluate children, developing a relationship of partnership with the

teacher candidate, modelling how to communicate with parents, helping teacher
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candidates find their own teaching styles, and encouraging teacher cancJiciates to reflect

on their career choice. Thete were some responsibilities that were identifìerl for both

teacher educators from the faculty and collaborating teachers. These shared

responsibiüties included teaching teacher candidates how to reflect on their pl'actice

modelling good teaching, encouraging teacher candidates to reflect on theil career choice,

and teaching them how to evaluate children.

Research question 5: How do collaboratùry teach.er.s.feel they can be,st be prepared and

supported in their role as teach.er educators?

collaborating teachers had several suggestions conceming how they can be

supported in their role as teacher educators. They were aclamant that the pel'ception of

teacher candidates as extra help in the classroom must change. On the contrary, they

commented that working with teacher candidates incleasecl their teaching loacl.

Participants lamented the lack of time they had with their teacher candidates to discuss

and plan teaching. The comments regarding increased workload and l¿ck of time for

planning ate suppot"ted in the research (Beauchesne, et al., 1998: Boutin & Carnaraire,

1988; Lepage, 1997; Duquette, 1998; Duquette & Cook, 1994).

The fbcus groups proposecl the icJea that a course, either manclatory or optional, be

designed to prepare collaborating teachers fbr their role as mentors. Possible course

content and methodology were proposed by the participants. Topics to be explored

included teaching collaborating teachers how to give f'eedback, how to oommLÌnicâte,
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how to evaluate and respond to the needs of a teachel candidate, aud how to teach

reflective practice. Coliaborating teachers stressed the need fbr time to discuss with their

fellow teacher educators in the context of a course designed to plepare and suppclrt them

in their role. All the focus groups agreed that collaborating teachers woukl benetit fïom a

program designerl to prcpare them as teacher educators

The research supports the notion that collaborating teacherc shoul<l receive

training for their role as mentors. Studies have shown that the content of the feedback

sessions of collaborating teachers who receive no training tends to promote a tra<Jitional

model of learning to teach based on the transf'er of propositional knowledge and th¿t there

is little talk to stimulate higher level thinking (Goodrnan, 1983, 1985; Griffin er al., 1983;

Guyton & Mclntyre, 1990; Hoy & Woolf'olk, 1989:Zeichner & Liston, 1985). However

mentors who received training were mole efl'ective te achets and more awal'e of their

understanding of teaching and supervision (Killian & Mclntyre, 1986; Thies-Sprinthall,

1984,1986). Duquette (1993), Cole and Sonill (1992), and Murphy (1987) concluclecl

that because the role of the collaborating teacher is so extensive, oollaborating teachers

should receive training in how to provide assistance to teacher candicJates.

Finaliy, participants suggested that teacher canciid¿tes shoulcl be placecl with

collaborating teachers who possess certain qualities. A total of nine qualities were

recommended including the ability to communicate, teaching experience, flexibility, a

sense of wellness, a sense of humour, knowleclge about teaching, prof'es.sionalism, the
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ability to reflect on practice, and the ability to collaborate. Some of these qualities have

been mentioned in the research. For example, certain researchers have found that being

able to develop a collaborative relationship is key to the success of a teachel' <;andidate

and collaborating teacher reiationship (Beynon,, 1991; Charnberlin & Vallance,199l.

Duquette, i993; Glickman & Bey, 1990; Guyton & Mclntyre, 1990; Knowles & Cole,

1996). Participants felt that if coliaborating teachers were aware of the qualities

necessary, they would be better equipped to filfill their role as teacher educators. The

importance of placements tbr teacher candidates was examined in the literature review

Good placements were essential to the success of field expedences (Becher & Ade, 1982:

Cochran-Smith, 1991; Cohen, Mclaughlin, & Talbert, 1993; Cole ancl Sorrill. 1992:

Feim¿n-Nemser & Parker, 1990; Feiman-Nemser', Parker, &Zeichner,1993: Glickman &

Bey, 1990; Goodman, 1985; Huling-Austin, 1990; MacKinnon, 1989). Participants in this

study agleed that placements were key in teacher candidate learning. If collaborating

teachers clid not already possess the qualities necessary to fulfill their role, perhaps they

could learn to acquire them as part of the preparation f'or their role as teachel educator.

Salient Points of th.e Data

The collaborating teachers dicl not discuss the role of schools as cultural entities in

widespread reform movements ancl educational renewal (Goodlad,1994). When asked

about the role of schools in the preparation of teacher candiclates, collaborating teachers
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mentioned the qualities of a good school in terms of ploviding a welcoming and se cure

environment which promotes prof'essional liberty. Thele was no discussion about the

importance of the school as an entity forging new ground that letlects a changing sociery.

Their discussion of schools and underlying principles seemed to be restricted to their

pafticular school, and to an even greater extent, to their specifìc classrooms. Teacher

candidate preparation was limited to classroom experiences without an overriding schema

of how the individual classroom fits into a vision of renewal and refbrm at the school

level. The one instance when reference was made to the school as a cultural entity was in

terms of creating partnerships with parents and the cornmunity, particlllal'ly with regards

to validating the French culture. The notion that schools finctioned on particular

assumptions was not discussed, nor was the notion of alternatives that could lead to

educational reform. For the participants in this study, stewardship of schools appealed to

be maintaining the status cluo.This conclusion corlobolates Goodlad'.s contention that the

attention to stewardship of schools is an aspect that is largely rnissing in most teacher

education programs

Participants did not discuss the moral obligation of teachers to be ¿ware of public

policy (Church, 1994) and its efl'ect on the institution of schooling. Church believe.s that

if educators clo not ask critical questions about the policies that ale influencing their

workplace, there will never be change. Schools becorne a place of cultural reprocluction

rather than cultulal transformation. Critical theory directs teachers to discuss basic rights,
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by bringing the social agencla of schooling to the fbrefì'ont. The discussion and

understanding of equity, power, oppression, and privilege al.e essentiâl if we ale to

understand the notion of the hidden curriculum. According to critical theorists. schools

have a moral obligation to promote democracy in the classloom in an efTort to unveil the

inequities entrenched in our society and to pl'omote change. Collaborating teachers talkerJ

about teaching citizenry in terms of teaching children about respect, tolerance, an<i

honesty. There was no talk of the actualisation of education tbr democracy in the

classroom and the importance of an understanding of public policy and its impact on

educational institutions. It would appear that if we al'e to adopt the notion of education f'or'

democracy, a Bachelor of Education should be more explicit in relating unclerlying

plinciples to teaching, learning, and schools

Though the collaborating teachels in this study clicl not speak of school-wicle

reform (Goodlad, 1994) and education f'or democracy (Church, 1994), they actively

implemented reform pl'actices in their classrooms. Examples of reform pt'actices may

include a collaborative inquiry-based approach to teaching, learner'-centretl teaching,

respect fbr diversity, and performance-based assesslnent. The teacher candidates placed

with these collaborating teachers were, therefore, socialised in exernplary teaching

practices (Feiman-Nemser, 1996) and the collaborating teachers experiencecl rich

prof'essional development. The data fi'om this study suggest that teachers were not able to

articulate comf'ortably the role of schools in widespread refbrm movements. I woulcl
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argue that part of the responsibility of the school adrninistration is to provicle leaclership

in deveioping a vision for the school within a cultut'e of educational renewal ancl to

support classroom teachers in the articulation and the actualisation of that vision in their'

daily æaching. One of the benefits of participating in this study was that the participants

were given the opportunity to explore the theoretical base for oul teacher educatron

program, thereby establishing basic assumptions. Perhaps they are not often given a voice

in these kinds of conversations.

Another point that was rather interesting revolved around the responsibilities fbr

both the theoretical and practical knowledge necessaly in teacher education. Generally

speaking, the participants saw the faculty as responsible for the te¿ching of eclucational

theory and the collaborating teachers as responsible for the practical aspect of teacher

education. Collaborating teachers felt that it was the classroorn expedence that enablerl

the teachel candidates to implement the theory they leamed at the faculty. One participant

stated that the practical experience was mol'e important than the theory (Thornas, ili4ay 22,

142). Some teachers exprcsse<l a desire to work more closely with faculty to ensure there

was a coordinated link between theory and plactice. They seemed to believe, however,

that it was the lesponsibility of the fãculty to be in communication with the schools

advising them of the topics covercd. At no tirne did the collaborating teachers talk about

their role in teaching educational theory. Anrl yet, it was evi<Jent they clid educate teacher

candidaæs in the theot'etical underpinnings that suppolt the plof'ession. Not only di<l the
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collaborating teachers not ref'lect on theil role in teaching theory, they dicl uor expl'ess a

desire to be part of the decision-making process of what pedagogical theory woulil be

taught. I would suggest they have never had a voice in those kinds of decisions and, as a

result, assume they are not paft of that conversation.

Collaborating teachers enthusiasticaliy supported a seven-month practicurn. This

intensive on-site format represents a longer pr¿cticum fol' teacher c¿ndidates in the same

classroom than previous Bachelor of Education programs allowed. Collaborating teachers

t'elt that the seven-month practicum enabled teacher candidates to live a lnore l'ealistic

experience than a model which altem¿ted blocks of tirne between faculty and schools.

They also liked the idea that teacher candidates stayed with the same collaborating

teacher for the duration of their on-site experìence. This conttaclicts Goodlacl's

recommendation that teacher candidates should have a wide an'ay of school settings

(1994) in orclet' to pl'epal'e thern fbr teaching a diversity of student populations. The

collaborating teachers f'elt that by placing a teacher candidate with the same collaborating

teacher, there was time to develop collaborative lelationships ancl personal teaching

styles. Teacher candidates aiso had the tirne necessaty to integrate into the culture of the

school

However, collaborating teachers f-elt thele was a general lack of time fill planning

with teacher candidates, giving feedback, and sharing with their colleagues. It woulcl

appear that placements in seconclary schools should ensul'e that tilnetable.s coilloide and
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are not plagued with schedule conflicts that hinder possibilities f'or teachel canclidates ancl

collaborating teachers to discuss. Collaborating teacher sllpport the notion that teacher

candidaæs and collaborating teachers pafticipate in the same prof'essional development

activities as this gives them excellent opportunities to experiment with new teaching

strategies as colleagues with the same students

Although most collaborating teachers seemed to be in favour of weekly seminars

at the faculty to reflect on practice and explore theory, there was a genelal selttiment that

the on-site experience was their domain. As a result, the collaborating teachers dìd not

suppol't the assignments given by the faculty to be completed in concert with the on-site

experience. Participants felt that faculty assignments were overwhelming. They irnpinged

on the teacher candidates' time to prepare fbr their classroom teaching. They did not view

faculty assignments as a medium fbr making connections between educational theory and

practical experience.

With respect to evaluating teacher candidates, collaboratirig teachers saw their

role as one of formative evaluation for the purpose of scafïolding the teacher candidate in

his or her leaming. They appeared to believe it was the role of the fãculty to concluct

summative evaluations whose purpose was to cletermine whethel the teacher candiclates

passed or fäiled their on-site experience. Some participants suggestecl that faoulty make

surprise visits in ol'der to get â true picture of the day to day perfonnance of teacher

candidates. This would suggest that collaborating teachers either f'elt that their evaluation
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of the teacher candidates canied less weight or they f'elt it was not their lespon.sibility to

provide this kind of feedback to the teacher candidates. It was also mentioned that the

faculty advisors should be more involved when there is a teacher candidate at lisk. Again.

the evaluation of the teacher candidates was perceived as a role of the fäculty

It seems rather curious that, on the one hand, collaborating teachers perceived the

field experience as their domain, and on the other, they pref'erred to abdicate the

responsibility of evaluating the field experience to the fäculty advisors. This coul<i be

explained if one looks at the distribution of power in cliscourse communities (Faucault.

1980, cited in Usher & Edwards, 1994). A fundamental element of an ideal discourse

community is that all members hold equal shares of power. When one or two members

are responsible for evaluating a third member, the division of power is no longer shared

and the principles of discourse community al'e more difTicult to uphold. It woulcl be

preferable that all members contribute to the evaluation pt'ocess. One of the participants

alluded to this contradiction when he saicl that as soon as he is oallecl Lrpou to evaluate,

the relationship between himself and the teacher candidate changes (June 5, 156-57; 311)

In fact, the power is no longer equally sharecJ and the teacher candidate becomes

marginalised. To corect this clisequilibrium, all rnembers of the partnership must be

involved in the evaluation pl'ocess and the locus of power must be shared

The participants mentionecl teaching experience as a quality necessary f'or

successful mentoring expeliences. The numbel of years of expelience remained nebulous
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What appeared to mattel' was the level of self-confidence the collaborating teacher

displayed. I believe that teaching experience is essential. A young teacher has not hail the

chance to define a personal learning theory and ensure that the pedagogical practices l-re

or she uses are commensurate with that theory. This can contribute to a lack of

confidence. A teacher who can articulate a personal theory of learning which underpins

the decision-making and action in his or her teaching is fãr better equipped to help a

novice teacher develop skill in reflective practice. It is this reflection that enables the

teacher candidate to transform a subconscious teaching fi'amework into a conscious

teaching fiamework or personal theory

The participants piaced a great emphasis on pedagogical knowledge. For example.

they saw both the faculty and the collaborating teachers lesporisible f'ol teaching teacher

candidaæs how to evaluate children and how to reflect on their practice. Palticipants saw

faculty as being responsible for teaching teacher candidates how to set goals and how to

teach fbr the diversity of children in today's schools. They saw part of their role as

including teaching teacher candidates how to plan and organise and how to communicate

with parents. The pafticipants never spoke of the teacher candi<Jates' content area

knowledge or their knowledge of the curricula, only their ability to reacl cun'iculurr

guides. Nor clid they speak of the role of collaborating teachers in moclelling explicit

instruction. Perhaps collaborating teachers fèlt that modelling instruction was a given

:....::.'

and therefbre did not see the nee<i to mentiorl it. Goo<Jlad talks about the responsibility of
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teacher education programs to ensure that future teachers have the "literacy ancl critical

thinking ¿bilities associated with the concept of an educated person" (1994,82). Teacher.s

should have the breadth and depth of knowledge necessary to teach their chosen

disciplines as well as basic skiils in reading, writing, mathematics, and reasoning. As fär

as literacy abilities wers concemed, the participants highlighted the importance of

compstency in the French language. Regardless of this preoccupation with language,

pedagogical knowledge took precedence over literacy abilities and conrent knowledge

The notion of enculturating teacher candidates into the teaching plof'ession was

very strong with all the fbcus groups. They spoke of initiating the teacher canclid¿te into

the administrative domain of teaching. The administrative domain of teaching includecl

things such as participating in school committees, being aw¿ì.rc of the prof'essional

organisations and standards which guide and support teachers, learning ¿bout the culture

of the school, or understanding the resources available to teachers and stuclents. Another

aspect the participants considered important in socialising teacher candidates to the

profession was communicating with parents. Teacher can<lidaæs should be taught how to

plan on both a long-term an<l short-term basis. Collaborating teachers also spoke of

establishing a relationship of paltnership between themselves and the teacher candidate

They f'elt that it was important that teacher canrliclates be treatecl as equals to the

collaborating teacher. As the teacher cancJiciates gained mole confldence and expertise,

collaborating teachers commented on the gratifîcation they experienced working with a
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colleague in a team-teaching relationship. And yet, participants were adamant that the

teacher candidates develop their own teaching style and not clone the teaching style of

the collaborating teacher. They encouraged teacher candidates to experiment, reassuring

them their teaching must be flexible and malleable depending on the students and the

context.

A topic that was discussed at length among the participants was the importance of

the teacher candidates inquiring into the nature of teaching (Dempsey, 1994',

Fenstermacher,1994: Gunstone, Slattery, Baird, & Northfìeld, 1993; Knowles & Coie,

1996; Loughran & Russell, 1997; Skau, 1990). Collaborating teachers saw this as a

responsibility of both faculty and themselves. However, it seemed that the gl'eatest

responsibility lay with the collaborating teachers. According to participants, collaborating

teachers must know how to ask good qusstions, they must reflect out louci on their own

practice, and they should encourage the teacher candidates to take the position of a

learner in the classroom. Teacher candidates must know how to set goals and question the

extent to which their goals wete attained. Collaborating teachers mlrst model that they are

lifelong learners, constantly searching fbr ways to improve their ability to reach their

students. And coilaborating teachers should encourage teacher candiclates to que.stion new

trends in education and evaluate them according to their personal theory of learning. It

was apparent that reflecting on teaching should be a practice of the collaborating

teachers, it should be rnodelled to the teacher cancliciates, ancJ once the teachel cancliclates
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had a certain degree of experience, they too should begin reflecting on theil teaching. The

comment that teacher candidates need a ceftain degree of experience bef'ore they are able

to reflect on their teaching was supported in the data. Corcoran and Andrew (1988) fbund

that most students enrolled in a final-year internship progressed in a predictable patten"t

and it was not until they started focusing on their pupils that they coulcl begin to

contemplate their personal theory of knowing. Interestingly, the opportunity of wolking

with a teacher candidate encouraged collaborating teachers to reflect on their own

practice which was identified as an enriching part of the mentoring experience

In order to support collaborating teachers in their role as teacher eclucators, all the

focus groups rallied around the idea of ofïering a program which would prepare the

collaborating teachers for their mentoring role and would stl"ucture fbr ther¡ the time they

need to discuss their experiences with theil peers. Some of the topics suggested involved

understanding human relationships and developing communication skills. Others

petained to being aware of the stages teacher canclidates go through on the road to

independence and the support they require in their journey. The notion of how to give

feedback was identified as a need fbr collaborating teachers to fulfill their lole. The

ability to give feedback was also seen as central to their responsibility of evaluating the

teacher candidates. Collaborating teachers yearned f'ol more time to discuss with their

teacher candidates and with each other. They f'elt time could be set aside in a coLll'se

which would faoilitate the exchange of ideas based on readings and perconal experiences
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Furthermore, reading and discussing recent research would help meke the link between

theory and practice.

Finally, I fbund it very interesting to note what the collaborating teâchers harl to

say about the advantages and the disadvantages of having a teacher candidate. It seemecJ

that the difficult times for them surrounded the ¿mival and departure of the teacher

candidaæ. For example, participants found the initial adjustment of having another

teacher in the classroom to be a little disconcerting. Then, as the teacher candidate gaine<]

experience, the collaborating teachers expressed a certain f'eeling of loss in sharing the

teaching responsibilities. And finally, collaborating teachers f'elt rather ambivalent when

the teacher candidates finished their on-site expedence and they reclairnecl their

classroom. Although participants mentioned the increased workloacl, they seemed to do

so in response to the myth that a teacher candidate was a "helpel'" in the classroom rather

than as a negative spin-off of working with a teacher candidate.

Regaldless of the drawbacks of being a collaborating teacher, the teachers who

participated in this study seemed to enjoy their experience as mentors. They spoke of the

new pt'ofessional and personal relationships that were fbrged. They also appleciated the

opportunity to work collaboratively, and they experienced a sense of prof'es.sional

satisfãction to see the teacher candidates pl'ogless (Grossman, 1994; Snyder, 1994:

Warren-Little, 1990). Collaborating teâchers spoke passionately about the opportunity f'or

professional growth, a benefìt also supported by the lesearch (Duquette & Cook, It)94;
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Grossman, 1994;Lythcott & Schwatrz, 1994; Miller & Silvemail, 1994). They welcornecl

the questions of the teacher candidates, pushing the collaborating teachels to l'eflect on

their teaching and explain their decisions. This often incited collaborating teachers to

revisit decisions that had become second nature and meriæd closer scrutiny. Goodlad

(1994) maintains that successful partnerships are symbiotic and depend on fbur

conditions, one of which is that there be contoxtual rewards to encoul'age continued efïorl

when relationships become strained. In the case of collabolating teacher and teacher

candidates, it is essential that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages if the

pat'tnership is to survive and thrive. This appears to be the case with the participants in

this study.

Collaborating teachers were also unanimous in their appreciation of the new ideas

the teachet'candidates brought to the classroom. They talked about learning fì'om the

teacher candidates. This redefines a traditional view of knowledge lying solely with the

experienced teacher and places knowledge in the context of the collaboration between

teacher and teacher candidate. The participants describecl an inquily moclel to teaching

(Dempsey, 1994) with collaborating teachers and teacher candidates seeing themselves as

part of the inquiry process. The knowledge the teacher candidate brings to the classroom

is validated (Skau, 1990). As a result, both teacher canclidate and collaborating teacher

can contribute to the generation of new knowledge (Lytle & Cochran-Slnith, 1990) and a

true discoul'se community is fbrmed (Clarke, 1990). These kinds of collaborations can
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lead to educational reform

Con c eptu al F ram ew ork Revisited

The conceptual framework for this study is based on social coltstructivist

episæmology. This epistemology affirms that as individuals interact in discourse

communities, knowledge is created. It is the process of collaboration within the cliscourse

community this provides the context for learning to occur. ln order fbr a discourse

community to function effectively, power must be shared and decisions must be

negotiated. This study exemplifies the principles of social constructivist theoly. It invites

collaborating teachers to share their voice on issues of teacher eclucation. It validates that

knowledge resides with both the faculty and with the collaborating teachers. The

methodology of focus groups underscores collaboration and interaction as key elements

in the creatioll of i<etowledge. In order to create a dialectic between theory ancl practice,

schools and universities must be able to work together so th¿t learning can take place.

This study shows a commitment to university school collaboration in educating teachers,

and the results of this study contribute to the knowledge base of teacher education.

Limi.tation,s to th.e Study

There are fbur points tha¡ I would like to discuss that coulcl limit this stucly: the

selection of the collaborating teachers f'or the on-site program; the selection of the teacher
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candidates; the selection of faculty advisors; and my involvement in the on-site program

With respect to the collaborating teachers, it should be pointed out rhat teachers who

work with teacher candidates in the teacher education program at Collège universitaire cle

Saint-Boniface are selected by the school administrators and the fäculty advisors. This

selection process is based on a variety of issues including linguistic ancl cultural ambiance

of the school, ability of the teacher to collaborate, and teaching expeltise using a learner-

centred approach. Under no circumstances are teacher candidates placerl with teachers

against the wishes of the faculty advisor. The purpose of this selection process is to try

and ensure that the fìeld placement provides an opportunity fbr the teacher candidate to

experiment with new techniques and to work in an environment that accepts a

constructive view of learning, As Goodman (1985) stated, prefèrrecl placements are

essential to the success of the field experience. I would further suggest that the quality of

the data used in this study are directly related to the fact that the participants hacl been

chosen for their competency as teacher educators and theit commitment to the initiation

of new teachers in their profession.

A second limitation to this study involves the teacher candirlates thernselves. The

on-site program had been a pilot program f'or fìve years and, as such, was an optional

program. Therefore, teacher candidates could choose between the traclitional program and

the on-site program. In my expedence as one of the two tãculty members responsible f'or

the on-site program, I fbund that the on-site program attracted vely stl'oltg c¿ndiclates. As
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a result, the collaborating teachers who worked as teacher educators in the on-site

program and who were eligible to participate in this study, generally had the experience

of working with very promising teacher candidates. Now the on-site program is

mandatory for all final year education students. Perhaps this will change the profile of the

teacher candidates which in turn could have an impact on the point of view of the

collaborating teachers with regard to role of mentoring in preservice teacher eclucation

programs

A third limitation to this study concerns the faculty advisors. At our fäculty, the

workload of the professors who work with the final year students in the on-site program

includes teaching both graduate and/or undergladuate educatio¡ courses as well as acting

as f'aculty advisor to approximately ten final year education stuclents. As a result. there is

a very effective link between university course content and field experiences. This is in

contrast to education programs whereby the faculty advisors are seconclecl ancl are not

directly involved in research or teaching at the university. In this latter scenarjo, it is

much more diffìcult for faculty advisors to make the link between theory ancl practice

And finally, a limitation involves myself as researcher an<j professor. As a

professor, I had been involved in the program since its inception in 1995. As a result of

this involvement, it may be more difficult for me to be critical in my analysis of the data.
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Implicati ons for Fu rth.er Res earch

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of mentoring within refbrm

efforts to create closer university-school partnerships. The participants defìned

underlying assumptions of a teacher education program based on their pelception of the

role of schools in society. Subsequently, they outlined their role as teacher educators and

described how they may be best supported to f'ulfill their role. This consultation is the

first step in a process that must include all members of the partnerships. Fulther research

must be conducted to understand the perceptions of other members including the f'aculty

of education, the teacher candidates, and the school administrations. This consultation

process is essential to the success of school-university partnerships as these partnerships

must be built on common underlying principles.

Research should look at how collaborating teachers, fäculty advisors, school

administratoLs, and teacher candidates can wolk collabolatively to share in the decision-

making processes surrounding teacher education programs. Mechanisms which give

teachers and teacher candidates a greater voice in creating knowledge about the learning

to teach process should be investigated. Paradigrns which locate the source of knowledge

solely with the faculty can inhibit the possibilities fol renewal in eclucation. All p¿ìrtners

must f'eel as equal participants in the change process. Research is needed to investigate

how the partnerships in teacher education can be better equalized

If teachers are responsible for stewaldship of schools, research cot¡lcl be
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undertaken that explores how we can best prepare candidates for that role. Teacher

candidates should understand the principles upon which schools f'unctioll and be preparecl

to sxplore alternatives and their impact on learning, teaching, and schooling. What are the

processes that wili allow a teacher to move beyond his or her preoccupation with the

classroom and move toward an awareness of the role of schools in society? Is th¿t

possible in a preservice teacher education program?

In terms of preparing collabolating teachers f'or their role as teacher educators,

how can they be facilitated? They are collaborators in reflective practice with faculty

advisors and teacher candidates. How can they best be supportecl to fulfill their role as

learners inquirìng into teaching? Collaborating teachers ¿l.e pat'tners with fäculty

advisors in the evaluation of teacher candidates and therefore, must be preparecl tbr that

responsibility. How can they balance their role as evaluators and yet maintain a sense of

collaboration and community with the faculty and the teacher canclidates? As teacher

educators and experts in their prof'ession, coilaborating teachers base their pedagogical

decisions on a professional body ofknowledge. How can they be encoulaged to accept

their responsibility as paltnsrs with faculty advisols in mrking links between theoly ¿lnd

practice?

And finally, mechanisms should be put in place that will facilitate plospective

teacher candidates in deciding whether they have rnacJe the right career <;hoice. What are

the indicatom of success for teacher candidates? How can prospective tea<.:her.s ancJ
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teacher educators apply success indicators in ensuring that suitable canclidates choose to

pursue a career in æaching?

These suggestions for future research are based on the notion that reforrn in

education is best achieved thlough closer university-school pal'tnerships. The questions

that have been raised are designed to help teacher educators better undet'stand and tulfill

their role as mentors. Continued consultation and collaboration is key to successful

teacher education programs.

My Leaming in rh.is Research Process

This research project gave me the opportunity to wotk with focus groups. The

experience provecl to be enriching. It confirmed much of what I had lead about fbcus

groups and gave rne first-hand knowledge of this research method. Recruitment is the

single most common soulce of failure according to Morgan (1995). This stucly was no

exception to the rule. I had originally intencled to hold six focus gl'ollps but lecruitment

issues restricted me to three. Teachels are harci plessed for time, and I think that rny

asking each fbcus group member to attend two two-hour sessions might have been

overwhelming. Comments made to me on some of the returned unsignecl consent f'otms

suggested that although participants would like to contribute to the stLldy, they were far

too busy. I could have prepared questionnaires, but I clo not believe the riata would have

been as rich
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Experts in the field (Morgan & Krueger, 1993) have stated that one of the

strengths of focus groups were the comparisons that participants make among each

other's experiences and opinions. This strength was certainly the case in rny study. One

member would make a statement that would often triggel'a string of commettts by the

other members. The interactions among the participants plovided very rich clata that

enabled me to address my l'esearch questions

I also learned about moderating skills. I think my fìrst question was very helpful

in establishing my role as a low-involvement moderator. As an ice-bleaking qlìestion'

participants were asked to talk about their experiences as collaborating teachers. The

participants shared their stories with great vigour. I had little to ofl'er in this discussion

other than ensuring that all the voices were heard. As a result, the stage was set for the

participants to clirect their comments to each other and not to lne. I founcl rnyself gettin-s

mole involved when specific questions were directecl to me. On other occasions my

involvement increased when I felt that participants wele movin-e too far away tì'om a

question on the interview guicle or avoiding a question.

I hired a transcriptionist who attended the fbcus groups, took notes dufilÌg the

discussions, and transclibed the tapes. I had gained an appreciation fbl the

meticulousness of their work during past oxpeliences when I had transcribecl tapes

myself. I feel it is essential for the transcriptionist to attend the focus grollps. She was

able to match voices to names during the transcription prooess that enablecl me to
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concentfate on my role as moderatof. Fufthermore, by hiling an experienced

transcriptionist, I was able to debrief after each session and tap into hel expertise

regarding my skills as moderator

I decided to use the software QSR-NUD*IST 4 to manipulate the data. I had not

used this software before so I started by completing the tutorials that come with the

software. I found that the learning curve for this sofiware was quite steep. Once I

completed the tutorials, I was ready to input my data. I enteled all the transcriptions into

the computer and began cleating themes and categories. The software was vel'y flexible

and permitted me, among a variety of options, to assign multiple categorÌes to the same

text unit, to locate text units in context, to print lepolts, to coutlt. to .search. Although the

software is designed to perfbrm data analysis, I did not use this aspect of the software.

My use of the sofiware was restricted to manipulating the dat¿, and I perfonned the

analysis myself. [n past experiences, I have rnanipulated the data without the use of

software. I found that the QSR-NUD*IST 4 software greatly facilitated this rask

In general, as a reseal'cher I f'elt very comfortable with the fbcus group metho<J. I

enjoyed moderating the sessions, and I liked the personal contact with the pal'ticipants. I

fbund the data analysis to be an interesting and rewalcling proce.ss. This method of

gathering data was very well suited to ûie as a researcher ancl to my resealch goals.

I also learned about myself as a teacher. I hold rny colleagues who par"tioipated in

this stuciy in gleat esteem. Not only clid they volunteet'over four houls of their time to
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contlibute to this research project with no rewards or incentives, the declication ancl

professionalism with which they spoke of theil role as teachers and teacher eclucators was

exemplary. This experience reinforced my belief in the commitment teachers have

towalds their prof'ession and in the responsibility they assume by initiating fïture teachers

into their profession.

I believe the opportunity to participate in the fbcus group was also a valuable

experience for them. It gave the participants a forum to discuss their roles as teacher

educatom. During the focus groups, the participants were aclamant that they did not have

the time for such reflection and this study provided them with that opportuniry

Fufthetmore, the opinions of the collaborating teachers are often not solicited or are

neglected. This is explained by a history of teacher eclucation programs basecl on a

positivist tradition in which the source of knowledge about teaching is seen to be founci in

the academy. This study, however, is based on the premise that the source of knowledge

about teaching is seen to be found in both the academy as well as in the educational

community. As a result, it is imperative to turn to collaborating teachers fbl their

professional knowledge. This stucly validates collaborating teachel's as esselttial players in

a teacher education program.

I believe this study also providecl the collaborating teachers with the opportunity

to reflect on the their personal learning theories and basic assumptious of a teacher

education program. As Boy<lell (1986) ancl Grossman (1994) stated, the process of
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preparing collaborating teachers fbr their role as mentol's leads to the question of

underlying assumptions. Teachers have few occasions fbr this kind of reflection. And yet.

articulating our personal learning theories is crucial in understanding oul pedagogical

choices. Furthermore, reflecting on the basic assumptions of a teacher education proglam

is crucial in understancling the action to be taken to suppolt teacher candidates. By

participating in this research project, a forum was provided whereby collaborating

teachers were encouraged to reflect on the theory underlying their practice

As a teacher, this study has shown to me the high calibre of plof'essionals with

i:

ì
ì
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,t:

.

,

t:

whom ws ale able to collaborate. It confirms the irnportance of their voice in planning

and implementing a teachel education program. Ancl it reitelates rny belief that there is

plecious little time for collaborating teachels to discuss amongst themselves ol with

membels of the faculty. This lack of time points to the importance of the oontinuation of

these discussions.

When planning a doctoral disser-tation, a common word of advice that was offered

to me on mâny occasions was the impoftance of my committee. In my pre-clisseltation

ignorance, I had taken this advice to mean that it was impor-tant to have a comrnittee that

would ensure a smooth transition fì'om pre-doctoral to doctoral statlrs. I have since

learned that the role of the cornmittee is much more complex

Each of my committee members was chosen f'or his or her expeftise in a particular

dornain. They used their expertise to educate me in both the process of writing a
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dissertation and in the content of my work. They did so with honesty, concern, and

dedication. Sometirnes, their recommendations meant a reorientation of my thinking

which resulted in rewriting. Other times, their comments made me reflect on the

contribution of my work to the professional knowledge base and the responsibility and

quality of work that is incumbent with that contribution. I learnecl writing a dissert¿tion is

not a smooth process. I learned that a committee offers support and expeltise, all the

while collaborating towards the common goal of preparing me, the learner to t¿ke my

place in the academy. I felt I could rely on the judgement of my committee that makes me

feel confident although still rather anxious in the face of my impending completion of the

doctoral requirements.

Finally, as I see this project come to a close, I feel satisfied and proud. with the

help of my advisor I was able to delineate a project, structure a time fì'ame, and see the

project como to completion. I have a sense of my own expeftise in the arca of the role of

mentoring in preservice teacher education, and I am confìclent that the research agenda

that I have begun to carve out for myself will prove to be a valuable contribution to the

professional knowledge base
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Consent Letter

<<coopérant>>

<<Institub>

<<adresse>>

<<salutation>>,

Je vous écris au sujet de mon projet de thèse fait dans le cadre de mes étucles doctorales à

I'Universitó du Manitoba. Mon projet de recherche, intitulé < Le rôle cle la coopérante ou

du coopérant dans un programme de formation en milieu scolaire >, implique la

consultation des coopérantes et des coopérants qui ont participé au Programme de

formation en milieu scolaire. L'objectif de cette consultation est de revoir les principes

de base qui sous-tendent le Pro.gramme de formation en milieu scolaire, de cléfìnir le rôle

de la coopérante ou du coopérant en fonction de ces principes de base et cle cléterminer

comment les enseignantes et les enseignants peuvent être appuyés dans leur rôle de

coopérante ou de coopérant. La participation de coopérantes colnme vous est essentielle

au succès du projet.

La méthode choisie pour la collecte des données implique la constitntion cle gloupes

témoins. L'une des forces des groupes témoins c'est qu'ils perinettelìt aux participantes et

aux participants de comparer leurs expériences et leurs opinions les uns avec les autres.

L'interaction constitue une source d'information très riche pour atteinclre I'objectif du

projet.
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Si vous àcçeptez de participer à ce projet, je vous dernancJerai cl'assister' à deux sessions

de discussion. Chaque session aura lieu pendant la semaine après les heures cle classe et

durera environ deux heures. Un souper léger sera servi. Les clates possibles sont

annexées à la lettre de consentement ci-jointe. Toutes les participantes et tous les

participants seront des enseignantes et des enseignants qui ont pafiicipé au pr.ogr.amme de

formation en miiieu scolaire. Les groupes seront divisés selon les niveaux élémentaire

(M à 6) et secondale (7 à 54) et comprendront de six à huit persorìnes chacun. Les

sessions auront lieu au Collège universitaire de SainrBoniface et je m'occuperai cle votre

stationnoment. Les discussions seront enregistrées sur cassette audio et. comme

animatrice du groupe, je prendrai des notes. Une transcriptrice sera présente et prenclra

des notes elle aussi.

À 1¿ fin cle chaque session, je clemanderai au groupe de valicler les notes que j'aurai

prises. Je vous enverrai ensuite un rapport préliminaire et j'examinerai vos

commentaires. Le cas échéant, des révisions seront incorpor'ées au lapport. Enfìn, je

vous enverlai un rapport sommaire et une copie de ma thèse sela disponible au Collège

universitaire de SainçBonif'ace au printemp s 2002.

Ce projet se conforme aux règles d'éthique habituelles erl recherche : vourì avez le droit

de vous retirer du projet à n'importe quel moment; vous avez le clroit de lefuser <Je

r'épondre à n'importe quelle question sans préjudice ni autre conséquence. Il n'y a donc

pas de risque à participer à ce projet. Vous êtes assuré du respect <le vos clroits à

I'anonymat et à la confidentialité. Si vous acceptez de participer'à mon projet vous selez

tenu de respecter les droits cl'anonymat et de conficlentialité cles autres participantes et

pafticipants. Si je devais vous citer directement clans ma thèse, je prenclrais les mesures

pour enlever les références qui poutraient mettre en dangel votre ânonyrnat. Les .seules
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personnes qul auront accès aux enregistrements et aux notes prises clurant les cliscr-rssirlrs

seront le Dr' Straw, la transcriptrice et moi-même. Lorsque le projet sera terminé. je

détruirai les enregistrements audio et les notes. Ce projet a été appronvé par le Comité

d'éthique de recherche des Facultés d'éducation et cle nursing et si vous avez cles plaintes

au sujet d'une procédure, vous pouvez contacter le Secrétariat de Déontologie de

I'Université du Manitoba, (474-7122) ou Dr. Sandy Gregor, vice-doyen cle la Faculté

d'éducation, à I'Université du Manitoba, qui vous référera au Cornité d'éthique approprié.

Si vous avez d'autres questions, n'hésitez pas à me contacter au CUSB, 200, avenue cle la

Cathédrale, Saint-Boniface (MANITOBA) R2H 0H7 (téléphone :233-0210. courriel :

gewart@ustboniface.mb.ca). Vous pouvez aussi contacter mon <lirecteur cle thèse, Dr.

Stan Straw, à la Faculté d'éducation, à l'Université du Manitoba (téléphor-rc:474-90i4,

courriel : straw @ms.urnanitoba.ca).

Si vous acceptez de participer à ce projet de recherche, veuillez signer la lettre rle

consentement ci-jointe, indiquer les dates qui vous conviennent et me retourner le tout,

avant le 27 avrll200I, dans I'enveloppe ci-incluse.

Veuillez agréet', <salutation>>, I'expression de mes sentiments les plus distingués

Gestny Ewart (Chercheuse)
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Lettre de consentement

(niveau élémentaire)

J'accepte de participer au projet de recherche intitulé < Le rôle de la coopérante ou clu

coopérant dans un programme de formation en milieu scolaile >>. Le but du projet est cle

déterminer comment les coopérantes et les coopérants peuvent être appuyés clans let¡r rôle

de mentor. Je comprends que je participerai à deux sessions cle groupes térnoins. Je

signe cette lettre de consentement pour signifiel mon intention de participer, et j'indique

par un crochet les dates qui me conviennent le mieux pour ces sessions.

Gestny Ewart (chercheuse) Signature de consentement

Les dates suivantes me conviennent le mieux. (cochez)

et

mardi,le 15 mai 2001, de 16 h 30 à 18 h 30

mardi, 7e 22 mai2001, de 16 h 30 à 18 h 30

OU

mercredi, le 16 mai 2001, cle 17 h 30 à 19 h 30

mercredi,le23 mai 2001, de 17 h 30 à 19 h 30

OU

jeudi, le 17 mai 2001, de 16 h 30 à 18 h 30

jeudi, le 24 mai 2001, de 16 h 30 à 18 h 30

et

et
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Gentle Reminder

<<coopéranÞ>

<Institub>

<<âdresse>>

<<salutation>>

Cette lettre est un simple rappel de la demande que je vous ai envoyée la .sernaine passée

concernant votre participation au projet de recherche intitulé <Le rôle de la coopél'ante ou

du coopér'ant dans un programme de formation en milieu scolaire >>. La participation de

coopérantes comme vous est essentielle au succès du projet.

Si vous avez déjà envoyé votre lettre de consentement, je vous prie d'ignorer ce rappel.

Par confie, si vous 'àcceptez de participer aux gl'oupes témoins, veuillez signer la lettre de

consentement, indiquer les dates qui vous conviennent et me retournel' le tout aussitôt que

possible.

Gestny Ewart (chercheuse)




